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The finest Sporting Links in the North of

Ireland are at

PORTSALON.

A full description of them appears in this

Guide in the section devoted to

I-OXJGH SlKTir^LY.
/// connection \citli tlic . . .

poRTST^LiOW Hotel Li.
Proprietor B. J. BARTON.
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• -" Men in the habit of wearing

Breeches and Knickers, who

know the gaUing produced

by Buttons and the pinching

of laces, hail this invention

as the finest ever produced.

So Comfortable!

So easily put on and off!

Fits Everybody!

Read what MR. SHRIBSOLE, the Author of

"The Land of Lakes." says of the R.H. Puttee
Attachment:

—
"Two-tliirds of my days I am

wearint! knickerbockers or breeches, and until

I met with Ross's Puttee Attachment the
various methods of fastening below the knee
(lacins. buttonins, &c.) were extremely un-
satisfactory- We have had many practical
improvements in sportinfi garments from the
Exeter house, none more useful or perfect
than this. So pleased am I with the Attach-
ment, that I am having all my breeches and
knickerbockers fitted with it, and I advise aP
sportsmen to do the same."

J. & Q. R05S,
Sole inventors, Patentees and Makers,

33, OLD BOND ST., W., &

222, High St., EXETER,
who supply the Trade with the Attachment only, which can be fitted to any

r>reeches. For Ladies and Gentlemen—price 2/6 retail.

See that the Name is stamped inside.
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Ct7 the Shore of Lovely Loagb Erve.

An Ideal Spot to spend a Restful Holiday.

ROSSCLARE HOTEL.

MODERATE TARIFF. EXCELLENT CUISINE.

Nearest Railway Station : BALLINAMALLARD, LOUGH ERNE.
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. Cars meet Trains by appointment.
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ROYAL HOTEL.

CHE situation is one of the best in the town, bein^' central and convenient,

and directly opposite Lough Erne Steamboat Landing Stage. The

arrangements are such as will enhance the comfort and convenience of

guests. The Private Sitting Rooms and Bedrooms are large and airy ;
the

Public Rooms comprise Coffee Room, Commercial Room, Drawing Room.

Smoking Room, and Billiard Room, etc., etc. Hot, Cold, and Shower Baths.

Excellent Cuisine. Choice Wines and Spirits. Good attendance. The sanitary

arrangements are of the most modern description. Cook's and Great Northern

Railway Co.'s "Hotel Coupons" accepted. Omnibus and Porters attend all

Trains and Steamers. Posting.

Telegraphic Address: "ROYAL, ENNISKILLEN."
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BALLYSHANNON.

W. J. HENDERSON Proprietor.

(C\N the banks of the River Erne, famous for its Salmon

and Trout fishing. Close to Railway Station, with

excellent service of trains to and from Belfast, Dublin,

Greenore and Londonderry. Convenient for Lough Melvin,

Bundoran, Lough Erne, The Pullins, &c. High-class accom-

modation. Moderate terms. Posting to all parts.
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This old-established Cafe, which occupies the most convenient

and central position in the City, has recently been remodelled and

greatly enlarged, and is now one of the finest and most up-to-date

Luncheon and Tea Rooms in Ireland.

No expense has been spared on the equipment of its Dining Hall,

Ladies' Parlour, Gentlemen's Coffee and Smoke Room, Lavatories, &c.

BREAKFASTS from 8 a.m.

LUNCHEONS from Noon till 3.30 p.m.

PLAIN & HIGH TEAS at any time.

Late Dinners, Special Lunctieons and Teas

by arrangement with the Manageress. . .

The Angler's Paradise.

DOWROS BAY HOTEL,
. . ROSBEQ, Co. DONEGAL.

The above Hotel is situated in its own grounds, overlooking the Atlantic

Ocean, in one of the most beautiful parts of the Donegal Highlands.

Excellent Trout Fishing on numerous Loughs,
Amongst which is Lough Kiltookis, over a mile long, and undoubtedly

one of the best in the North of Ireland. Free to Visitors. BOATS ON
THi: i^i-:sT ()X]:s.

EXCELLENT SEA-FISHING, BOATING AND BATHING.

Rough Shooting over 8,000 acres, also free.

GOOD GOLF LINKS about a mile away, where Visitors have the right
of p:aying for a small charge.

TERMS MODERATE. UNDER NEW ENGLISH MANAGEMENT.
FIRST-CLASS CVISISE. WINES, ETC.. REASONABLE.
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GUILDHALL STREET and

POST OFFICE STREET,Olstcr Hotel,
^ Dcrry.FIRST-CLASS Family */

and Commercial.

Most central position, and fitted with all modern appliances.

Hot, Cold, and Shower Baths. Omnibus attends all trains.

Electric Light throughout. Motor Garage free.

Under the personal supervision of the Proprietress.

Telephone, 163. MISS KELLY, Proprietress.

Roliilap flccominoaation in tbc Reart of Ireland.

PARIS ISLAND,
Six miles down Lovely Lough Erne from Enniskillen.

THE BEAUTY SPOT Set amidst most delightful
_ o

OF LOUGH ERNE. ^ * and romantic scenery. » »

An Irish Home with six acres of land. Good Pike and Perch Fishing

free. Comfortably fitted for sportsmen. An ideal spot for camping-out.

and with the use of steam launch, sailing and other boats available.

Every description of touring and sporting parties catered for on

moderate' terms. Intending visitors should communicate previously to

their arrixal. when all enquiries will be answered and every information

Apply r. HANDS, ENNISKILLEN.
Tclciiraiiis: "Hands. Enniskillen" (two words).

(See F»a^e 134.1

Railwap Potel, fenniskillen t"Z..
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BoDtiPx and Picnic Parties arranged. Camping-cut Parties catered for.

Steam Launch Service on the beautiful Upper Lough Erne from June 1st.

Excellent free Fishing for Trout, Pike, Perch, &c., in the surrounding lakes

and ri\ers. Competent attendants provided.

COOK'S COUI»OWS A.CCE:i»TEr».

Telegrams: " Railway Hotel, Enniskillen,' Proprietor, P. McNAMEE.
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ON the banks of the most picturesque part of

the River Erne, standing in its own grounds

amidst charming surroundings.
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-*^Bcllcck, Fcrtnanagh.

The only Hotel situated on the Erne, the most Sporting

River in Ireland.

The most convenient for both v. AN IDEAL SPOT
Lake and River Fishing. ' FOR A HOLIDAY.

Every modern arrangement and most moderate charges.

Rooms should be booked in advance.

Telegrams "JOHNSTON'S HOTEL, BELLEEK."
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Excellent Fi*^^ Salrpoi?
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in River Lennon, and in nine Lakes surrounding

Hotel, including Lough Fern and Lough Keel.

•<<« r»>*Good Sl?ootii?§

over 12,000 acres, strictly preserved.

.Iftvst^class Tbotcl,

Pleasantly situated in midst of Donegal Highlands, and

at head of Mulroy Bay.

Excellent Cuisine. All modern Sanitary Requirements.

Post and Telegraph Office txcenty yards from Hotel.

For further particulars apply to Proprietor.
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Picturesque Donegal.
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INTRODUCTION.

The interesting history of " open-

ing out " different parts of the

United Kingdom to sportsmen
and tourists discovers nothing
more striking than the marked
success which has so quickly at-

tended the efforts to make known
the attractions of The Doxegal
Highlands. In this there is no
lause for wonderment among
those who are acquainted with the

extensive district embraced by
that title : to visit Co. Donegal

A DOXE(iAI, ROAD. and the several places of interest

immediately adjoining is to linger amidst their varied charms and
long to return to them. It only required proper facilities for

reaching and exploring the several districts, and success was
a foregone tonclusion. True it is that holidav folk in

their hundreds of thousands seek the attractions associated with
B
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popular seaside or inland resorts, but a very large class

prefer to take their rest from the toil of trade, the bustle

of business, or the practice of their profession far from such

crowds, and of these the greater proportion are ever eager to

exercise their skill in some branch of sport or pursue some pet

pastime amidst fresh and peaceful surroundings. To this class

the Donegal Highlands and the adjoining districts described in

the following pages appeal very strongly. The ground covered

extends from Lough Erne in the south to Fanad Head in the north

—a distance in direct line of over eighty miles—and from Glen-

columbkille in the west to Strabane and Londonderry in the east

—a distance of over fifty miles in direct line. The golf courses
include some that rank among the very best sporting links in the

kingdom. Lender favourable conditions salmon and sea-trout

angling can be had; there is brown-trout fishing galore in hun-
dreds of lakes and scores of rivers—some of it of excellent quality

—and the sea-fishing is second to none. Grouse, pheasants and
partridges are not so well preserved as they might be, but the

wild-fowling, wood-cock and snipe-shooting would be hard to beat
anywhere, while hares and rabbits are plentiful. Throughout the

whole length of the coast line excellent shore-shooting is available,

and rare specimens of divers, etc., may be obtained : rock-pigeons
in hundreds make the many caves their homes, seals frequent the

numerous bays, and an occasional wild goat may be stalked on
the headlands. The facilities for yachting, boating, and sea-

bathing are almost unlimited. Cyclists have no cause to grumble
at the roads, especially if those marked with dotted lines on the

maps included in this guide are followed : the walks and drives

are most enjoyable, and tourists fond of mountaineering and cliff-

climbing can exercise their limbs and lungs to their hearts' con-

tent. Artists and photographers will find no lack of charming
subjects in every direction : some of the river scenery is very

pretty, many of the glens and lough and mountain compositions
are really grand; there is no more magnificent cliff scenery in the

British Islands, and the whole countryside is studded with ruins

of castles, monasteries, towers, cromlechs, etc. The antiquary,

botanist and geologist will find much of great interest. Beyond
all, the climate is mild and equable and the air marvellously
invigorating. In common with all mountainous districts—especi-

ally those near the sea—severe weather is experienced at times,

and squalls of sleet and heavy rain sweep over the country, but as

a matter of fact, " dark Donegal " describes the brown mountain
sides and the barren bog-lands, not the blue-vault and fleecy

clouds that for the greater part of the \ear reign overhead.

It was only to be expected that a large and sudden influx of

visitors would result in a strain on the somewhat limited hotel
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accommodation. Se\cral districts prescntl}' reterrcd to arc well

served with hotel accommodation, but throut^hout cxtcnsi\e

stretches of the country there is a hick of high-class touring-

hotels. However, fairly commendable enterprise on the part of

the inhabitants in this connection is met with, and, as a result,

matters have improved and are improving each season. One of

the most satisfactory advances is in the direction of extending

and making more comfortable the better class sporting hotels.

So well has this been carried out in several cases, that families

touring will be delighted with the really excellent manner in which
their requirements are catered for at these establishments : but the

accommodation they offer is limited, and intending visitors should

certainly write and engage their rooms in advance, or they may
easily find themselves compelled to put up with far less comfort-

able quarters. The number of private apartments available is

rapidly increasing, and in several districts quite comfortably

furnished houses can be rented on very moderate terms. Par-

ticulars of reliable hotels, etc., will be found in the advertisement

section of this guide.

Another condition that has naturally arisen in connection w ith

opening out this countryside is the restriction and, in some cases,

an increase in the cost, of sporting rights. This was inevitable^

and is, for the most part, advantageous, seeing that it is accom-
panied by better preservation—which was sadly needed. There
is still scope for considerable improvement in this direction.

There remains some free shooting, and plenty of free fishing for

salmon, sea-trout and brown-trout, particulars of which are given
in the following pages under the headings of the various districts

in which they occur. The alterations in the sporting rights

chiefly occur in connection with the renting of fishings and
shootings by hotel proprietors for the use of their guests; a move-
ment in the right direction if only the hotel proprietors will study

their best interests and promote the sport of their guests by
increased preservation, etc., which, it is refreshing to be able to

note, they seem inclined to do. Another satisfactory arrange-

ment emanating from the hotel proprietors is the placing of boats

on several loughs that previously were inconvenientl\- fished from
the shore, with little j^n-lit to the angler's basket. In the past

it has been necessary to include a collapsible boat in the angler's

outfit to enable him to fish many of the loughs—especially those

in the mountains—to the best advantage : although such a craft

is still ver\- useful to the angler who means serious business, the

necessitv no longer obtains; there are boats on quite a satisfactory

number of loughs, and the supply increases as the demand arises.

It is also worthy of note that the charges made by the hotel

proprietors for shooting and fishing, hire of boats and boatmen,
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etc., arc ^•ery moderatt; in many cases the fishing is quite free to

guests staying- at the hotels, or only a nominal charge is made.

If boats and boatmen are engaged outside of hotel managements
it is advisable to have a clear understanding Ijcforehand regarding

charges.
Two customs prevail to some extent—although both are

gradualh- falling into disuse—with which it is advisable to make
the newcomer acquainted. When hiring a car, ascertain that the

charge made iiicludes payment for the services of the driver, or

at the journey's end he will expect " whip-money," i.e., payment
for his services as driver, which have not been provided for in

the charge for the car. The other custom referred to affects

anglers only. It is necessary to have a rod license when angling

for salmon or sea-trout : this costs 20s. and legally is available

in any part of Irchnicl during the season in which it is issued,

irrespective of where it may have been taken out : but in some
districts piscator is required to take out a license in the locality

"before being permitted to fish, whether or not he previously has

obtained one elsewhere. Of course, if he has not previously (that

season) fished elsewhere in Ireland, this makes no difference ; but

should he have done so, the compulsory taking out of another

license reallv amounts to a charge of 20s. for the right of fishing

in that particular district in which the custom obtains. There-

fore, ascertain beforehand where this custom prevails and make
your plans accordingly : in every case possible the information

necessary is conveyed in the following pages. Neither of these

-customs need prexail, and steps are being taken to abolish them
entirely. In the near future the charge for a car will include the

driver's fee, and an angler will be permitted to exercise the

privilege he is legally entitled to; should the maintenance of any
waters make local financial assistance necessary, a charge will be
made in the ordinarv wav. The new arrangement will be
welcome, and might \ cry well be extended to other parts of

Ireland.

The facilities for angling referred to at frequent intervals in

this volume form such an important attraction, that a few general
remarks concerning the conditions under which that sport is

pursued will not Ix' out of place here. Wheresoever piscator plies

angle for salmon or sea-trout a first condition of success is that
the water fished shall be in " proper ply "

; and the greatest
difficulty is experienced in "catching it right." Throughout
Co. Donegal it is emphatic-nlly Ihc dinicuh\, for so quicklv are
the rivers filled by torrents falling from precipitous mountain
sides, so rapidly are they emptied through rock\- gorges into the
sea, that the morning may see a rixer in flood, the noon-dav find

It in capital fishing order, and the evening shall close in on a
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stream " low and bright." It follows that a deal of " chance "

occurs in connection with catching the rivers in perfect ply, and
the angler must be prepared to put up with the " off-chance."

He may, however, console himself with the thought that these

remarks apply only to catching the rivers in perfect order, and
he is assured that they provide some sport when conditions are

not so favourable : in fact, it is worthy of special note that the

Donegal streams sometimes hsh fairly well when low and bright,

but, of course, they must not be " stale." It is only when the

rivers have had no spate in them for some considerable time, and
have become stale, that they cease to provide sport at all. Un-
doubtedly the best time to visit the Donegal streams on successful

salmon or sea-trout angling bent is during a longish spell of

showery weather : under such conditions the rivers reach and
maintain a nice fishing height. With a strong spate in them
they are raging torrents and quite unfishable until they have
settled down to a height and colour similar to that which they

assume after a shower. Still another important matter is, that

with a strong spate the fish run right up these short rivers, and
after the spate the upper pools should be fished,—if available.

When the rivers are in perfect ply and other conditions are equally
favourable, no one who can handle a rod is disappointed. When
conditions are unfavourable, it is a golden rule with successful

anglers in Co. Donegal to follow their quarry; and neglect of
this rule, or ignorance of it, causes frequent disappointment that
need not be. The average angler, not knowing Donegal streams
and loughs, far too often fishes in a certain district content to
remain ignorant of that which lies beyond. Yet it is advisable,
if not absolutely necessary, to know as much of the water as
possible. To the angler without that knowledge pools which
might provide sport are to him as a closed book to a would-be
reader. An oilers locate themselves too severely, and this is a
fault that obtains elsewhere as well as in Co. Donegal. Their
headquarters are close to a lough or river, and they fish that
lough or river, and that only; and often enough only certain parts
of it. An angler thus fishing closely to his headquarters mav be
reviling his luck—with reason—yet he has onlv, perhaps, to
transfer his attentions to the estuary, or to upper pools, or to
some other lough close by, ihcre to find sport to his heart's,
content. Or the river may have been stale, and a heavy spate has
come : our angler starts with revived hope to fish the water close
to his headquarters, which may be some few miles from the source
of the river. He forgets that the fish ha\c, probablv, run right
through to the upper pools, and he neglects to follow them :

result, a lilank. If a well-wishtr attempts to explain what should
be done, hi- is, mor*' than likely, met with the assertion that after
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a former spate these lower pools fished well; our angler forgetting

that the spate referred to was only of sufficient volume to help

the fish into these lower pools. The same thing may occur in

connection with fishing the lower lough of a chain and neglectmg

the upper loughs, or vice versa. Bearing in mind all that has

been said above, it is good advice to " follow your quarry."

Search as much and as many of these small rivers and loughs as

you possibly can ; if necessary, shift your headquarters, for one

district may be fishing well while another is fishing badly. Need-

less to sav, the foregoing remarks arc addressed mainly to the

salmon and sea-trout angter on serious business he)it; the holiday

angler, content with fewer fish and charming surroundings, will

alwavs find that which he seeks.

Throughout the whole season fair to good baskets of brown-

trout arc obtained, and from the middle of April until the middle

of June the brown-trout angler can hardly fail to enjoy excellent

sport. In several loughs and rivers the trout are small—about

three or four to the "pound—in others, and by far the larger

number, the fish run to fully half-a-pound, with an occasional

three-quarter-pounder or pounder. But the cream of the brown-

trout fishing occurs on a few loughs, and in certain parts of a few

rivers, which are fully described in the following pages, and from

these waters some really remarkable baskets of fine lusty trout are

obtained.

Some of the loveliest glens, most beautiful bays and strands,

charming stretches of river and stream, and wild, majestic moun-

tain and lough scenery, are "off the line of route" of such circular

tour arrangements as at present exist; indeed, some of the scenes

depicted and described in this volume will be revelations to many
of the inhabitants themselves ; but all can be reached with the aid

of car, cycle, or sturdy legs and strong boots. That none of the

beauty spots or places of interest throughout the whole of this

fascinating countryside should be missed, the author—while fol-

lowing in the main a scheme of circular tours—has thought proper

to introduce his readers up or down the valleys of the several rivers

met with, or along the shores of bays " off the beaten track," as

occasion occurs. In this way absolutely the whole of the ground
has, at anv rate, been covered, and, it is hoped, nothing of

interest has been left unnotici-d.
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ing item in the holiday programme. Arrived there the tourist

will miss the luxurious surroundings associated with his journey

across and cannot reasonably expect them ; but he will be agree-

ably surprised with the comparative comfort and punctuality

with which he travels from point to point. True, slight delays

occur at times in the most out-of-the-way and mountainous

districts, and these, considering the character of the countryside

and the difficulties the officials have to contend with, can hardly

be avoided ; but discomfort of any description is quite the

exception. So well covered is the countryside by The County

Donegal Joint Committee Railways and The Lough Swilly Rail-

way, with its extension to Burton Port and Carndonagh, that

travelling by public coach, with few exceptions, is unnecessary
;

the journeys that must be made over the roads, being short,

are accomplished by Irish jaunting cars, which are available

in all parts of the county. An important development of

railway construction in the county is the making of the line

between Strabane and Letterkenny which, it is expected, will be

opened for traffic simultaneously with the publication of this

guide : this, in conjunction with the accelerated service between

Holyhead and Greenore, will bring the heart of The Donegal
Highlands from three to four hours nearer England.

The splendid service of The London and North Western Rail-

way Companv's express trains between London (and other

important centres in England) and Holyhead (for Ireland) is so

well known as to need little or no comment ; sufficient to say

that this portion of The Highway to The Donegal Highland.s

—

which also forms the chief link in a most important chain of

communication between England and Ireland—commands the

enthusiasm of all who avail themselves of it. At Holyhead these

luxurious express trains connect up (the traveller has only to

cross a platform) with the following steamship services :

—

To and from Greenore dail}-. This is the direct route to The
Donegal Highlands. To give an idea of the quickness of the

journev bv this route it may be mentioned that a tourist can

leave London (Euston) at 7.30 p.m., dine aboard the train, reach

Holvhead L15 a.m., leave for Greenore 1.40 a.m., arrive

(ireenore 6.0 a.m. Here a Great Northern Railway (Ireland)

train awaits arrival of boat. A breakfast car is attached to

this train and the passenger is due to arrive Strabane 9.45 a.m.

Erom Strabane The Donegal Highlands are reached in from

two hours to the nearest point to five hours to the farthest. The
Greenore route is also direct for the districts described in the

latter part of this guide, including luiniskillen. Lough Erne,

Bundoran, Londonderry, etc. With the recent acceleration of this

service any possible objection to it that might have obtained in
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tlu' past has been disposed of. The steamers—which arc the

propertN- of The London and North Western Railway Company

—

are comfortable—the " Rathmore " especially so—and, although

of smaller dimensions than those plying between Hol}head and

Dublin, are rather fine vessels. They are twin screws, have a

length of 300 feet, 1,700 tonnage, engines of 2,500 h.p., and

speed 18 to 20 knots. The other vessels on this service are the
" Galtee More," " Connemara," and " Rosstrevor.

"

To and from Dublin twice daily. A day service l^y way of

Kingstown, and a night service by way of North Wall with through

carriages running alongside the steamers. This is the popular

I^xpress passenger service and is worked by four steamers, the
" Scotia," " .Vnglia," " Hibernia," and " Cambria," the pro-

perty of The London and North Western Railway Company. For

speed, comfort and accommodation these vessels are not excelled

by any that pl\- between England and h'eland. They are

ail t\\ in screws. They have accommodation for 1,400 passengers,

and accomplish the journey in three hours. Notwithstanding their

great speed they are remarkable for their steadiness in all condi-

tions of weather. They are lighted throughout by electricity, the

sanitary and sleeping arrangements are perfect, and there is a

capital bath (fresh or salt water, hot or cold). The smoking-
room is cosy, the refreshments served on board are of excellent

quality and moderate price, and, altogether, he would be hard to

please who is not satisfied with this up-to-date service. From
North Wall and Kingstown the service connects up with The Great
Northern Railway Company's express trains to Strabane (for The
Donegal Highlands), Enniskillen, Bundoran, Londonderry, etc.

There are also two Cargo Boats daily between Holyhead and
Dublin, North W'all, and on each side of the Channel there is

provided every modern convenience for the handling of Horses,
Carriages, Motor Cars, etc.

To and from Kingstown twice dailv. 'i'his Is The Royal Mail
Route, and is worked by four magnificent twin-screw steamers
372 feet long, 41 feet 6 inches wide, having a speed of 24 knots,

the property of The City of Dublin Steam Packet Company, who
have jointly with The London and North Western Railway Com-
pany carried the mails between England and Ireland for many
years. These steamers rank high among the most luxurious
vessels afloat, and in their construction and equipment nothing is

wanting that the skill and ingenuity of man can de\ise. They can
accomplish the journey in 2 hours 45 minutes. Thev are lighted

throughout by electricity, have a capital promenade deck, dining
and smoking saloons elaborately fitted and furnished, ladies'

drawing room, private cabins, ample sleeping accommodation,
perfci-t sanitary arrangements, baths (hot and cold, fresh and
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salt), and all other conveniences generally associated with hrst-

class hotels. Refreshments of excellent quality are supplied at

very moderate charges. From Kingstown this service also con-

nects up with The Great Northern Railway Company's express

trains to Strabane, Enniskillen, Bundoran, Londonderry, etc.

By the Holyhead and Dublin routes the privilege of breaking

journey in Dublin is largely appreciated.

Tourists proceeding from the Midlands or the North of

England will find the Fleetwood and Belfast Royal INIail services

of The Lancashire and Yorkshire and London and North Western

Joint Companies a most convenient alternative route to the above.

The steamers provided are quite up-to-date, safe, speedy and

comfortable. The sea passage is only five and a half hours, and

the steamers connect up at Belfast with express trains to all

parts. The sailings are daily (Sundays excepted).

Full particulars of the above train and steamboat service,

including through bookings from all parts to the districts

described in this guide, can be obtained from Mr. R. Turnbull,

Euston Station, London; Mr. H. G. Burgess, North Wall Station,

Dublin, or any of The London and North Western Railway Com-
pany's District Superintendents or Agents in Great Britain and

Ireland.

Travellers from America including a tour through " Pic-

turesque Donegal " in their programme should secure tickets for

the combined journeys from Mr. A. G. Wand, 287, Fifth Avenue
{near 30th vStrcet), New York, and travellers from the Continent

are similarly catered for at 30, Boulevard des Italiens, Paris ;

also at 1, Rue Royale, Brussels.

From Scotland the popular route to The Donegal Highlands
is bv The Roval Mail line of steamers owned by Messrs.

G. and J. Burns, Limited. There are two night mail

services each way all the year round, and during the

summer months these are augmented by an express daily

Daylight vService via Ardrossan. The Night Mail steamers

sail daily (Sundays excepted) between Glasgow, Greenock, and
Belfast, and between Ardrossan and Belfast. These services

connect up with express trains from all the principal stations in

Scotland, and with The Great Northern Railway Company's
express trains from Belfast to Strabane, Enniskillen, Bundoran,
Londonderry, etc-. The Ardrossan and Belfast Daylight Service

is conducted by the new turbine Royal Mail steamer " Viper,"

a magnificent vessel of 1,713 tons, with engines of 7,000 h.p.

and speed ol 22 knots. The " \'iper " is luxuriously fitted

throughout with e\erv modern con\enience, and accomplishes

the journe\- in tliree and three-quarters hours. Its sailings

connect up with express train from I'eiih, Stirling, Edinburgh,
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<jlasgo\v, etc., to Ardrossan, and with The Great Northern

Railway Company's express trauis from Belfast to Strabane (for

The Donegal Highlands), I'inniskillen, Bundoran, Londonderry,

etc. On the return journey the " X'iper " leaves Belfast in con-

nection with the arrival of The Cireat Northern Railway Com-
pany's services of express trains from the above mentioned
districts, and reaches Ardrossan in time to connect up with

express trains to all important stations in Scotland. This

acceleration of the journey between Scotland and Ireland by the
** \'iper " via Ardrossan is a notable advance in expeditious cross-

channel service ; it brings the districts described in this guide
no less than six hours nearer, and, needless to say, other parts

of Ireland benefit equally with The Donegal Highlands in this

connection. To give some idea of what this improved service

really means it may be mentioned that by availing himself of it

a tourist may breakfast in hklinburgh or Cilasgow and dine the

same day in the heart of 'J'he Donegal Highlands.
I'\ill particulars of Messrs. Burns' excellent service of steam-

boats, including through bookings from all parts of Scotland to

the districts described in this guide, can be obtained at their

ofPces, 30, Jamaica Street, (ilasgow, and Queen's Square,
Belfast.

No railway company in Ireland has more consistently backed
up the good work of the English and Scotch companies than
The Great Northern .Company of Ireland, and in the organisation
of the improved facilities for reaching and exploring The Donegal
Highlands it has done invaluable work with most satisfactory
results. At Dublin, Greenore and Belfast\its express trains \\iil

be found awaiting the steamers from England and Scotland that
work the services referred to above. I^hese trains are well
equipped in every way, and ample dining, sntoking, and la\atory
accommodation is provided. By them the tourist is rapidly
whirled through some of the loveliest parts of Ireland to his
destination. En route the officials will be found civil and oblig-
ing, and nothing is left undone to enhance the comfort of the
traveller.

The Great Northern Railway Company (Ireland) have
recently become part owners of The County Donegal Railway,
and with the opening of the new line from Strabane to Letter-
kenny a further important de\-elopment occurs. A glance at the
Company's map will at once show that via Strabane now becomes
the direct route for that part of The Donegal Highlands which is

served from Letterkenny by tlir Burton Port extension of The
Lough Swilly Railway, and which hitherto was only reached via
Londonderry. This, as already pointed out, means a' great savin"-
of time for tourists travelling from England via Greenore ov
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Dublin. The centres more particularly benefited, and which are

included in the scheme of this guide, are : Kilmacrenan and

Milford (for the River Lennon), Churchill (for Gartan Lough,

Glenveagh, etc.), Creeslough (for Rosapenna, Muckish Moun-
tain, Sheephaven Bay, Mulroy Bay, etc.), Dunfanaghy (for Horn
Head, etc.), Falcarragh (for Tory Island, iVlton Lough, Bloody

Foreland, etc.), Gweedore (for the River Clady, Errigal Mountain,

Poisoned Glen, etc.), Crolly (for Lough Anure and the Crolly

River), Dungloe (for The Rosses), and Burton Port. Arrange-

ments are also being made for a service of coaches between

Letterkenny and Portsalon, and when these are complete the wild

and interesting peninsula of Fanad will be more easy of access

than at present is the case. \'ia Strabane remains the direct

route to all those districts which are served by The County

Donegal Joint Committee Railway, and from its termini at

Glenties and Killybegs : and The Great Northern Railway Com-
pany have a splendid service of express trains between Enniskillen

(for Lough Erne, etc.) and Bundoran, and Dublin, Grecnore and

Belfast. Thus it is no mere figure of speech to claim for the

combined routes of the companies referred to above the title of

"The Highway to The Donegal Highlands."



The River Foyle. '^'^rf^
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Through The Donegal Highlands.

FOREWORD.
The tourist who proposes to explore the whole of the country-

side described in these pages is advised to visit the districts in

succession as the description ot them occurs in the text. By so

doing- he will cover the ground to the best advantage and miss

nothing of interest on the way. But it is fully realised that a

large majority of tourists will \ isit certain districts only, there-

fore, at the head of each section the through route is given to

the particular district described therein. The tourist who intends

\ isiting two or more districts, lying at some distance apart, and
not the districts that lie between, will find it advantageous to

consult the Key Map, which is in front of the Introduction. This
map will also be found useful to all tourists ; at a glance may be
seen the page in the guide at \\ hich the description of any parti-

cular district, and the through route to it, occurs, and the relative

position of that district to others in the county. To enable the

reader to quickly and accuratelv locate anv particular object of

interest the Index at the end of the \olume should be consulted,

in conjunction with the Kev Map. The maps included with each
section are purposely made as simple as possible, and convey only

absolutely neessarv information. Maps of the railway and
steamship companies' routes to " Picturesque Donegal" arc

bound up at the I'nd of the \'o1iutic.

Nufc :— /// ilcscrihiiii^ tlic routes via Straluiiie iiiui Lcttcr-

kciiiiy if is prcsii uiccl tlicit tlic line fruiii llw former to tlie hitter is

open for traffic. S/ionlil t/iis not he so in the early days ofth e

publication of this guide, then the route from Strahane to Lctter-

henny is via Londonderry : thence by Lough Sx'. illy Railway.

Our tour through I'It' Donegal Highlands is from east to west
in the north, and from west to east in the south, the Enniskillen,
Lcnigh I^rne, and Bundoran districts being described separately
in i'art II. In Part I. it is presumed that the reader has arrived
at Strabanc (for The Donegal Highlands), and, from Strabane,

c
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the route lies, first, to Lough Swilly and Fanad Peninsula. When
the pending arrangements for a coach service between Letter-

kenny and I'ortsalon arc complete this new route will, doubtless,

become a popular one ; but the old route, via Londonderry and

Fahan (see Lol^gh Swilly section of this guide) will always remain

a favourite one with many travellers, if only on account of the

opportunitv it gives of seeing Londonderry and revelling in the

lovelv view obtained of Lough Swilly in crossing from Fahan to

Rathmullen, or journeying down the lough to Portsalon.

On the first part' of this route—from Strabane to London-

derry—The Great Northern Railway skirts The River Fovle,

which the tourist will be well content to view from the train as he

is whirled on his w ay to the north ; for, whatever the possibilities

of the river mav be commercially, it has no attraction for the

holidav seeker in its present neglected condition. Yet it is ot

interest—if onlv in passing—as the district through which it flows

connects up Strabane with Londonderry, A\hich other tourists

than those passing through on their way to the Donegal High-

lands mav wish to see.*

* For an exhaustive description of 'Derry, see " Londonderry," a compan-

ion guide to this, bv tlie same author and issued by the same publishers.
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LOUGH SWILLY.

LOLH.II .S\\II.I.\- ROM RAI IIMILLKX.

Routes.—The centres Irom wliich Lou^h S\\ill\- may hv ex-

plored are Poktsalox and l\.\ ihmullex. The route from

Strabane to these centres is Ijy Great Northern Railway to

Londonderry :

[lYofc.—If yon arc proceeding fruii! Eiighxud via (irceiiorc

or Dublin, or from Scotland via Belfast, direct to Ratliniiillen.

or Portsalon. yon do not clianf^e at Stral)anc. hut continue the

journey in the same C(rrri(Ti>e to Londonderry.

at Londonderry change to Lough S\\ ill)- Railway, b\- which travi-l

to Fahan; thence across the lough by steamer to Rathmullen.

If Portsalon is your destination, at Rathmullen the Portsalon hotel

coach awaits passengers in coimertion with the midday train Irom
Londonderr}' (Sundays excepted), i.e., the train in connection with

the direct services from I^ngland and Scotland. Cars are always
available at Rathmullen for passengers arrixing by an\- other

trains and wishing to i^roceed to Portsalon. From June t;)

September, inclusive', (jn Tuesdavs and Fridays, a steamer sails

direct from Fahan lo Portsalon in connection with the early

morning train from Lontl.nderi'y, can'\ing' goods and passengers
;

due at Portsalon about midda). Ihe drive from Rathmullen to

Portsalon, a distance' of about fifteen miles, is via Ray I->kidoe

and C.\KK()WKKi;i. (locally stxled Ki-;krvkfi; i.). The main road
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leads through Carrowkeel and skirts Mulroy Bay for a short

distance beyond. The cyclist or motorist strange to the country

is warned to leave the main road at a point a little less than two

miles beyond Carrowkeel and follow the road to the right, which

leads direct to Portsalon (see map), or he will find himself landed

on a rough cross road between Rosxakill and Portsalon, towards

the end of his journey. The direct road to Portsalon referred to

is shorter, quite as well metalled as the main road, and far more

easily negotiated, as it avoids several nasty hills.

Another route from Strabane is by the new Strabane and

Lctterkennv Railway to Lettekkexxv, thence by hired car via

Rameltox '

to Rathmullen (13 miles), and 7'/a Kilmacrexax,

MiLFORD and Carrowkeel to Portsalon (20 miles).

Or from Strabane by Strabane and Letterkenny Railway to

Letterkenny ; thence by Burton Port extension of Lough Swilly

Railway to' Kilmacrenan and by car via Ramelton to Rathmullen

(15 miles), and via Milford and Carrowkeel to Portsalon (17

miles). Bv this route arrangements must be made in advance

for a car to meet the train at Kilmacrenan.

This important arm of the Atlantic Ocean extends from

Faxad Head and Duxaff Head to the estuary of the S\\ ilia-

River below Letterkexxv, a distance of twenty-five miles ;
it

varies in w^idth from a mile to three miles, and the scenery

associated with its shores and inland from them is of a most

varied character, for the greater part beautiful and in places really

grand. As a health, touring, and sporting resort Lough Swillv,
" The Lake of Shadoivs,'" is surely destined to become popular.

Here there is, indeed, a happy hunting ground for thousands ()f

visitors without fear of c: owding. There are exceptional facilities

for the golfer ; the extensive strands offer unlimited bathing of

a perfectly safe character ; and as a yachting centre, for small

or large craft, it is bound to find favour in the future. Here arc

some of the finest natural arches, most interesting caves and

magnificent cliffs to be met with in the North of Ireland ; the old

castles and other historical objects will delight the antiquary ;

beautiful drives and walks extend in every direction, and \hv

roads, for the most part, are good for cycling. The sea-fishing

is good for many sorts of flat and round fish, and boats and the

services of competent boatmen are available at most moderate

charges ; the wild-fowling and shore-shooting ranks among the

very best free shooting obtainable anywhere ;
there is good

brown-trout fishing in the lakes lying a mile or so inland, and

some sea-trout and salmon fishing can be got In a few places.

Comfortable accommodation is offered in several centres, and,

as will presently be explained, a very excellent hotel stands in a

prominent position amidst some of the most delightful scenery
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associated with the loui^h. It is a channinii suniiiur resort, and

the marvellous beauty of the sunsets will delight the artist. " On
a calm day the skv overhead is mirrored in the waters beneath,

and the drifting clouds shed fantastic shadows on the bosom of

the lake : towards evening other shadows steal down from the

mountains which are piled up on either shore, and creep across

the water—conditions of light and shade that help to give Lough

Swillv the pretty name by which it is locally known, The Lake

of Shadows. When the mountains are cloud-capped and the wind

sweeps down from them, to burst in black squalls on the surface

OX IIIE SHORE: LOLCH $\MI.1-V.

of the lough, flipping the troubled waters into fairy-like sprays

as it travels along the- surface, anothei" \ try I)rautilul effect is

produced, of quite a diflcrent character, however, for now the

reigning colour is that sombre grey whi(-h fascinates the artist

and inspires the poet."

The best of the free wild-fowling i^rounds lie s.)uth of Rath-

muUen, and very good indeed they arc. Tliousands of duck,

geese and swan congregate on the nnKl-llals hereabouts through-
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out the w inter season. Flighting- can be indulged in along the

shore and off Inch Islaxd, but the cream of the shooting is

obtained from flat-bottomed punts, of which a few are available

at Ray Bridge, which is the centre for the local professional wild-

fowlers, and where the services of a competent man are some-

times available. Needless to say, a punt gun is of great service

on this wide stretch of water, and that stalking one's quarry

must Ije carried out with due caution. Granted the exercise of

this necessary caution, the wild-fowler of average skill and know-

ledge will have no difficulty in getting plenty of sport. The
shooting is absolutely free. There is also wild-fowling of very

excellent quality on the several loughs at Faxad Head, and the

right to shoot here is let from time to time through Mr. A.

Manning, of Mulroy, the estate agent for Lord Leitrim. The
shore-shooting throughout the whole length of Lough Swilly

would be hard to beat, that around Fanad Head being particu-

larly good. Capital shooting can also be had for rock-pigeons

among the caves that line the shores, especially north of

Portsalon.

l'":-om Julv until end of September a few sea-trout can be

caught in the waters between Inch Island and the mainland ;

sometimes good baskets are made. The proprietor of Portsalon

Hotel has boats on Kindrum Lough, one of the very best brown-

trout waters in the north of Ireland, and several of the small

loughs in the mountains p-ovide very decent sport with these fish.

There are some very pretty drives and walks in the neigh-

bourhood of Rathmullex : to the south is Cul Bay, Rathmullen

Woods, and Ray Bridge ; to the north Kixxegar Straxd, Mill
Bay, Lamb's Head Bay, Dead Max's Hole, Scraggy Bay, and

the Kxockalla Mouxtaixs : w hile within easy driving distance

inland are Milford, Mulroy Bay, and Crockaxaffrix Molxtain
(1,137 feet). At Rathmullen are the well-preserved remains of a

historical castle, formerly the stronghold of the McSwyne Faugh,

the holder of Fanad, and an old Carmellite Priory, over the east

window of which is a very fine figure, life-size, of St. Patrick

represented as a Bishop. Both the castle and the Priory are well

worth a thorough inspection. About two miles from Rathmullen

rre the Otway Golf Lixks. The club was instituted in 1H03 and
n.umbers about thirty members : the Hon. Se;-. is C L. Batt, Esq.,

Rathmullen House, the captain Colonel Batt, j.P. The services

of a professional, Mr. P. Deeii}-, are a\ailable. Msitors are

permitted to play on payment of Is. per day or 7s. 6d. per month
(ladies ")s.) : family tickets, 10s. per month. Competitions are

held the second and fourth Wednesday in each month. It is a

nine-hole course and skirts tlu' sea shore, surrounded by (-harming

s,-enerv. The holes are short but very sporting and full of hills,
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rocks, and sand iKinkcrs. The turl" is excellent and ver\ dry.

Quite a nice holiday links.

About a mile from Carrowkeel, in the towiiland ol ("jOR-

TAVERN, is an interesting Cromlech, well worth a visit. It will

be found in a meadow just off a bye-road leading- to Rathmullen.

North of the Knockalla Mountains lies the wild, yet withal

beautiful, peninsula of Fanad. Here will be found a feast of

mountain, cliff and lake scenery, and, conveniently situated in the

very heart of the district, is Portsalon Hotel. Originally a

private residence, it was opened in 1889 by Colonel B. J. Barton

CROMLECH A I (.ORIAXKKN.

(the pr()priett)r) as a touring hold. ^'ea)• after year the comfort

of the establishment and the great variety of the attractions

surrounding it ha\e won favourable opinions fiom \isitors; each

year has seen a further development of the excellent Iniilding

scheme, and to-day the castellated walls of the palatial group of

Ijuildings, which are such a ])rominent object on the shore of

Lough Swillv, ])ro\ ide all the seclusion of a country seat, in

combination witli the luxuries and con\eniences of (t really first-

chtss JiofcJ, for oxer one himdred guests. The situatit:n is rji
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exceptionally charming one, and at the very doors of the hotel are

the famous Portsalon golf links. In the immediate vicinity are

several objects of great interest and numerous lovely walks and

drives, all of which are presently described. In addition, Port-

salon is a most convenient centre from which to explore Mulroy

Bav (see Mulrov B.av), the district south of the Knockalla

Mountains in the direction of Rathmullen and the whole of the

beautiful Lough Swilly. Kixdrlm Lough is within easy driving

distance, and here, as already pointed out, the angler can enjoy

sport among lusty brown-trout—and plenty of them—to his

heart's content. Numerous other little loughs in the vicinity also

offer facilities for angling, while it is not a very far cry to Lough
Fern, where some salmon and plenty of trout-fishing can be had

absolutely free.

To the right of the hotel, and skirting the golf-links, is a

magnificent strand three miles in length, forming the shore of

Ballvmastocker Bav, and this is backed up by the precipitous

clifTs which abruptly terminate the Kxockalla Mountains on the

shores of Lough Swilly, while the ridges of that range fade away
in blue haze towards the south. To the left the waters of " The
Lake of Shadows" stretch around, and beyond is a wonderful

panorama of the Ixishowen Mountains, with Dunree Fort and

Lighthouse in the foreground of the distant shore. Close to the

hotel is excellent sea-bathing, capital sea-fishing, and unlimited

facilities for sailing and boating. The interior of the hotel is all

that one can wish ; the bedrooms are large, and without exception

command very fine views of the surrounding scenery. The
private sitting rooms are charmingly furnished. The dining hall

is spacious, and in close proximity is a luxurious lounge. There

are smoking and billiard-rooms, a dark-room for photographers,

store-rooms for bicycles, motor garage, and other conveniences

that go to complete a well arranged and well-equipped establish-

ment, and close by is a postal and telegraph office. In fine

weather afternoon tea, or a comfortable smoke, can be indulged in

on top of the tower, from which point of vantage a truly grand

view is obtained of the whole district, contained, as it were, in a

vast amphitheatre of striking scenery.

The Golf Links at Portsalon rank high with the finest and

most sporting in the L'nited Kingdom, and they are charmingly

set amidst the delightful scenery associated with the hotel, which

has already been described; for at Portsalon the first tee is within

two hundred yards of the hotel doors. The links skirt beautiful

Ballymastocker Bay and the eighteen holes are included in a

circuit of 3i miles. The hazards are legitimate and consist chiefly

of sand bunkers, bums and bents, while the greens are, for the

most part, natural : the turf throughout is exi-ellent and affords
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great scope for l^rassv plav, and oi .s\\anip\' ground there is none.

The whole course is kept in creditable order. Ladies are per-

mitted to play. The charges for guests at the hotel and for

tenants of several houses close bv, which Colonel Barton has to

let from time to time, are one shilling per day, five shillings per
week. Sunday play is permitted, and tournaments are held in

Jid\- or August of each year.

The first hole, " The Lodge " (163 yards), requires a cleek
only. A clean shot over a small burn forty yards from the tee

should reach the green, a pulled ball will find a bad lie in the bent

GRE.'XT ARCH A'l" DOAc , I IBKc . : LOLC.M SWILLV

or sand to tlu' left ol the hcle ; an ()\ercarr\ w ill land in a sand}
road. The hole is a bogey four

A plav club is required at the sec-ond hole, " Meliamore "

(313 yards). There is plenty of space for driving, but a deep
sandy road in front of the tee will catch a topped dri\e, and the

ground for 60 yards is broken and covered with bent. A good
drive will find a safe lie; and the green, which is fast and true

and is situated in a hollow, should be reached with a cleek oi-

iron. -V pulled approach will land the player in the burn which
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runs parallel to this and the next hole. Number two is a four

hole.

The third hole, " Strand " ("207 yards), is beset on three sides

bv the burn and on a fourtli by the strand. A pull drive will

land on to the latter, while a slice will find the former. A good
drive, however, should nearly reach a huge bunker which guards

the green : this being crossed by careful play the hole is an easy

four.

The green of the fourth hole, " River Out " (333 yards), lies

high, and thirty yards from the tee is the burn twenty yards wide,

while fifty yards further on is a smaller stream. These crossed

safely another full drive should reach the green. A five hole.

The fifth hole is happily styled "Desert" (196 yards). In

front of the tee is a huge bunker—filled with sand, bent and

boulders—which extends for about one hundred yards, while to

the left of the hole a second bunker lies in waiting for a pulled

ball. The green is a good one and cuppy ; a long straight drive

is rewarded with a good lie, and granted this the hole is a three.

Number six hole is " Stocker " (266 yards). A drive and a

short iron should reach the green, which is guarded by a grassy

mound. With careful play this is a safe four hole, but a pulled

ball will find a fitting punishment among the bents.
" Valley No. 1 " (342 yards) is the name of the seventh hole,

and the straight player will find it presents no difficulties, howbeit

on both sides of the course are ranges of bent-clad dunes, and the

player whose ball lands among these will be fortunate to get free

without the loss of several strokes. It is a bogey five, often done

in foiu'.

The eighth hole, " Valley 2 " (167 yards), should be pocketed

in three. A fair cleek or brassy shot will reach the green ; but

a missed drive will surely find the rocks and bent between the

tee and the green, or the hummocks that guard it on all sides,

and the hole will be lost.

Number nine, " Drumany " (501 yards), is, probably, the

best hole in the couise. The tee is on a high ridge, and on all

sides are good lies for a second shot. A brassy over a rocky

mound brings the hole within >iew, and another—or a cleek

—

should reach the green which is guarded on three sides by the

burn. The third shot should be played well to the right, and the

fourth across the burn to the green. The hole ma}- be had in five

by perfect play, but six is good golf.

Once across the burn, which is situated about eighty yards

in hont of the tee of the tenth hole, " KilaNce " {'Al yards), the

player will find good lies in all dii'c -tions. A second full shot

across the same mound encountered at hole number nine should

bring the green—which is guarded on both sides by broken
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ground—within reach of a deck shot. The hole is a six bogey,

though, perhaps, less difficult than number nine.

Number eleven, " The Altar ^' (145 yards), a cleek shot to a

hill, is a three hole ; but an overdriven ball will land in a bunker

and bushes.

At number twelve, " Grecnfort " (300 yards), an exception-

allv long drive will reach good ground near the green : cautious

golfers, however, will prefer to play short with an iron, another

shot with it reaching the green, which is surrounded by sand

bunkers on all sides. This is a four hole.

" The Bin," number thirteen (125 yards), is another iron shot

(;OLF LINKS: PORTSALON.

over a deep sand bunker to one of the best greens on the links.

A pulled, sliced, or topped shot will land in one of a scries of

sand bunkers. This is a three bogey hole, often done in two,

howbeit it frequently scores double figures, short hole as it is.

Number fourteen, "The Matterhorn " (241 yards), requires

careful golf. In front of the tee is a large sand bunker with

boulders on both sides, and these spell disaster to a misdirected

drive. Once past ihem a mashie shot over a high mound reaches

the green, which is, however, a tricky one, and often costs three

or even four puts ; otherwise this is a four hole.
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A drive from a height and a cleek or full iron o\er the burn
should reach the splendid green of number fifteen, " The Alders

(383 yards) : it is a five bogey hole, but a possible four.

Number sixteen, " River In " (434 yards). Two drives and
an approach. The river must be avoided throughout the course

of this hole, and to hole cut in a bogey five is very good golf.

Number seventeen is " Stormont " (451 yards). Here a good
drive will find a useful lie and another (across the road) and a

cleek or iron shot should reach the green which is on a small

plateau. This hole is a six bogey.
The " Homic " hole (240 yards) brings the player back to the

hotel. The green is a fine one, and a drive and short approach
reaches it in an easy four. The par reads thus :

—

Out: 4, 5, 4, 5, 3, 4, 5, 3, 6 = 39

In : 6, 3, 4, 3, 4, 5, 5, 0, 4 = 40
A very enjoyable excursion from Portsalon is to the top of

tthe Knockalla Mountaixs and the Black Loughs which nestle

snuglv within a hundred feet of the summits. The chief heights

are Callaghpatrick (1,203 feet) and Bixxadreex (1,032 feet), and
the walk to the top is by no means fatiguing ; a car-road leads to

the very base of the range, and from the top a very fine view is

obtained of the whole of Fanad, Inishowen, and Lough Swilly.

Another most enjoyable climb is to Lough Doira and Lough
GoRAGH, which lie amidst most picturesque surroundings : here

rals-o a car-road runs to a point of vantage from which the ascent is

an easy matter. Other climbs are to the top of Dargax Hill

((570 feet) and Murrex Hill (754 feet), from both of which grand
views are obtained of Fanad and Mulroy Bay. Tourists fond of

<cl iff-climbing will find plenty to occupy them between the Seven
Arches and Faxad Head Lighthouse (the second most northerly

night in Ireland), especial points of interest being Bixmacaward,
Leel Poixt, Carrickhamish, Illaxmore (a noble cliff), Stooev,
Carrickxagappul, and Bixxavrista. Crabaxe Bay, immedi-
ately south of Faxad Head is a very beautiful bay. There is some
fine storm-swept coast scenery to the west of Fanad Head, in the

neighbourhood of Pollacheexv Poixt and Rixmore Poixt. All

of these cliffs, etc., can be reached—or nearly approached—by
car, but the most enjoyable way of exploring them is by walking

—with, perhaps, the assistance of a car to help one over the main
.roads.

Within easy walking distance of the hotel are the far-famed

'Sevex Arches, which are really very fine and remarkable

examples of marine erosion. They are approached by means
of rude steps carved from the rocks, and at low tide can

he explored with little or no risk, care being exercised to watch
the inrush of water from time to time should the sea be at all
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rouyh outside. Another of these interesting caves—or arches—is

in the hotel grounds, but is only approachable from the sea by
means of a boat, The Three Mouth Cave. But the finest

natural object in the vicinity—and one of the finest on the Irish

coast—is The Great Arch of Doaghbeg, the opening- of which
is no less than eighty feet in height. There are also some very
interesting rocks along the shore, many of very peculiar forma-
tion. There are many \ery fine strands, notalDJy the Ocean"
Strand, in close proximity to Fanad Head ; this is a delightful

and popular spot for picnic parties, and one could hardly imagine
a more ideal situation. The ruins of an ancient feudal keep.

LOUGH GORAGH: PORTSALON.

MoROss Castle, should also be visited : they are picturesquelv
situated on a lovely arm of IMulroy Bay; and close by, at
RosNAKiLL, some excellent sea-trout fishing can be had at times.

Geologists will find much of great interest hereabouts. A
valuable vein of limestone runs across Fanad. The position of
the great outlier on Portsalon Strand, at the base of the Knock-
alla Mountains, which is the only outcrop of lower old red sand-
stone in Co. Donegal, the contorted rocks along the west side of
the north water of Mulroy Bay, the intrusive hillocks of trap rock.
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and the grand outcrop of granite on the northern edge of the

district, will furnish matter for interesting research and specu-

lation. The botanist will be delighted with numerous orchids to

be met with ; and among other rarities are included : Samolus
Valerandi, Pyrola Media, and Osmunda Regalis. Wild flowers

abound and the more sheltered spots hold them all the year round.

To the student of marine fauna, the shores of Lough Swilly and
the adjacent Atlantic Ocean offer infinite variety ; while the

ethnological student will be interested in the weaving looms (of

the pattern dating back to the days of the Pharoahs), the spinning

wheels, the " Corraghs " (or wicker boats), etc., etc.

The visitor making the complete tour will proceed to The
River Lennon via Milford.
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THE RIVER LENNON.

(.ARIUN L(Jl(.H.

Route.—The direct route to The River Lewon from Stra-

haiie is to Letterkexnv, Kilmacrexax, or Churchill, according

to the particular part ol' the ri\er to be \isited. As a

matter of fact, the whole of the ground may be explored from

Letterkenny, the distances between that town and various parts of

the main river, loughs, tributary streams, and numerous places

of general interest varying from five to twelve miles by road. The
distances by road from Letterkenny to the principal villages, etc.,

are : Churchill, 67V miles ; St. Columb's, 8 miles ; Kilmacrcnan,

6 miles ; Ramelton, 7 miles ; Milford, 11 miles. A capital

circular tour from Letterkenny is to Churchill, vSt. Columb's, Kil-

macrcnan, Milford, TuLLV Bridge, Ramelton, and home.

Cvclists will find a good road all the way, but hilly at places.

Tourists, therefore, will Find Letterkenny a convenient centre to

work from. The sportsman, however, will probably prefer to

make his headquarters close to the water he is fishing or the

ground he is shooting oxer, and for him accommodation is pro-

vided at St. Columb's (Mrs. Johnstone's hotel) ; Churchill (Wil-

kin's hotel) ; Kilmacrcnan (Taylor's hotel) ; Milford (Mcl)evitt's

hotel) ; and Ramelton ((loodwin's and Hoxle's liotels). The
tourist proceeding direct to either of these centres travels from

Strabane via Letterkenny, where he changes to the lUirton Port

extension of the Lough S\\il!\ R;iil\\:i\ and proci-eds to Churchill
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Station (for Churchill and St. Columb's), or to Kilmacrenan Sta-

tion (for Kilmacrenan, Miiford, and Ramelton). Churchill Station

is distant from Churchill 1| mile ; from St. Columb's 3 miles.

Kilmacrenan Station is distant from Kilmacrenan 2 miles ; Mil-

ford, 7 miles ; and Ramelton, 8^ miles. In each case a request

must be sent to the hotel manager for a car to meet the train.

Tourists travelling via Loxdoxderrv, proceed to Fahan (Lough
Swilly Railway), cross Lough Swilly to Rathmullex, and from
thence dri\e; to Ramelton 6^ miles ; to Miiford 6 miles.

The hotel at Miiford—McDevitt's, Manus McCreadie, pro-

prietor—is one of the most comfortable and admirably conducted
establishments in the North of Ireland. The place is scrupulously

clean, the food and cooking excellent ; the proprietor has installed

the latest sanitary arrangements, and there are excellent baths

(h. and c), etc. But the hotel is small and rooms must be booked
in advance. Miiford is not only a capital centre from which to fish

certain waters described in this section of this guide ; but, also,

it is convenient for visiting Bunlin Glen, Buxlin Waterfall,
The Goldex Loup Waterfall, etc., and for exploring Mulroy
Bay ; all of which are described in this guide under the heading
of Mulrov Bay. Taylor's hotel at Kilmacrenan is a capital

headquarters for sportsmen ; it is an excellent centre from which
to fish the Lennon, the Lurgy, and several lakes referred to pre-

sently ; it is also most convenient for visiting Doox Well, Lough
Salt, and several other places and objects of interest in the valley

of the Lennon. \\'ilkin's hotel, at Churchill, is a very similar

sporting headquarters, and is convenient for the upper waters
;

the proprietor will be found a keen sportsman himself. Mrs. John-
stone's hotel, at St. Columb's, is more like a most comfortable
country residence ; here touring parties will find themselves

admirably catered for; it is an ideal spot for a family holiday. But
here, again, accommodation is limited, and rooms must be booked
in advance. St. Columb's is set amidst very beautiful scenery

and excellent fishing ; the hotel stands in its own grounds, and it

is worthy of note that this is the nearest establishment of the

sort to the famous Glexveagh.
In, and adjacent to, the valley of the Lennon will be found

some of the very best absolutely free fishing for salmon and trout

obtainable in Co. Donegal.
The River Lenxox rises in Gartan Lough, and flows in about

fifteen miles into Lough Swilh' at Ramelton. With the excep-

tion of about two miles extending from Gartan Lough to the

railwa} and a private pool at Ramelton, the whole of the river

is absolutely free. Its course is sinuous, and in some parts it is

sluggish; in others there are some fine streams and broad, deep
pools, alternated with boulder-strewn flats and gravelly shallows.
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It is not at all a difficult river to fish; in fact, the greater part ,s

easily covered with the help of an ordinary fourteen or fifteen

foot -salmon rod; wading is quite unnecessary 1 he s^l^o"/^"£

from 7 Ib^. to 30 lbs., and the average size of those taken is from

10 lbs to 13 lbs. Over one hundred fish have been recorded from

the free water in a season, the average number falhng to anglers

each season being from sixty to seventy. 1 he fly is the lure _^ar

excellence, and good patterns-which should be of from medium

to small size—are: Lemon and Grey, Claret and Grey, Inery

Brown, Jock Scott, Thunder and Lightning, Claret Jay and

Black Jay. The lower reaches fish somewhat earlier than the

RIVER LENNON BELOW CHURCHILL.

unoer but after May there is little to choose between them The

river i open from' February 1 until November 1 (bo h days

nclusive), but the fish get very red after September, unless the

season is an exceptionallv rainy one. There are plenty of good

brown-trout in the Lennon, but they seldom rise to the fly; a few

.Tiay be taken with a floating fly, and good patterns are Rough

OUve Golden Olive, Blue Upright, Black Gnat, Alarch Brown

and Golden Sedge; Wickham's Fancy is also worth a trial. Ihe

lakes and tributary streams in the district all hold brown-tiout

ijalore, and good baskets are made, favourite flies being :
Claret

Ind Partridge, Orange and Grouse, Black and Teal, Red and
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Teal, Green and Teal, Blue and Blea, Blue Spider, Badger

Hackle, and March Brown. Olive's and Hare's Ear are good

spring- flies. Xo sea-trout run into the Lennon or any of its

tributaries.

Gartan Lough, or Lough Veagh South, in which the

Lennon rises, is a beautiful sheet of water, two and a half miles

long bv half a mile wide. In places the banks are charmingly

wooded, fhis being especially the case in the neighbourhood of

Lough Veagh House on the south shore. The lake lies at the

'base of The Glexdowan Mountains; towards the north and west

rise the important peaks of Carrowtrasna (1,183 feet), Leahan-

more (1,461 feet), and Croaghacullin (1,430 feet), while towards

the south-west are Crockastoller (1,379 feet) and Benswilly

(1,112 feet). There is always a chance for a clean salmon in

Gartan Lough, but, as a rule, the fish do not run into the lake

in any number until the end of the season, when they may fre-

quently be seen leaping in all directions. By this time, however,

they are far advanced towards spawning and have probably been

in the river a long time before mounting to the lake, with the

result that they are very " red." Gartan Lough is a capital

brown-trout water from May onward; baskets of from four to six

dozen trout are made, the fish running about three or four to the

pound. A few bigger ones are taken early in the season. A
charge is made for salmon and trout fishing of two shillings per

day; a boat is necessary, this, with the services of a competent

boatman, can be obtained for four shillings per day. Close by

are Tough Akibbon and Lough Xacaltv, both of which are good
t)rown-trout waters; the latter—the smaller of the two—holding

the best fish. The charge for fishing and hire of boat and services

of boatman on these lakes is the same as on Gartan Lough.
The chief feeder to Gartan Lough is The Bullaba River

which rises amidst the wild scenery of the Glendowan Mountains

and has a course of about four miles. Its tributaries from the

north are The Strannaglogh River and The Meenaxagh River,

and from the south The Owenvehv River, The Sruhangarrow
River, The Owenwee River, and The Owenbeg River. A
most enjoyable day can be spent whipping these streams for

brown-trout, and early in the season some good baskets are made.

The fish seldom reach half-a-pound weight and average about four

to the pound. Some big trout are sometimes got late in the

season, but they are often far advanced towards spawning, as

they have mounted from the lake for that purpose. The fishing

on the Bullaba and its tributaries is free.

A second important feeder to Gartan Lough is The Glas-

keelan River, which flows from two excellent brown-trout

lough.s. Lough \ANn?KAnD\N and Lough Ixshagh, and is also
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K:onnected with Claggan Lough. The fishing on_ these loughs and

Tn the ive is private, but permission can sometimes be obtained

'"
^'prom Ga?tan Lough' the Lennon «--

f/^^^ /,^f .^^

ance a charge
'^,r,^^\l°\^^^^ d pools and streams on this

r^^^'^t fishes be" "ft " May untfl the end of September.

Hair ; n.ile turthe down the Pennon receives an important

"u utarv tle ashagh River, and from this point righ down

o the pool at Ramelton the fishing is absolutely free to all.

Tm Glashagh River rises on the north side of Bens.ill)

RIVER LENNON NEAR MILFORD.

Mountain, and for the first three miles of its course is l<nmvn :is

The Sruh\nroe River; it then receives a tributary Irom the ^^ est

T E Iruh^neam River which considerably swells its volume, and

it is Quite a nice fishing stream for about two and a half miles

h n it ^i^ the Lennon. The fishing on it is ree : it . a^<^H^

little brown-trout stream, in tart it ranks among the best in tne

V. I'v of the Lennon. Its pools and deep streams are peculiarly

u a to the requirements 'ol- the dry-fly. man and this sty e oi

aS^ accounts for good baskets which
"-1-f

-"-
j

? ..^
at times. Ordinarv wet-flies are also successful but th. Inggu

fish fall to the drv-.flv. Patterns same as lor the Lennon. No
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wading is necessary. The angler is especially advised to give

this river a trial early in the season, or when there is a good push
of water in it. Churchill station is quite near.

There is a capital variety of pool, stream, and broken water
on the Lennon between its junction with the Glashagh and
Kilmacrenan; in many parts the river offers picturesque subjects

for brush or camera, this being especially so in the immediate
neighbourhood of Kilmacrenan Bridge. Coyle's Pool just above
the bridge is one of the best salmon pools on the river.

The River Lurgv joins the Lennon about half a mile below
Kilmacrenan. It is a very good brown-trout stream, and offers

facilities for most enjoyable days with light tackle. For the most
part the banks are open, but in places the river is overhung with
trees. Wading is useful, in a small measure, but by no means
necessary; a pair of knee boots, to enable one to cross the stream
here and there, or to negotiate those pools over which the trees

meet from either bank, is all that is really required. May is the

best month for this stream, but w'ith a decent push of water it

fishes well all through the season. It receives some tiny tribu-

taries which fall down from some mountain loughs, the chief of

which are : Clonkillv More, Clonkillv Beg, Doon, Darragh,
Clancarnev, Cannon's, Sproules, Askerrv, Innafin, and Gar-
teen. All these loughs hold brown-trout, but to fish them to

advantage a collapsible boat should be used. However, boat or

no boat, a day should certainly be devoted to angling in these

mountain lakes; the scenery in which they are set is very fine.

They are easy of access from Kilmacrenan. The fishing on them
and in the Lurgy is free. Flies, same as for the Lennon.

From the junction of the Lurgy with the Lennon the main
river pursues a somewhat sluggish course dowm to, and for some
distance below, Lough Fern. There are, however, some very
likely pools on it, and the one above Ballvdoan Bridge and The
Thorn Pool are always well worth a trial. Lough Fern is a

very fine sheet of water, over a mile and a half long, and offers

—

as a free water—exceptional facilities for the salmon and trout

fisher. The Lennon flows in and out of it at the southern end,

and thus the best chance of a salmon occurs there, howbeit fish

distribute themselves fairly well over the whole of the lough :

very good drifts are those quite close to the shore on the eastern

and western side for a distance extending quite half-way to the
northern end of the water. It is a capital brown-trout lake, the
best drifts for these fish being around the islands at the northern
end. Flies same as for the Lennon, both salmon and trout.

Boat and boatmen four shillings per day. There are some good
boats on the lake. The best time for salmon fishing is from May
until July; but, granted decent runs of fish in the ri\er, it fishes
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well I'ii^ht throui^hout the season. Best months for brown-trout^
May and June; but sometimes the bigger baskets are made later

on. Some extraordinary baskets of brown-trout are made on thi.s.

water at times, and from four to six dozen fish is by no means an
exceptional catch. It is set amidst picturesque scenery, and the
timber-clad heights of Movle Hill form a landmark for miles
around.

The lower reaches of the Lennon, between Lough Fern and
Ramelton, have attractions lacking in some of the upper water :

there are fine bends finishing in likely-looking pools, and the

LOUGH SALT

boulder-strewn broken waters end in strong streams, the tails of

which generally hold a fish. The river hereabouts is very sinuous
and, at places, somewhat difficult to approach. However, a little

patience enables the angler to cover nil the water, and, certainly,

the most likely spots are comparatively easily get-at-able. Just
before reaching Ramelton the Lennon receives another tributary,

The Glashagh River, which must not be confused with the
river of the same name in the vicinity of Churchill. An off day
on this stream for brown-trout will not be wasted. The
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Rameltox Pool is a noted salmon catch, and lets for a good
rental each season, with never the want of an applicant for the

fishing.

There are several lakes in the valley of the Lennon which
are ad\ isedly considered in connection with, although not directly

tributary to, that river. The first of these is Lough Keel, an
A.l. brown-trout water, lying among the hills midway between
Milford and Ivilmacrenan. By favour of the Earl of Leitrim,

hotels at Rosapenna, Milford, and Kilmacrenan have boats on it

with the right of fishing; the charge for boat and boatman being
four shillings per day. It is an erratic water, but there are

plenty of good trout in it, and, granted favourable conditions, a

basket of two dozen fish—an average catch when a catch at all

occurs—will weigh 10 lbs. to 12 lbs., or even more. Brown-trout
up to 12^ lbs. have been taken from this lough, but this, of

course, is quite an exceptional weight. Flies same as for the

Lennon; the three best patterns on this lough are Claret and
Partridge, Hare's Ear, and March Brown. A capital little

brown-trout water, Irvine's Lough, lies about 1^ mile north of

Kilmacrenan; it can be fished from the bank, A number of

loughs lie between Ramelton and Milford, the chief of which are

Nakev, The Bog Lough, .\weel, Magheradrummoxd, Thorn
Lough, Green Lough, and Glencarn. The hotel at Milford has

boats on the first-named five, and, although somewhat erratic,

they yield really good baskets of brown-trout; the fish will average
three to the pound, as a rule; but occasionally the bigger trout

will feed and then a few pounders and a good sprinkling of half-

pounders are the result. A group of loughs lie quite close to

Milford in a north-easterly direction, and these include : Milford
Lough, Mifinn, Columbkille, Coney, and Doo. The first-

named holds some very heavy brown-trout, which are generally

taken trolling from a boat; the fish run up to 6 lbs., and 2 lbs.

and 3 lbs. are not uncommon weights; the last-named is, perhaps,

the best of the lot. The hotel at Milford has boats on both.

It is a stiffish climb to them as they lie right up in the hills, but

the angler is often well rewarded for the trouble of climbing.

There are many charming drives and walks in the valley of

the Lennon, and the roads, with the exception of those leading

over the mountains, are good ones for cycling. Chief among
the places of interest, and one that should certainly be visited, is

Lough-agus-alt [The Lough and Craig), commonly known as

Lough Salt and Lough Salt Mountain (1,546 feet). The lough
lies among the mountains about four miles north of Kilmacrenan;
it is the highest spring-water lake in Co. Donegal, and is of great

depth, 817 feet. The road to it is steep and rough, but it can be

reached by car. When nearing the lake the tourist should look
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back at the magnificent panorama below. The whole valley of

the Lennon lies at his feet, backed up by the mountains in the

distance, and the view thus afforded of a typical Donegal country-
side is a very fine one indeed. The lough remains hidden, even
when one is quite close to it; then a sharp turn to the left and
it suddenly bursts into view, a weird, wild, lonely tarn, watched
over by the jagged peak of the mountain w^hich rises sheer from
its shore, and is clearly outlined against the sky. The angler
may as well be told that the lake teems with tiny troutlings, but
never a decent fish is taken from it. The road skirts the western
shore of the lough until the northern extremity is reached, when

LOUCH KEEL.

it turns to the left and another beautiful panorama opens out.
Close by, on the left, Loi'on Reelan nestles secure in an amphi-
theatre of proud mountain peaks; at one's feet lie Lough Green.an
and little Lolcii Mhhnlaragh; in the near distance is the
picturesque Glen Lough studded with islands, and the Lackagh
River flowing from it into Sheephaven Bav, which is backed up
in the distance by the heights of Horn Head. Towards the
north-west arc Muckish and Krrigal ; beyond these the islands of
Inishbofin, Inishdooey, and Inishbcg, with the castellated form
of Tory Island in the far distance—set in the bright blue

D
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bosom of the broad Atlantic. The angler will be interested to

learn that Greenan is a good brown-trout lough.

At Kilmacrenan are the remains of an Abbey founded by

Saint Colum Cille, and the Birthplace of the Saint is at St.

Columb's. At a short distance from Kilmacrenan is the famous
RocK-OF-DooN, and close by is a holy well held in great venera-

tion to the present day, and visited, during the summer, by

hundreds of pilgrims from all parts of the country. In the town-

land of Gortavern, about three miles from Milford, is a most

interesting example of the Cromlechs one constantly meets with

all through Donegal : the top stone of The Cromlech at

Gortavern measures no less than thirteen feet long and it is

seven feet wide.

With the exception of an eight-hole course at St. Columb's,

there are no Golf-lixks in the immediate vicinity of the valley

of the Lennon.
There is capital shooting throughout the district, but it is

chiefly reserved. The proprietor of Lough Veagh House,

Churchill, lets his shoot to an approved tenant, and it is a very

good one indeed : hares, grouse, woodcock, snipe, and plenty of

wildfowl on the lake. There is some decent rough shooting

available from the Milford hotel. Good wildfowling on Lough
Fern can be had early in the season, before the punt gun has been

.at w'ork-

The complete tour of the Donegal Highlands is continued

^through this district (from Portsalon) via Milford, Ramelton, Kil-

imacrenan, Churchill, and St. Columb's. From St. Columb's the

jjourney may be continued through Glexveagh (see Glenveagh
section) to Creeslough, and to Rosapenna ; or the tourist may
drive from St. Columb's to Churchill Station, and continue the

journey from there to Creeslough Station (for Rosapenna).

"v^?
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MULROY BAY

Route.—Mulroy Bay can be explored from Portsalon, Mil-

ford, and RosAPKNXA. The route to Portsalon is described under

the heading of Lolgh Swillv, to Milford under that of The River

Lennon. The route to Rosapexna from Stkabane is by Stra-

bane and Letterkenny Railway to Letterkenny, thence by Burton-

port Railway to Creeslough Station, and drive about 8 miles.

A request should be sent to Rosapenna Hotel for car to meet

train.

For great variety of lovely scenery and charming colour tmts,

set in picturesque surroundings, Mulroy Bay—" The Norway of

Ireland "—is hardly excelled anywhere in the Emerald Isle. This

important inlet of the Atlantic extends from Melmore Head and

Ballyhoorisky Point to Milford, a distance in direct line of

twelve miles, which is increased to more than sixteen when the

sinuous windings of the bay are followed; the extent of the water

being further mcreased by an important arm reaching into the

wild country of Fanad Head as far as Kindrum. To explore the

bay and its surroundings is an almost inexhaustible source of

profitable delight to tourists, sportsmen, botanists, geologists,

antiquarians, naturalists, and artists. The irregularity of coast

line is extraordinary. Tiny peninsulas, some heavily timbered,

others bare to the rocks, "peep out in all parts, protecting the

pretty bays associated with them. In places the shores are richly
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clad with fir and pine reaching down to the very water's edge;

in others bracken, gorse, and heather reign supreme, or huge
rocks, partly brown with mossy covering, partly grey of their

bareness, lie strewn around. Here the waters lap some shelving

sandy shore, there they dash against the roots of timbered banks
or swirl among rocks that bar any further encroachment inland.

In all directions Mulroy is studded with islands, many of them
charmingly clad in bright green and warm brown, with, in season,

big splashes of purple heather bloom or the dazzling yellow of

blossoming gorse : and these form a finishing touch to an ever-

changing succession of new scenes, look wheresoever one will,

travel howsoever far one may. By climbing any of the heights

that skirt the shores panoramic views of great beauty are

obtained, ^nd from several points of vantage the whole of the

bay can be seen winding amidst its picturesque surroundings;

The sunsets on Mulroy are revelations of scarlet and purple, and
even under adverse weather conditions the bay is beautiful; on6

of the prettiest effects occurs when a full moon rides in a cleai^

sky, and the soft rays striking the surface of the water scintillate

from a million facets in a long lane of quivering light, reaching,

as it were, to one's feet, making the dark, shadowy outline of

hill and islet even darker yet.

Fairly good—for the most part very good—roads skirt the

shores, and cyclists will have no cause to grumble ; some of

the roads inland, necessarily travelled over if one wishes to visit

all parts of the bay, are rough but passable. A complete tour of

the bay is accomplished by following the road from Rosapenna
along the shore to the pretty Buxlin Waterfall, locally termed
" The Grey ^^Iare's Tail," visiting, on the way, Devlinreagh
Point from which some beautiful views are obtained. At Bunlin
Bridge the conveyance may be left and a visit paid to the sylvan

seclusion of Bunlin Glen, in close proximity to Milford; here

there is a fine cascade at The Golden Loup. From Milford the

road lies through Carrowkeel and Rosnakill, and turning

sharply to the left just before reaching Tawney Lough leads

to the old tower of MoRoss Castle, an interesting relic

of one of the MacSwynes' fortresses. Here the arm of the bay
running up to Kindrum is crossed by ferry, and yet another

ferrying occurs before reaching Mulroy, the charming seat of

the Earl of Leitrim. From here the return to Rosapenna com-
pletes a delightful day. On the second day the road lies once
more to Mulroy, across the ferry from Lowertown, away to

Ballyhiernan on the banks of Kindrum Lough, leaving the main
road on the way at a point just beyond Fallance Lough for the

purpose of visiting Rinboy Point and Ballyhoorisky Point.

From Ballvhiernan the journey is continued by Toome Lough and
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KiXNV Lough and Shannagh Lough. Here the conveyance

should be left and a visit paid to the cliffs of Rixmokk Point.

The return journev lies along the eastern shore of Kindrum

Lough, and so to the ferry at Moross Castle and back to Rosa-

penaa by way of Mulroy as before. Around Shannagh Lough

and until Kindrum Lough is reached, the land lies almost a barren

rock-strewn waste. After leaving Kindrum the road hugs the

shore of Mulroy Bay and the scenery is very charming; inland

on the left are fine views of mountain ranges and on the right is

the ever-changing panorama of the beautiful bay. A rather

rough road lies between Rosapenna and Milford, which anglers

take for the purpose of visiting Lough Nameeltoge and Lough

Nambraddon : from this road some very fine panoramic views of

Mulrov Bay are obtained.

On the west of Mulroy Bay and due north of Rosapenna lies

the peninsula of Rosguill, a most interesting study for the

geologist, the antiquarian, and the naturalist. The scenery for

the greater part is extremely wild, and most of the exploring must

be done on foot. A car-road, however, leads to and skirts

Ganiamore Mountain, which should be climbed; from its summit

one of the grandest views in all Donegal is obtained. The road

continues to Dundooan Lower, and an inspection of the peninsula

bevond this point must be carried out by walking. It is well

worth the fatigue entailed. From the top of Crocknasleigh

Mountain capital views are obtained of Tranarossan Bay,

Rosses Point, Boyeeter Bay, and Melmore Head. Another

car road from Rosapenna leads to Uoagh, from which Doagh

Bay and Rinnafaghla Point may be visited, and Crock-

namona Mountain climbed. On this journey a side road leads to

an interesting circular stone fort in the townland of Downies, and

another a little to the north, Caiseal-na-dunca {the stone fort of

the sand hills). At Mev.^gh are an old church, two crosses, a

gallaun, holy-stone, and "circle-inscribed" rock-surfaces. Also

quite close bv are the remains of Lord Boync's house and garden,

o\erwhelmed by the fine shell-sand that drifted up from the

Campion sands in 1784 : the same sand storms buried sixteen

farms. Close to the old garden are the site and a few stones of

another prehistoric stone-cashel, or fort, which was finally

destroyed when the new road to Downies' Fishery was made;

the stones were used to " bottom " the road ! .\mong the sand

dunes in front of Rosapenna Hotel and on the south and east

sides of the great sand flat of Tranarossan below Melmore Moun-

tain, large areas of prehistoric shell-mounds resembling the

Danish "\itchen-middens " occur. These kitchen middens have

yielded many rude stone implements, hammers, hatchet-scrapers,

disc-stones, 'primitive querns or corn-grinders, etc. Bronze pins
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and brooches—some inlaid with silver—and some ornamental

beads of very early date, have also been found. In the " black-

layers " are immense quantities of food shells, mainly common
species, but with the shell Venus verrucosa, now extinct in

Northern Ireland; and a Lutrana so often broken away to the

thick hinge as to suggest that it was used for cutting and scrap-

ing after the manner of the flint knives of other coast settlements;

the British Columbian Indians use somewhat similar shells to the

present day. Bones of animals long extinct in the district occur;

antlers, etc., of Red Deer and other animals used for food, and
even bones of the extinct Great Auk. Many old customs still

linger : in the graveyard of Mervagh the memorials are of wood

—

a curious cross pattern which may also be seen in other old

graveyards in North-west Donegal. Here, as elsewhere in the

county, may be seen fine examples of the curious old lint-wheels,

or flax-bruisers, used for breaking the flax before it went to the

scutch-imill. Sufficient has been said to prove the antiquarian

interest of the district; those seeking for exhaustive information

are referred to an article on " Rossguill " in the journal of the

Royal Society of Antiquaries for 1902, by Mr. R. Welch, and an

article from the pen of Mr. W. W. H. Patterson on " Rosapenna
Kitchen Middens " in the Irish Naturalist, 1894.

Capital sport can be obtained at times among the sea-trout

in Mulroy Bay. The fish run to a fair size, and rise freely to

any glittering fly, those dressed with gold tinsel body and various

sorts of wings and hackles being especially deadly. A large Pink

Wickham is about as good as any. A boat is necessary, and, at

times, it is difficult to obtain one with the services of a boatman,

so disappointment should be provided against beforehand. The
sea-trout are fairly distributed over the bay; howbeit some parts

are better than others. Places that can generally be depended

on for sport are : between the islands and the shore close to

Rosapenna; at the mouths of the several burns running into the

bav between Rosapenna and Bunlin Bridge; along the shore from

Bunlin Bridge to Milford Quay; at the mouth of the stream flow-

ing from Carrowkeel; in the little bays north and south of

Rosnakill and at the mouth of the stream flowing from Kindrum
Lough. The fishing, from boats, is, of course, free; but the

shores are private in many places and permission to fish from

them must be obtained : this is not a difficult matter. \'isitors

at Rosapenna are permitted to fish from the greater part of the

shores. The fishing commences in earnest about July and con-

tiuues until end of October. The biggest baskets are made on a

falling spring tide. Some very fine brown-trout are often

basketed at the mouths of the various streams, the neighbourhood

of Bunlin Bridge being especially good for these fish. It is advis-
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able to put up a cast of flies now and again suitable for them,

the chances are a few will be caught; and those captured will

provide capital sport and prove to be wonderfully well fed. The

early spring and autumn are best times. Flies should be large,

and as good a cast as any is : tail fly March Brown, first dropper

Hare's Ear, second dropper Claret and Partridge. The best

fishing grounds in Mulroy Bay are very weedy, and the fish must

be kept out of the weeds at any cost, so very fine tackle is no

more advisable than it is actually necessary.

The cream of the brown-trout fishing (and it is really very

good) is obtained in Kixdrum Lol'gh and Sii.\\x.\(;n Lough. The

KINDRLM I.OUC.H.

hotel at Portsalon shares the privilege of fishing on l-^indrum with

Rosapenna; the fishing on Shannagh is reserved entirely for

visitors at Rosapenna. The best plan to adopt when fishing these

loughs is to arrange with the manager of Rosapenna hotel to stay

at Ballyhihrnan Cottage, which is right on the shore of Kindrum

Lough and within ea.sy distance of Shannagh Lough. Supplies

have to be taken, as none can be obtained on the spot. .\ few

days spent at Ballyhiernan is a very pleasant experience, and in

Mav, June, and September the angler can rely on getting good

bjaskets of fish. The trout run up to 2 lbs. and 3 lbs., and in

two or three days' fishing one is pretty sure to get a sprinkling

of pounders and plenty of half-pounders. The hotel boats on
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both loughs are free to visitors; the services of boatmen can be

obtained in the district at a small charge. Good patterns of flies

—which should he small—are : Hare's Ear, Olives, March Brown,

Claret and Partridge, Black and Teal, Orange and Grouse, Blue

and Blea, and Black and Blea. Correct dressings can be obtained

at Rosapenna hotel.

A number of small brown-trout loughs lie between Bally-

hiernan and the ferry at Lowertown. Fishing on them is free to

visitors at Rosapenna. They can be fished from the banks, but

a collapsible boat would be useful. The chief of these loughs are :

RixBOv, Fallaxce Lower, Naglea, Nagreaw, Washing Lough,
Napaste and Ballvhork. Another similar lot lie south of Rosa-

penna, and these, also, are free to visitors at the hotel. The
chief are : Nameeltoge, Axirvore, Nambraddax, Creexmore,
Drum, Natooev, and Xacreaght.
t Throug'hout the whole district there is good shooting for

l^rouse, woodcock, snipe, duck, geese, and a few swans. It is in

the right of the Earl of Leitrim and is let through his lordship's

agent, Mr. A. Manning, of Mulroy. The wild-fowling on Mulroy
Bay and in the neighbourhood of Ballyhiernan is exceptionally

good. There is plenty of shore-shooting of excellent quality, and
some rare birds can be got. Permission can be obtained locally,

but the better plan is to hire a staunch boat and do one's shooting

from it. Such an arrangement can be easily fixed up with one of

the numerous fishermen on the coast. Wildfowling from a boat

is free on Mulroy Bay, but the gunner must not land on the

shores, which are private : the best plan is to approach Mr. Man-
ning direct and get all necessary information before shooting at

all in the bay.

In describing Mulroy Bay and the sporting facilities associ-

ated with it, frequent refereaceisimade to Rosapenna, and the

same occurs in connection with the description of Sheephaven
Bay. The reason for this is not far to seek. The hotel at Rosa-
penna is yet another direct disproof of the erroneous statement

one still hears in some quarters that there is no first-class

hotel accommodation in Co. Donegal. As a matter of fact,

here we have an establishment successfully catering for over one
hundred guests at a time; its equipment is in every way excellent

and quite up-to-date; its management all that can be desired. It

stands in a commandhig position, from which the places of interest

referred to above, and ethers to be referred to presently, can be

profitably explored; and as the proprietor is also one of the

largest land owners in the North of Ireland and extends many
privileges to his guests, it follows that the sporting facilities

attached to the hotel are quite exceptional. Therefore, Rosa-
penna Hotel is recommended with every confidence as being a
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most comfortable and conveniL'nt sporting and touring centre.

In its original form it was built by the late Karl of Leitrim in

1892 : each year has seen it extended, and the present Earl is

constantly adding to and otherwise improving the group of build-

ings w^hich now form so prominent a feature on the shore of

Sheephaven Bay. The site is exceptionally advantageous, and a

prominent feature is the excellent 18-hole golf course than which

there is none better. The scenery in which it is set is most

charming. The air is grand, the sea-bathing safe and unlimited.

The shooting and salmon and trout fishing available from the

hotel is described under the headings of Mulroy Bay, Sheephaven

Bay, Glenveagh, and the Lennon River. There is good sea-

fishing in Sheephaven Bay quite close to the hotel. The lovely

drives about the district are a special source of keen enjoyment,

and these, also, are described under the above headings.

The drawing room at Rosapenna Hotel is a bright and

cheery apartment, tastefully furnished, and overlooks the Bay,

with Muckish Mountain a prominent feature in the distance.

The smoking room is an ideal one, and the three spacious dining

rooms enable one to enjoy the well-chosen menus amidst most

attractive surroundings. The billiard room is large, airy, and

well-lit; the table is an excellent one. The private sitting rooms

are bright and daintily furnished and command fine views, and of

the bedrooms nothing further need be said than that they are well-

furnished and kept scrupulously clean. A first-class chef has

charge of the kitchens and the wine cellar is beyond reproach.

Nothing, in short, is wanting to promote the comfort of visitors

or enhance their pleasure or sport while staying at this liberally

conducted establishment. Bicycles can be stored free; accommo-
dation is provided for motor-cars at 2s. per night and petrol is

supplied : there is a good dark room for photographers, the use

of which is free; finally, the hotel is in direct telephonic and

telegraphic communication and receives and despatches two mails

dailv-

'The Golf Links at Rosapenna encircle the hotel. They

were practically discovered by the well-known Tom Morris, of

St. Andrew's, "in 1893, but it' was not until the Spring of 1906

that, on the advice of Harry Vardon, the course reached cham-
pionship dignity. Mr. Vardon states that " Rosapenna Links

can now take rank with the best championship course in the

United Kingdom. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to find

country better suited for golf than that around Rosapenna.

There are fine natural hazards, the turf is good, and the scenery

delightful." It is an eighteen-hole course (0,000 yards); and all

the greens are natural. The first tee and that for the last hole

are close to the hotel. There is no cross play.

E
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The starting tee for the first hole, " Avenue " (178 yards),

is on a hillock just outside the hotel enclosure. In front is a
yawning sand bunker, promising plenty of punishment for the
player who fails to accomplish a nice clean brassey shot of 170
yards. The drive is to the north side of the hotel, looking in the

direction of the Coastguard station. The green is across the hotel

avenue.

The tee for number two, " Rock " (410 yards), is advan-
tageously placed. A drive in a direction a little to the right of

the Coastguard station, over the road leading to Downies, should
leave a brassey and pitch to finish. The player is on gradually
rising ground of rare .golfing quality, affording excellent sport.

Number three, " Castle " (309 yards), is over the road lead-

ing to Melmore Head. The altitude increases and the view
enlarges. In the distance is the lofty mountain range beyond
Gortnabrade dominated by Errigal; just below is Sheephaven Bay,
while right out in front is the rugged Fanad Mountain range.

A drive of 200 yards up a rise brings Mulroy Bay into sight. For
the second stroke a well-judged iron is needed.

The tee for number four, " Mulroy " (348 yards), is just over

the ruins of Lord Boyne's Castle, which was overwhelmed in a

sand drift early in the last century. The drive is towards the

mouth of Mulroy Bay, and directly from the hotel. The course
is over rough ground. A brassey stroke should reach the green,

though a mashie shot may also be needed. The player has now
got to a higher level. The slight rise brings into view the waters
of Mulroy, which, with its hundred islands, lie mapped out below,

with Island Roy in the foreground and Mulroy Pier breaking the

shore line. A glimpse can be had of the distant mountains of

Inishowen, while the crest of Rosapenna hill shuts out Muslack
and the hotel in the rear.

For number five, " Coastguard " (356 yards), a drive and
brassey are necessary. The course is a descent; lOO yards from
the tee is a sand bunker, .safe ground being 50 yards ahead of

this, a well grassed plateau forming a good lie. The vista now
reveals as a fresh feature the dangerous reef of Ballyhoorisky,

away beyond the entrance to Mulroy Bay, while Ganiamore Moun-
tain towers on the immediate right. The course recrosses the

road to Melmore. The green is a particularly good one.

The tee for number six, " Ganiamore " (300 yards), brings

Downies' pier into view, and the drive is towards Trabeg Strand,

over low ground and the road. A drive and an iron are all that

should be necessary. A well protected green.

Number seven, " Magherabeg " (335 yards). A drive and
brassey will be found sufficient. The course is over rough
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ground full of hazards, and the drive is towards the right-hand

boundary of Trabeg Strand. It crosses a wire paling.

Number eight, " Hay's " (136 yards), is an iron shot across

a small watercourse, with the green wonderfully guarded. This

is a splendid short hole.

The drive for number nine, "The Lake" (412 yards), is

across a wire fence and road. The course runs parallel with

Trabeg Strand. A capital lie exists for a good drive, and the

second shot carries over a sand bunker, bringing the green into

siffht.

GR.WEVARD AT ME\'AGH.

Two drives are required to reach number ten, " Trabeg "

(375 yards), the first to carry about 150 yards over a series of

curious humps, beyond which is a good lie. A wire paling and

the road crossed, the approach to the green is found guarded by

a bunker.
Number eleven, " Muslack " (240 yards). The drive is up

Muslack hill. A rise of 150 yards clears the summit; after the

drive is a mashie shot. The green is close to the belt of young
firs behind the hotel.
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From the tee for number twelve, " The Cave " (358 yards),

the play is towards Downies, over the crest of Muslack, all good

ground. After the drives a short approach stroke may be ex-

pected over some very close sward. Here a capital view of Horn

Head is had.

Number thirteen, " Muckish " (329 yards), is reached by a

drive and iron. The bathing place is on the right and the ground

considerably broken, with a tricky rock formation ready to throw

back a skimming ball.

The scratch player will only require a drive from the tee to

number fourteen, "Target" (187 yards).

A successful drive over a broken sandy area and a cart track,

and a cleek should reach number fifteen, " Tramore " (332 yards).

The remaining greens are in the Long \'alley, the course being

among sand dunes mostly crested with bent.

Number sixteen, "Paddy's Corner" (460 yards), requires

two drives and an iron. A series of hillocks guard the green.

All round is excellent natural golfing ground.

Number seventeen, "The Hearth" (559 yards), is a full

three shot hole, with good lies between the drives, the second of

which is over a typical sand bunker. The third must carry a

second bunker.
Number eighteen, " Rosapenna " (300 yards), is within view

of the hotel. A drive and an iron hole. The ground is much
broken up, and a large sand hole offers difficulties on the very

threshold of home. An admirable green.

TlTe par reads thus :

—

Out : 3, 5, 4, 5, 5, 4, 5, 3, 5=39 ) _^-,
In : 5, 4, 5, 5, 4, 4, 5, 6, 4=42 f

-^^

Visitors to the hotel are charged for the use of the links

—

Is. per day, 5s. per week, 10s. for a family ticket. Member's

subscription, 21s. Caddies must be engaged through the caddie

master. A professional golf player is in attendance : fee for

playing 2s. 6d. per round. Ladies are permitted to play. No
Sunday play. Weekly competitions occur from March until

September.
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SHEEPHAVEN BAY.

SUKlilMI.WKN HAY

Route.—The visitor making
the complete tour is at Rosapenna.

The centres from which to explore

Sheephavex Bay are Rosapenxa,
Creeslough, and Dunfanaghy.
The direct route to all three

centres from Strabane is via Let-

terkenny, thence by the Burton

Port extension of The Lough
Swilly Rail\vay to Creeslough
Station or to Dunfanaghy Road
Station. Rosapenna is 8 miles

from Creeslough Station ; Crees-

lough village is close to the

station ; Dunfanaghy is fi miles

from Dunfanaghy Road Station.

It is advisable to write to Rosa-
penna Hotel, or Sterrit's Hotel,

Dunfanaghy, ordering a car, if pro-

ceedino- to cither of those centres.
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The wild, rugged coast-line of Sheephavex Bay extends from

Rinnafaghla Point on the west of Rossguill to the estuary of the

Lackagh River and around by Doe Castle, the Ards demesne.

Marble Hill Bay, and Dunfanaghy to Horn Head. Although

not so marvellously irregular as the coast-line of Mulroy Bay, it

is much indented, and with the exception of a few wooded parts

—notably that at Ards—it consists of a succession of rugged

headlands ending in precipitous cliffs, rock-bound bays, and

beautiful strands terminating inland in vast areas of sand-dunes

and shell-mounds. Storm-riven and wild as it is, in conjunction

with the background of important mountain ranges—which

include some of the highest peaks in Co. Donegal—it forms an

impressive setting to the blue waters of the bay, which in time

of storm are lashed into fury and dash with resounding roar

against the huge bulk of the cliffs, throwing the spray scores of

feet into the air, and in time of calm quietly lap the silver

sand of the strands that offer complete security to the tiny

paddling feet of the smallest child. The more carefully this coast

is examined the more one finds to admire; indeed, it is so full of

incident that justice can only be done by describing each part

as we journey along. The' best view of Sheephaven Bay is

obtained from" the top of Ganiamore Mountain in Rosguill (see

MuLROV Bay), but there are many points from which it can be

seen to advantage. And its attractions do not cease at the coast-

line : inland, and within easy distance, are the picturesque waters

of Glenveagh, Glen Lough, "and the numerous loughs and streams

in the vicinity of Creeslough, the lonely mountain tarn, Lough
Salt (see The River Lexxox), and the huge bulk of Muckish

Mountain. There are exceptional opportunities for the angler,

the shot, and the golfer, and most of the roads are good for

cvcling. The bathing on the strands is safe and facilities for it

unlimited. Boating and sailing can be indulged in to one's

heart's content.

Once more making Rosapenna the starting point the road

from the hotel lies through Carrigart and in the direction of

Creeslough. From the moment the brow of the hill outside

Carrigart is surmounted an exceptionally fine panorama of typical

Donegal scenery opens out : to the north Gannamore Mountain

rises from the peninsula of Rossguill : to the west are the vast

sand dunes of Tramore, with Sheephaven Bay and Horn Head,

Muckish, Errigal, Aghia More, and other important mountain

peaks in the backgrounds; to the south is the jagged outline of

Lough Salt Mountain backed up in the distance by the mountains

that hem in Glenveagh on all sides; and to the east occasional

glimpses are caught of Mulroy T?ay and the Inishowen Mountains

beyond. Trulv a glorious amphitheatre. Presently the beauti-
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fullv-timbered Ards demesne becomes a prominent feature in the

west and just then the road leading to the pretty httle village

of Glen (described under the heading of Glexveagh) is passed on

the left. Shortly after the estuary of the Lackagh river is

reached and passed over by means of Lackagh Bridge 1 he

Lackagh is the outlet for the waters that flow from the famous

Glenveagh and Glen Lough, which are of such importance as to

command a special description under the heading of Glexveagh

in the next section of this guide.

DOE CASTLE.

\ftcr passino- Lackagh Bridge the next place of interest is

Doe Cxstle which should certainly be visited by the tourist A

sharp turning to the right leads to the castle, which is one ol the

most interesting and important antiquities in the North o

Ireland Originally the stronghold of the Mac-Swyne-na-Uoe it

was in those ^davs,' and for many years after, well-nigh impreg-

nable, being built on a rocky point, surrounded by the sea on

three sides ^and pr,.tected from attack by land by a drawbridge

and port(-ullis. In the past it has been the scene of much blood-

shed and intri-ue, and was a bone of contention between various
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rival forces for centuries. There is no doubt it was considered

to be a position of importance and its successive occupiers were

only compelled to capitulate after lengthy sieges. Many tales

are told of the valour of these defenders of Doe Castle, and not a

few of them are historically correct. Not until it fell into the

hands of the Hartes of Culmore and Kilderry did more peaceful

times reign inside its walls. Of this family the better known
name to modern history is General Harte, a hero of Seringa-

patam, who was also at the capture of Tipoo Sahib whose body-

servant he made prisoner and brought to Doe Castle, where the

General lived in Oriental splendour until he met his death by

accidentally falling down the main staircase of the tower. Cap-

tain Harte, who succeeded, was a most hospitable man and very

popular with the peasantry and others. With his death the

Castle ceased to have a resident. It was purchased in 1866 by

Mr. Stewart of the adjoining Ards estate, and remains the

property of that family to the present day. Many chieftains of

old were buried in the graveyard adjoining—where once stood

a Franciscan monastery—among them the famous chief of the

Clan-Suibne. His carven tombstone is not only an object of

great antiquarian interest, but it is of considerable historical

importance, inasmuch as that the Mac-Swyne coat of arms and

a Celtic cross emblazoned thereon unmistakably tell of the close

connection of that family with Scotland. The tombstone will be

found embedded in the east wall of the graveyard. It is said

that this tombstone and the one at Xiall Mor's tomb in Killybegs

graveyard are the only two carven slabs of the kind in Ireland.

Returning to the main road a short mile brings us to

DuxTALLV Bridge, and a charming picture is presented to view.

On the right is the ivy-clad form of the bridge, to the left of it

a typical I3onegal roadside cabin nestles under the shelter of a

steep declivity clad in fir and pine, in the foreground the wee
stream pursues its course, the whole being backed up by the

mass of Muckish Mountain. The composition reminds one more
of a Swiss or Finland scene than of the orthodox Donegal coun-

trvside. Just before reaching the cabin alluded to a footpath on

the left of the road leads down to Duntally Waterfall, which

should certainly be visited. Local people will tell you this is one

of the finest waterfalls in Donegal : it is hardly so, but with a

decent volume of water coming down it forms a very fine fall,

and its surroundings are very pretty. Again returning to the

main road the way lies, across I~)untally Bridge, up a steep hill

and into Creeslough.
To the holiday angler fond of brown-trout fishing Crees-

lough offers ample opportunity for him to exercise his skill in

several small louirhs and some burns; and should he arrive when
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the sea-trout are running

—

i.e., from early July until end of

September—he will have no diilii-ulty in basketing a few of those

fish. The fishing is all within a five-mile radius of the village

and is quite free. The best of the loughs are : More, Carrick,

Natooey, Rooskv, and Poll. With the exception of the first-

named all are quite easily fished from the banks. Lough More

is fished from a boat to better advantage, and the hotel at Crees-

lough has one on it. Sea-trout run into Lough Natooey. The

brown-trout in the loughs run up to half-a-pound—with an occa-

sional bigger fish—and a basket will average three or four to the

DUNTALLY.

pound. There are, howe\er, some very big brown-trout in

Lough More, fish of from 4 lbs. to 5 lbs. have been recorded

from it, and there are plenty of two-pounders and three-pounders

in it. These big fish will not rise to an artificial fly; their cap-

ture has to be negotiated by means of some such lure as a gold-

coloured minnow^ The principal streams are : the Duntally,

Favmore, Carnamorna, Gortnalock, Shanowen, and Owenwee;

all of which can be fished from the bank : sea-trout run into the

two first-named. The same flies do here as are recommended for
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the tributaries to the Lennon River, and the sea-trout fishing in

Mulroy Bay.
About half-a-mile from Creeslough in the direction of Dun-

fanaghy a sharp turning to the left off the main road leads along
a fairly good road to the foot of Muckish Mountaix (2,197 ft.)

from which the ascent of that mountain can be made. It is a
stiff but by no means dangerous climb : on top there will be found
quite safe footing, although from below the summit appears to
be jagged. As a matter of fact a small plateau enables one to
stroll around and admire the wonderful panorama spread out for
miles and miles below. With the exception, perhaps, of the
view from the summit of Errigal, there is nothing to excel it in

all Donegal. On a clear day one can see as far as Londonderry;
the whole of Donegal including the peninsula of Inishowen, and
nearly the whole of Tyrone lie mapped out below; the windings of
the waters of Mulroy Bay and Lough Swilly can be seen nowhere
else to such advantage, and Sheephaven Bay is right under your
feet. Some tourists consider the ascent of Muckish more easilv
made from Falcarragh by way of Muckish Gap, but there is

little to choose between it and the one referred to above.
In less than two miles from Creeslough the main road passes

by Dunfanaghy Road Station on the Burtonport Railway, and
from here to Dunfanaghy the drive is a most charming one amidst
mountain, glen, and coast scenery. The road is hilly and pro-
gress in places is slow, but there is so much to admire on the
way that time flies quickly. The country for miles around is

almost entirely the property of the Stewarts of Ards, and towards
the west the beautifully-timbered peninsula on which stands
Ards House rises from the waters of Sheephaven Bay. Through
a kindly arrangement of the owner of this delightful demesne a
courteous request results in permission to drive or walk through
the woodland glades, by the lily-bedecked waters and along the
shores of this beauty-spot, not the least striking feature of which
is its marvellous contrast to the wild country surrounding it on
all sides. Even the passing tourist should certainly avail himself
of the privilege to visit Ards.

Reference has been made to the beautiful strands associated
with Sheephaven Bay. Probably the best and most extensive is

that at Marble Hill, although where so many are so good it is

difficult to particularise any. It is reached by a rather rough
road which branches off in a north-easterly direction from the
main road about midway between Creeslough and Dunfanaghy.
It is an ideal spot for a lazy day's picnicing by the sea, with
bathing galore, and safe sands for children to disport them-
selves on.

Once more returning to the main road and still travelling in
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the direction of Dunfanaghy, we presently reach Sessiagh Lough,

which holds very fine trout running up to 6 lbs. or 7 lbs. weight.

Throughout the season the gross number of trout taken from

Sessiagh will average quite a pound weight each. The lake, like

all those in Co. Donegal holding big trout, is, however, erratic

and unless the angler catches it in good humour a blank is quite

easily drawn. Even the biggest of the fish take an artificial fly

well at times, and good patterns are March Brown, Hare's Ear,

Claret and Partridge, Black and Teal, and Rough Olive. The
flies should be dressid rather large. The charge for fishing is

HORN HEAD.

one shilling and sixpence per daw A boat and the ser\ ices of a

boatman can be had at ordinary charges. The watcher of the

water lives on the banks. Sessiagh fishes best from early Jul}'

until the end of September. Owing to the formation of the

bottom of the lake the best drifts arc; f|uitc easily fished from the

banks, but a boat is useful at times.

After leaving vSessiagh Lough, the main road lies along the

rocky shore of Di'Xkaxagiiv B\^ : right out in front, across the

ba\- are Ltttijv Horn Hi:\d and other boUl cliffs associated with
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it, and just before entering Dunfanaghy the shelving shore of

Dunfanaghv strand and the golf links skirting it, are reached.

DuxFANAGHY, a nice, quiet, healthy watering place, is well shel-

tered by the heights of Horn Head, and enjoys capital facilities

for bathing, boating, fishing, shooting, mountaineering, cliff-

climbing, and golf. Cyclists, also, will find good roads, howbeit

some of them are hilly. There is excellent brown-trout fisTiing in

Port Lough, within two miles of the village. The fishing on it

is free to visitors at the Stewart Arms Hotel. A boat is neces-

sarv, and this, with the services of a competent boatman, costs

four shillings per day. The lough fishes best from the latter end

of INIaN- until the end of June, and again from the middle of

August until the end of September. The fish average nearly

half-a-pound and fight well. A decent basket would be from a

dozen and a half to two dozen fish. Good flies in their order of

merit are : Small Fiery Brown, Claret and Partridge, Black and

Blca, Black and Teal', March Brown, and different shades of

Olives. There are several small brown-trout loughs in the

vicinitv of Dunfanaghy, and permission to fish on them can be

obtained from the estate agent of the Ards demesne. The chief

are : Drumlesk, Derrvreel, Natooev, and Columkille. They
can all be fished from the shore : flies same as for Port Lough.

Two small burns, the Kildarragh and the Carrownamaddv,
holding small brown-trout, can be fished by courtesy of the Ards

estate agent. Sea-trout run up them both from Cloxmass Bay,

but they can hardly be termed sea-trout streams. Some good

sea-trout can sometimes be got on spinning sand-eels in Dun-
fanaghy Bay, fish of from 3 lbs. to 4 lbs. being basketed

occasionally.

Dunfanaghy is the centre from whic-li to explore HoRX Head,

Mc. Swvxe's Gl'x and The Marble Arch. Car roads—of rather

rough character in places—lead into the heart of the peninsula,

but the greater part of the exploring must be done on foot, and

some stitfish climbing is necessary if the wildest parts of the

cliffs are to be viewed from the best points of vantage. It is

pointed out presently that the cliffs of Horn Head are seen to

great advantage from the sea, and that is so; but some very fine

views of them can be obtained from the land by following the

instructions now given, and it should be added that a sturdy pair

of legs can dispense with the use of a car altogether. For the

jnirpose of those who wish to save themselves as much fatigue

as possible a car can be taken by the road which leads across

Horx I4E\n Bridge and over the sand-hills to a point from which

a short walk takes you to Mc. Swyxe's (irx. This is a long

cavern running horizontall}' into a huge cliff and ending abruptly

in a \frtical shaft. With a sti'ong wfstt'rlx or north-w esterlv
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gale and suitable condition of tide the sea rushes with enormous
force into the cavern and is forced right up the vertical shaft and

ifor many feet into the air : when this occurs it is the " gun
shooting," and the roar of the storm-tossed water as it is hurled

into the air produces a " boom " not unlike the report of distant

heavy artillery. When the gun is shooting to perfection the

weather conditions are such as to keep most tourists in the hotel :

but should any hardy ones pay the spot a visit they will be well

repaid for the inconvenience entailed.

THE MARBl.K .ARCH.

Having previously instructed the car-driver to meet him at

the Coastguard Station, the tourist may continue along the cliffs,

using caution as he proceeds, or he may suddenly find himself

unpleasantl\ neai- the edge ol one of the deep yawning cre\ ices

which are characteristic of Horn Head cliffs and constitute its

chief dangers to the careless or unwary. vSome very fine clifls

are passed and then The M.xkhij-: Arch is reached. This is one

of the finest examples of the many natural arches met with on

the 1 )onegal roast, and with the exercise of a little care it can be
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comfortably viewed from several points. A little further ahead

the Horn proper is surmounted : it rises 812 ft. sheer from the

sea and is indeed a noble mass of rock. From the top a grand

view is obtained, but the Horn itself cannot be seen to advan-

tage until it is left behind. Keep to the edge of the precipitous

cliffs beyond, and before reaching Traghlisk Point descend a

gently shelving slope: then, on looking round, Horn Head rises

before the view in all its majesty. Another grand view of it is

obtained from beyond Traghlisk Point, with the latter mass in the

foreground. From this point the tourist can strike the road near

the Coastguard Station, there meet the car and proceed home :

or, if he be of the sturdy legs, he may continue the walk round

the eastern side of the peninsula, and so once more over Horn

Head Bridge and into Dunfanaghy, passing on the way some

very fine cliffs, including Little Horn Head.

In fine weather a most enjoyable day can be spent in a

sailing boat, visiting the various places of interest in Sheephaven

Bay and inspecting the cliffs of Horn Head. Viewed from the

sea these latter are even more commanding than as seen from

the shore, and the play of colour on them in varying lights and

shadow is very beautiful. Thousands of sea-birds make these

cliffs their breeding places, and many rare ones can be shot.

The sea-fishing (with rod and line or hand-lines) would be difficult

to beat, and the shore-shooting (including sport among the rock-

pigeons that frequent the caves literally in hundreds) is of excel-

lent qualitv. Boats—sailing or rowing—can generally be hired

from the fishermen at Rosapcnna, Creeslough or Dunfanaghy.

Capital wild-fowling can be had in the several Ijays, seals can

be shot around Horn Head, and even an occasional wild goat

may be stalked. The proprietor of the Stewart Arms, Dun-

fanaghy, has about one thousand acres of decent rough shooting

for guests at his hotel, but with this exception the shooting

inland is attached absolutely to the Ards estate.

The hotel at Creeslough (proprietress Mrs. Harkin) is quite

a comfortable establishment : it has recently been considerably

extended and now offers accommodation for a score of guests.

The Stewart Arms Hotel, at Dunfanaghy (Proprietor, Mr. ]. A.

Sterritt), is also to be recommended. There is a capital dining-

room, cosy smoking-room, nice little drawing-room for ladies,

etc. Attached to "the hotel is an eighteen-hole Golf Course

which has been specially laid out by Mr. Sterritt for the use of

his guests. It is an eighteen-hole course, three miles in extent,

and skirts the picturesque Dunfanaghy Bay. The scenery around

is charming, and, when the links are got into proper order, this

course should rank high in the estimation of the most exacting

golfers, for, although they are newly laid out, the turf is of ex-
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(client quality, the greens are natural, and there arc many natural
bunkers. On the outward and homeward journey, two streams
are met with. At the first tec the player is confronted by a stretch

of rocky beach and a bad drive is disastrous at the outset ; the
greet! , however, is easily reached by a straight ball followed by a
strong mashie shot. The third green is guarded by a tortuous
stream, and requires a strong drive and straight brassy shot to

reach it. The fourth hole presents no particular difficulty until

the green is reached, when care must be taken lest the approach
overruns the green and lands in a ditch, some fifteen vards bevond.

(lOl-F LINKS: 1)L .\F.\\.\( . H\

At the sixth tee a drive of one hundred and thirt\ \ards is neces-

sary to negotiate safely the second stream ; a short ball here may
land among sand Ijunkers. The seventh green is approached over
a stretch of marshy land ; but a straight drive from the tee will

find the green. .V decent drive, or iron shot, reaches the eighth
green, and the ninth hole is a short one. The tenth hole runs
parallel with the sea and is perilously near a rock-bound part of

the shore ; through the green the player must be very cautious,

and his approach shot requires careful calculation, otherwise his

ball niay o\errini the sloping green and land in a deep sand\' bay
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below. This hole may be obtained in four. At the eleventh tee

the drive is over a stretch of sandy beach, and a bad shot is bound

to land the player in difficulty. At this point of the round a very

charming view^is obtained of the picturesque surroundings of these

links. Beneath one's feet the sea breaks against the warm co-

loured rocks, immediately ahead is the slope of a sandy strand, and

piled up inland are the hills, while in the distance, across the bay,

loom the ragged heights of the peninsula of Horn Head. The

golfer, however, may well be careful about his drive, for a tapped

or short ball will surely land in the bay, a clear drive of at least

one hundred yards being required to escape penalty. In front

of the twelfth" tee extends a huge sand bunker, and just beyond

this is a low stone fence ; a short drive results in a severe penalty.

Number thirteen is the longest hole in the course, and requires

four drives to reach the green, a stream being crossed on the way.

.After this no special dilTiculty is experienced until the last hole is

reached and opportunity occurs to improve an indifferent score.

At number eighteen the drive from the tee is over the face of a

hill honevcombed with rabbit holes, and the brassy shot must be

straight and true to avoid getting on the shore. Altogether the

golfer will find on these links an abundant variety of play—free

use for every club in his bag. The course is free to visitors at

Mr. Sterrit's hotel.

It is worthy of note that Dunfanaghy is quite a rising seaside

resort, and, consequently, apartments and furnished houses are

to let through the season. -An early application for these should

be made through the local postmaster.

No tourist should leave the vicinity of Sheephayen Bay with-

out paving a visit to Glenveagh. The visitor who is making the

complete tour, and who has not travelled through it on his way

from St. Columb's, Churchill, will find it advantageous to do so

now.
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GLENVEAGH.

GLEN LOLGH.

"If niv olen and mv lake were not Irish ;
it the curse of being

out ot'tashion did not put everything Irish under attainder, 1

would venture to show Glenveagh against any foreign fashion-

ables, and would encourage my mountain nymph to hold herselt

as fair in varied beautv as any of them."

Thus wrote the Rev. C. Otwav of the wondrous wild beauty

of Glenveagh eighty years ago. To-day that beauty still reigns

amidst the sublime solitariness of the mountain shores of Lough

\'eagh.
.

" So wondrous wild, the whole might seem

The scenery of a fairy dream ";

but it is no longer a reproach that it is Irish; " the curse ot bc^mg

out of fashion" no longer obtains in this country "that God

intended for holidays"; scores of tourists, of every nationality,

visit Glenveagh now; hundreds will do so as it becomes better

known. Glenveagh Castle, on the shore of the lough, is the

"show place" of the district, and to this all roads in Donegal

lead. But the whole valley, and the countryside immediately

associated with it, teems with beauty spots—many of them un-

known to the average tourist—and so that nothing may be missed

the descriptive which follows includes the whole district lying

between the source of the Owenveagh River and the estuary ot

the Lackagh River in Sheephaven Bay.

The route of the district from Stral\-ine is to Letterkenny and
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thence by Burtonport Railway. The nearest station to the

Castle is Churchill, the journey being completed by car, about six

miles' drive. It is necessary that instructions should be sent to

either the hotel at St. Columb's, or to Wilkin's Hotel, Churchill,

for a car to meet the train. The more popular drives to Glen-
veagh, however, are from Rosapexxa, Kilmacrenan, Creeslough,
Dunfanaghy, Falcarragh, and Gweedore, the distances varying
from ten to twenty miles, according to the starting place and the

route taken.

The principal feeder to Lough \'eagh is the Owexveagii
River, which rises amidst grand mountain scenery close up to

Slieve Snaght Mountain off the road from Glenties. Just beyond
the source of the ri\er, in the direction of Glenties, the tourist

can obtain a very fine view and an excellent idea of the arrange-
ment of the backbone of the Donegal Highlands. The pass from
the Gweebara to Mulroy Bay, the vale from Glenties to Fintown,
and the valley in which lies Gartan Lough are mapped out around
him : to the north-west are the rugged heights of the Derryveagh
Mountains, to the south-east the Glendowan Mountains. The
road to Letterkenny turns abruptly to the right, the road into

Glenveagh descends side by side with the Owenveagh River : the
Derryveagh range of mountains continues on the left until Lough
\'eagh is reached and passed. The scenery the whole wav is

extremely wild. In about one mile the Owenveagh receives an
important tributary, the .Alteaxa Blrx, which rises in Lough
Naweeloge and flows round the western base of Staghall
MouxTAix (1,599 ft.). With this mountain on the left, backed
up by DooisH MouxTAix (2,147 ft.) and Farscollop Mouxtaix
(1,388 ft.) backed up by Leahax.more Mouxtaix (1,461 ft.). On
the right the Owenveagh falls down into Lough \'eagh, just

before reaching which it receives another tributary, the Astelleex
River, which literally tumbles down from Dooish Mountain.
Here there is a very fine waterfall consisting of a number of

cascades. The tourist is now in Glenveagh proper (more cor-
rectly Glex Bea(;ha, the glen of birch trees) and Lough \'eagh
lies before him. It may be added, in passing, that the streams
already referred to hold numbers of small brown trout, but per-
mission to fish them must be obtained from the estate agent for

Mrs. Adair of Glenveagh Castle.

Immediately surrounding Lough \'eagh is some marvellous
mountain scenery. The waters of the lough—which is about four
miles long—are hemmed in on all sides by precipitous heights :

to the north-west are Keax.macallv (1,220 ft.) rising sheer from
the lough, and Kixgahrow (1,068 ft.) whose slopes reach to

the very water's edge, with the crags of Dooish proudly
perched above all : to the south-east Glenveagh Castle, which is
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situated right on the shore of the lough, is immediately at the
base of Altaciioastia (1,7o7 ft.), with Kin\avea(;h (1,270 ft.)

and Leahanmore to the south and Gartan Mountaix and Cak-
ROWTRASNA to the north-east. Truly a noble amphitheatre, and
one in whieh the eagle and the jer-falcon find a home to the
present day ! A road skirts the Castle side of the lough and the
shore, at places, offers opportunities for a ramble. Such a
ramble is a revelation. The stillness of these rocky mountain
shores, with now a glimpse of some ravine down which tumbles
a sparkling waterfall, and presently the sight of a frowning crag

HARXES i.Al'.

fringed with birch or oak and topped by a white silicious peak;
the lough itself winding away for miles, set here and there with
wooded islets, and finally losing itself in the distant gorge;
amidst all the stately form of the Castle; combine to form an
impressi\e scene that has no peir in Ireland, if, indeed, it has
anyw^here in the kingdom. It is of little interest to the angler
to learn that Lough Vcagh holds salmon and trout galore, for

the fishing is strictly preserved by Mrs. Adair. 'I'he h^ugh
receives three small feeders; the Derkbeg Burn, which falls from
Dooish Mountain, a small burn which rises in the Misrv LoLCUS
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awav up in Kingarrow Mountain, and the Owexnacalty River,

which tumbles from Carrowtrasna Mountain and enters the lough

at the very bottom end.

The waters flow from Lough \'eagh under the name of The
OwENCARROW RiVER, pursue a very sinuous course for a distance

of nearly five miles, and ultimately empty into Glen Lough. It

is strictly preserved by Mrs. Adair for a distance of about three

miles, the remaining two being reserved for guests at Rosapenna

Hotel. (See Mulrov Bay.) It is set amidst very wild scenery,

but its whole course is .somewhat sluggish, for it flows through

one of those flat, boggy stretches of country here and there

associated with the Donegal Mountains. Owing to this fact it

requires a decent wind to fish at its best. It is a capital brown-

trout river, and towards the latter end of the season fishes well

for salmon. A few sea-trout run up it also, but the bulk of these

fish that ascend to Glen Lough prefer spawning in the several

feeders to that water. The Ovvencarrow is an easy river to fish;

no wading is necessary. Flies, same as for the Lackagh, which

is described at the end of this section to the guide. The Owen-

carrow receives two important tributaries. The first of these,

The Calabber River, can be explored by way of the road that

leads from Gweedore to Glenveagh. It rises amidst the wild

surroundings of Aghla More Mountain, and after pursuing a

tortuous course of about two miles receives a tributary that rises

on the north side of Dooish Mountain. In another mile and a

half it receives a second tributary, the Owexxagreeve River,

which comes down from Muckish Mountain, and, in its turn,

receives a tributarv coming from Brockach Lol'gh, Loigh

Agarrowen and Lough Agannive before joining the Calabber.

Thus swollen the Calabber continues on for about two miles when

it splits into two branches; one joins the Ovvencarrow about a

mile below Lough \'eagh, the other—by far the more important

branch—runs nearly parallel with the main river for over a mile

before joining it. Throughout their entire course the Calabber

and its tributaries flow amidst delightful wild scenery, typical of

the best of the Donegal Highland.s'^ and a ramble on their banks

—more especially if rod and creel be one's companions— is a

charming experience. It is a capital brown-trout stream, and

permission to fish it is not difficult to obtain from Mrs. Adair's

agent. The lakes as.sociated with it are also capital brown-trout

waters, are fairly easy of approach, and can be fished from the

banks. No objection 'is raised to the visitor fishing these lakes;

but a polite request to those locally concerned should be made,

and courteous permission follows. l-"lics, same as for the Lurgy

(see The Ri\i:r Lf.xnox). Wading is quite unnecessary. The

second trihut.'irv to the Owencarrow is the Meexacullix River
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\\hi( h rises in Carrowtrasna Mountain, and within a mile and a

lialt ot the main river is joined by a stream that rises in Loit.h

AciRAPPAN, and flows south of Stragaddy Mountain. The Mcena-
cuUin joins the Owencarrow just above the railway viaduct.

There are only a few brown-trout in it, and those of small size.

Before describing Glen Lough, it is adxisable to refer to the

wild rock\ dehle of Barnes Gap, which lies about midway be-

tween Crecslough and Kilmacrenan, the main road passing

through it. It is quite easy of access from either \illage, and

is. certainly, well deserving of a visit. The road from Creeslough

THI >IA1M[)S: I.ACKAi.lI RIN'KR.

passes o\er the Owencarrow Ri\er and inimediatily alter enters

the Gap. On the right are Stragaddy Mouxtaix and Drlmi-in

Hill, on the left CkockmorI' MorxTAix (1,160 ft.), overlooked by

the jagged crest of Lot (.11 Salt Moixtaix (1,540 ft.). By the

side of the road a way has been hewn from the rocky side ot

Crockmore for the permanent way ot the Burtonport railway,

and road and rail alike are frowned at on either .side by beetling

crags that threaten to topple over on car or train a.s they pass

alon^'-. Vet amidst this wild waste of rocky mountain side the
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fairy hand of Nature finds a place for oak and ivy, holly and
arbutus.

Glen Lough is a lovely sheet of water over two miles long

and about half-a-mile average width. It is set amidst delightful

scenery and mountains shelter it on all sides. To the south is

Crockmore and Lough Salt Mountain, to the west Cashel Moln-
TAiN and Croagh Mouxtaix, while at the further end of the

lough the pretty little village of Glex nestles securely beneath

the shadow of Bixbane Mouxtaix, whose sides slope down to the

very edge of the water. It is, deservedly, a very popular resort

with guests at Rosapenna, from which it is distant only about

five miles, and it is also quite easy of access from Creeslough;

the roads, in both cases, are good. Glen Lough has also the

merit of ranking among the very best sea-trout loughs in Co.

Donegal, it is a decent salmon water, and holds some fine brown-

trout. Guests at Rosapenna Hotel are permitted to fish it free

of expense; boats are provided for their use also free, and the

services of competent boatmen are available at the ordinary

charge of about three shillings per day and the man's refresh-

ment. The formation of the lough is favourable to fishermen :

no matter which way the wind may be blowing good drifts are

available, although it is generally accepted that Glen Lough
fishes at its best with a wind blowing down it, i.e., south-west.

A matter of some importance to remember when fishing this

lough is that the Lackagh River—by way of which its waters

reach the sea—is situated half-way down. This means that the

salmon running into the lough, bound for the Owencarrow River

and Lough \'eagh, should be found in the upper end. As a

matter of fact, some of the fish distribute themselves over the

lough; but, none the less, the most likely lies for salmon are in

the' upper parts of the lough. In the case of sea-trout this does

not apply so much, for reasons stated previously, i.e., sea-trout

seem to prefer spawning in the several feeders to Glen Lough,

and mount into the Owencarrow, and beyond, only in (compara-

tively) small numbers. Salmon and sea-trout flies same as for the

Lackagh : brown-trout flies should be fairly large, and good

patterns are : March Brown, Rough Olive, Hare's Ear, Claret

and Partridge, Blue and Blea, Black and Teal, and—especially

in the summer evenings—Red Spinner. Glen Lough receives

four feeders : one from Crcagh Mountain, a second—the Owex-

wee River—from Lough Greexax, a third from the western side

of Lough Salt Mountain, and a fourth—the Glex River—which
rises in some small lakes to the north of Lough Salt, receives on

its way a small stream from Lough Xatooev, skirts Binbane

Mountain and flows into the lough just below the village of Glen.

The Lackagh River, if canoht i)i proper ply, is a sure catch
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for a salmon or two; there is only a mile and a half of it be-

tween Glen Lough and Shecphaven Bay, but most of the water

is useful to the salmon angler. The Throat Pool—which is

actually part of the lough—is, probably, the best on the river,

but there is little to choose between it and the others, which

taken as they occur down the river are : The Garden Pool, The

Eel-weir Pool, The Old Bridge Pool, and The Bridge Pool. The

pools can be covered from the bank, but, for the convenience of

any who are not adepts at casting a long line, piers have been

made to assist those anglers in covering- the wider waters.

THE GARDEN POOL: LACKAGH R1\ER.

Wading- is not necessary. The right of fishing on the bank

nearest Creeslough belongs to the Ard,s estate; that on the

opposite bank is reserved for the free use of guests at Rosapenna

Hotel, from which the river is distant about five miles. The

salmon average about 10 lbs., the sea-trout tuUy 2 lbs. The

angler should note that the Lackagh and Cilen Lough are early

waters, i.e., fishing is at its best through April, May and June.

The Owencarrow is a later water and produces best sport during

July and August. Good salmon flies are : Fiery Brown, Claret

Jay, Lemon and Grey, Durham Ranger, Olive and Grey, and

G
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Prince Charlie. Suitable dressings on suitable sizes of hooks can
be obtained at Rosapenna if one runs short; the general rule is

to err on the side of smallness. For the sea-trout one cannot do
better than give a trial to the following patterns, and let them
be dressed " lumpy "

: Claret and Partridge, Orange and Grouse,
Black and Teal, Red and Teal, Green and Teal, Blue Spider,

Black Spider, Pink Wickham, and large Red Spinner. The
Alexandra kills well below Lackagh Bridge, where a boat must
be used.

The shooting throughout the district described in this

section of the guide is of excellent quality—this is the only part

of Donegal that can boast of a deer forest—but it is all strictly

private. There are innumerable charming drives and walks, and
cyclists will have no particular cause to grumble about the road,

considering the wild country passed through. It is a grand
district for picnic parties in fine weather.

If the visitor, making the complete tour, explores Glenveagh
from St. Columb's, Churchill, he next proceeds to Rosapenna for

Mulroy Bay and Sheephaven Bay (see those sections). The
journey is then continued from Dunfanaghv in the direction of

Falcarragh, which is our next centre.
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FALCARRAGH AND TORY ISLAND.

ON THE SHORE OF AETON LOUGH.

Route.—The direct route to this district from Strabane is via

Letterkenny and the Burton Port extension of The Lough Swilly

Railway to Falcarragh Road Station ; thence drive about four

miles. A car must be arranged for Ijy writing previously to

Miss McGinlcv, The Hotel, Falcarragh.

That port'ion of Co. Donegal which lies between Dunfanaghy

and Bloody Foreland, and has^he Atlantic Ocean for its northern

and The Rosses, Gweedore and the Derryveagh Mountains for its

southern boundaries, is wild in the extreme, and the tourist who
wishes to explore it must needs have sturdy legs and be fully

prepared to " rough it
"' for th- most part of his journey. At

Falcarragh he will meet with quite a comfortable little hotel,

kept by Miss McGinley, but with this exception there is no

accommodation until the excellent hotel at Gweedore is reached.

It is worthy of note, however, that the whole of the district may
be explored from Dunfanaghy or Gweedore, and the tourist
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passing through from the former to the latter can do the journey

comfortably in a day. The route lies from Dunfanaghy to Fal-

carragh, through Bedlam, round Bloody Foreland, through

Derrvbeg and so to Gweedore. The tourist is advised not to

miss Bloody Foreland, for in that neighbourhood are scenery,

peasant-homes and straggling villages, typical of the wildest parts

of Ireland. There is some fine rock and coast scenery in the

neighbourhood of Altawixnv Bay and Rixardalliff Point

which can be reached by a short walk from the road.

From Dunfanaghy to I^alcarragh is seven miles, and the

first part of the journey is through culti\ated land : thereafter it

gets wilder as Falcarragh is reached and passed. The tourist

wishing to leave Bloody Foreland out of his programme may
take the road from P^alcarragh that leads to the railway station

and on through Muckish Gap. Here the scenery is very fine ;

on the left is the " hog back " of INIlxkish Mountain (2,097

feet) still to be seen behind the intervening height of Ballvboe
Mountain (631 feet) ; on the right sheer from the gap rises

Crocknabaragh Mountain (1,554 feet), while right out in front

is Crockawarna Mountain (792 feet). The road straight on

leads to Glenveagh ; the one turning sharply to the right leads

to DuNLEWY and Gweedore, and for the whole journey presents

a grand panorama of mountain scenery. On the left are the

Derryveagh Mountains, including the important peaks of

Kingarrow^ (1,068 feet), I3ooish (2,147 feet), and Staghall

(1,599 feet) : on the right are Aghla More Mountain (1,860 feet)

and P^RRiGAL (2,466 feet). From here the road into Gweedore is

described under the heading of The Clady River and Gweedore.
Yet another route from Falcarragh to Gweedore is through

Bedlam and bv the road which runs parallel with the Glcnna
River.

The tourist making a stay in the Falcarragh district will find

much of general interest, and the angler may exercise his skill

to his heart's content in the several rivers that empty into the

Atlantic hereabouts. They are all within reach of Miss

McGinley's hotel,—the headquarters recommended from which to

explore this countryside. The geologist will he especially

interested in exploring the indications of a considerable subsidence

of the coast towards the north and west. Of the mineral richness

of the district there is ample evidence : some very fine marble,

slate, soap-stone, flags, silver, and lead are here, and the sand
from Muckish Mountain side is by experts declared to be most
valuable for the manufacture of excellent quality flint glass. Bog-

ore in plenty is in evidence all around. The coast-line discovers

immistakable signs of being storm-swept, but in fine weather one
can wander for miles alonsj' beautiful stretches of sandv strand
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and rocky shore. Inland is a huge panorama ol' mountain
scenery, and when closely explored the countryside is found to

include very charming lake and ri\er views, indeed those in the

immediate vicinity of Alton Loic.ii are really deserving of the

term " grand." Falcarragh is convenient for visiting Glenveagh
(see Gleweagh section) and for climbing Muckish Mountain, the

ascent of which from Creeslough has already been described (see

Sheephavex Bav). The way up from Falcarragh is by road to

Muckish Gap and from there make the ascent. The way to

Bloodv Foreland is referred to at the beginning of this section.

RINARDALLIFF POINT : BLOODV FORlZLAM).

Alton* Lough is most conveniently reached by driving to

Falcarragh Road Station, train to Cashelnagore Station ; from
the station a road leads in the direction of the lough, but ceases
at a farmstead, adjacent to the lough. Just beyond a short

stretch of rising ground has to be surmounted, and then suddenly
Alton Lough bursts into view, one of the very wildest of all the
lonely Donegal mountain tarns ; and sheer up from its waters
Aghla More Mountain rears its 1,800 odd feet of perpendicular
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height, while quite close by the north-east side of Errigal ends

nearly as precipitously on the other shore of the lough. Alton

Lough is seldom visited by tourists, yet, in the writer's opinion,

it is one of the grandest compositions of mountain and lough

scenery in the North of Ireland, and has only to be better known
to become as popular a " show place " as even Glenveagh is.

To explore it thoroughly necessitates rough walking and some
climbing, but it is easy of approach from both Falcarragh and
Gweedore by way of Cashclnagore station. It is astounding that

no boat has been placed on this lough ; from a fairly roomy craft

it could be viewed to the very best advantage with little or no
fatigue, and the sight so obtained would, beyond any doubt,

attract many tourists to the district, who, at present, are unable
or disinclined to undertake the rough walk associated with a

thorough inspection of it from the shores. A good walker may
return to Falcarragh by following The Tullaghobegly River—
which flows from Alton Lough—and should he do so will be well

rewarded. The scenery just below the lough is very fine, and at

the stepping stones (about two miles down) is an interesting fish

pass. In passing it may be remarked that the fishing in Alton
Lough is for troutlings only, and indifferent at that.

In the vicinity of Falcarragh there are several objects and
places of interest. At Ballvcoxnell House, the residence of

Sir John Olphert, is the famous Cloc-a-Neely, or Cloc-ceann-jola
('.t\, " stone of the bloody head ") : this is a huge piece of white
rock with a single red vein running through it, which legend
declares to be the crystallised blood of a certain mainland
chieftain by name Mackineely, who was beheaded on this stone by
one Balor, " of the mighty blows," a former ruler of Torv Island
who afterwards met his death at Bloody Foreland (then Knockfola,
i.e., " hill of blood "). There is little doubt this stone is an old

relic of the feuds that kept this district in a continual ferment in

bygone days. There is a capital museum at Ballyconnell House,
containing many objects, coins, etc., dug from the sand hills

hereabouts ; and in the old churchyard of Myrath is a gigantic
cross, overthrown and broken, which is said to have been hewn
out of a single piece of stone from Muckish Mountain side h\
vSaint Colum Cille. Close by is the " dripping well " of St.

Finian, held in great veneration b\- the peasantry, who frequentlv
make pilgrimages to the spot, and on the island of Ixishdovev
are some most interesting caves.

The whole district is well watered by several rivers of more
than passing importance. The fishing on them, and on the lakes
from which they flow, is in the right of Sir John Olphert, who is

pleased to grant permission to \isiting anglers. For the most
part they flow through wild mountainous countrv, with here and
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there extensive stretches of bog-land. They are little fished, and,

when in good ply, provide capital sport with brown-trout : the

Rav, the Glenna^ and the Tullaghobegly also hold salmon and

sea-trout. The stranger is well advised to obtain the services of

a local attendant who knows the country and the rivers, for much

of the water is of little use for sport, while certain pools seldom

disappoint the angler. The fisher, however, with plenty of time

on hand could verv easily do worse than fish the principal strearns

right up, and if he be a good walker (as perforce he must for this

THE TULLA(iH01^E(.LV R1\"ER BELOW ALTON LOLl.tL

job) he will revel in the wild scenery that he meets with on all

sides on his way.
The Ray River rises on the south side of Ballyboe Mountain

and receives the following tributaries on its way to the sea. On
the left bank The Owexaltderrv, which rises in Lough Alurig

and receives a small feeder flowing from Lough Muilt ; The
OvvE.N-BEG, which rises on the slope of Ac.hi.a Beg Mouxtain. On
the right bank the Derrvreel, which rises in Lough Derrvreei.

and receives a feeder flowing from Drumlesk Lough. This

is almost as irood a trout ri\er as the Glenna.
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The Tullaghobeglv River rises in Altox Lough and is the

best salmon river in the district. When fishing this river

seriously it is well to wear waders. In the upper portions it is

also a good trout river, but hardly so good as

The Glexxa, which is fed by several streams flowing from

as many loughs. This is really a good trout river, and a ver}

decent salmon water.

The Alt River and The Owexawillix are both small

streams, the latter rising in Lough Lagha, a capital brown-trout

water.

In the direction of Bloody Foreland are The Yellow River

and The Glex River, both of which are deserving of a visit from

the angler making a lengthy stay in the district. The other

rivers, which flow into the Atlantic on the west coast, are more
advantageously fished from Gweedore. The flies for this district

are the same as for Gweedore.
There is first-class sea-fishing, that around the islands of

Ixishbofev, Ixishdovey, and Inishbeg being as good as any to

be met with on the north-west coast. There is almost unlimited

shore-shooting, but the shooting inland is for the most part pre-

served. Cyclists will find the main roads all right, but some of

the others are rough, howbeit none are so very bad.

When looking out to sea from any point of vantage in this

district the castellated form of Tory Islaxd rises from the

Atlantic a prominent object. In many ways this is one of the

most interesting islands on the Donegal coast—and for that

matter on the whole Irish coast—and if weather conditions are

favourable the tourist should certainly engage a boat and pay it

a visit : but the weather has all to do with a visit to Tory, for it

is a difficult, not to say dangerous, matter to land on or put off

from the island in rough weather. Otherwise the trip is most
enjoyable and intensely interesting. It is about nine miles dis-

tant from the mainland and is about three miles long. The rock

scenery associated with it is very fine, and the antiquary will

revel in the feast of attractions provided. Many are the true

stories of the fierce fighting that occurred here in early days, and
there yet remain relics of those sanguinary family feuds and
famous battles with the inhabitants of the mainland. Even to the

present day the Tory Islanders—who live almost entirely by fish-

ing and kelp burning—hold themselves aloof from the " main-
landers "—a people to themselves ; they pay neither rents nor

rates, they ask for no assistance from county councils or work-
house authorities, for they make their own roads and provide for

their own poor,—if poor there can be where all are poor alike !

Modern methods have " improved " some few things in Tory, but

the seventy or so families that constitute the community remain
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an object lesson in loyalty to old customs and old traditions.

From time immemorial Tory Island has been the home of religion

and learning-, as well as the scene of bloody battles, and the

inhabitants "can boast of relics and records of unique interest,

other than those of " Balor of the mighty blows and basilisk eye,"

and similar sanguinary leaders. Here Saint Colum Cille founded

a monastery which flourished until the time of Queen Elizabeth ;

the ruins of the round tower of Clog-teach yet remain, and the

foundations of the famous Skven Churches of Tory can still

be traced. Some years ago the priest to whose parish Tory was

STEPPING STONES AND FISH-PASS: TULLAC.HOBEl.LV RIVER.

attached enclosed an ancient graveyard of great historical interest,

and it and the chapel erected at the same time are prominent

features in the island to-day.

The waters around Tory Island literally teem with Bsh and

are a perfect El Dorado of the sea-angler, who, if he prefers to

stay there, will find rough but cleanly accommodation on the

island, and experience nothing but friendly assistance from the

natives.

Of modern innovations on the island the chief are Lloyd's
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signal station (connected with the mainland by telegraph cable

via Horn Head), a powerful lighthouse, and a landing stage for

the fishing boats (erected by the Congested Districts Board).

The complete tour should certainly include a visit to this

interesting island, and then from Falcarragh our next destination

is Gweedore.
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GWEEDORE AND THE CLADY RIVER.

LOWER LOUGH NACUNG.

Route from Strabane :—via Letterkenny and the Burton Port

extension of the Lough Swilly Railway, to Gweedore Station,

which is quite close to the hotel.

The Hotel at Gweedore is admirably conducted by Mr. and

Mrs. Alex. Robertson, who for many years have catered for a

laige number of guests with complete success, and it is quite an

up-to-date establishment in every way. It stands in beautiful

grounds, amidst grand mountain, lake, and river scenery, is one

of the best sporting centres in the North of Ireland, and amidst

its glorious solitude is yet in close touch with the outside world,

for a telegraph and post office are attached. It is the pioneer

touring hotel in Donegal, and for many years was the only

establishment of its sort in the county. \'isitors are assured of

every convenience, and nothing is left undone to enhance their

comfort. To a very large number of its patrons it has chiefly

been known as the centre from which to fish the famous salmon
water that flows close by its doors—the Clady River—and the

numerous loughs and streams in the vicinity ; but, as a matter

H
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of fact, it is also a most important centre for those tourists who
may not be devotees of the rod. Mr. Robertson puts some really

good cars and competent drivers at the disposal of his guests on
most moderate terms ; and with the help of them, and a sturdy

pair of legs, the tourist is recommended to visit the following

places of exceptional interest. If such a district is to be
thoroughly explored, it is only to be expected that plenty of hard
walking and stiff climbing will be experienced, and that is the

case ; but most of the places presently described can be

approached by car to, at least, a very near point : the others

must remain to the practised pedestrian.

Reference has already been made—in the Falcarragh
section of this guide—to the interesting drive round Bloody
Foreland : from Gweedore this excursion can be made by car,

the route being through Derrvbeg, from which point keep to

the road nearest the coast. The return journey is by way of

Meenaclady and Carveen ; it may, however, be profitably

extended to x^lt Bridge, the return being by way of Aspick
Bridge : on the latter route a capital view is obtained of Carn-
treena Mountain (1,403 feet), and Cronalaght Mountain (1,333
feet).

Alton Lough and Aghla More Mountain (described in the

Falcarragh section) should certainly be visited. An excursion
(which necessarily entails considerable stiff walking and climbing)

is as follows : Take the early morning train to Cashelnagore
Station, and from there follow the road that leads to Alton
Lough. When near the lough take the road (save the name !)

that bears to the left : it leads by some straggling farms, and
presently the Tullaghobegly river comes into view. Follow the

road down until the fish-pass and stepping-stones are reached
;

then walk back up the bank of the river until Alton Lough is

reached. Climb the hill on your right and the view you will have
will repay the fatigue of the climb a hundredfold : it is one of the

grandest in Donegal. Having feasted your eyes on it, descend to

the shore of the lough and walk right along it; the succession of

cliff, lake and mountain scenery met with is a most emphatic
refutation of the assertion sometimes heard, " there is no really

grand scenery in Donegal." Having reached this point you
leave the lough and a stiff climb of a mile and a rough walk of

another mile lands you on the main road from Glenveagh. Here
a car may (by appointment) meet you, and it will probably be
welcome : or you may follow the road (which skirts the base of

Errigal) through Dunlcwy and by the shore of Lough Nacung
back to the hotel.

Another interesting, but somewhat fatiguing, walk and climb

lies north of Gweedore over bog-land and mountain-side. Make
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for TiEvi-LAHiD MoiXTAix (1,413 feet) (in doing so you pass over
a nameless heig-ht of 1,331 feet and across the valley beyond)

;

and after climbing it descend a little to Lough Nagreenan and
Lough Corveen (see map of The Falcarragh Rivers). In
passing it may be remarked that these are capital brown-trout
loughs. Then follow the Corveen River until the road to
Derrybeg comes in sight : at which point a car may meet you
by appointment, or you can walk back to the hotel through
Derrybeg.

The popular extnu-sions from Gweedore arc to The Poisoned

THE POIbOXED GLEN".

Glen, Dunlewv, and the summit of Errigai. Mointaix (2,466
feet), the highest mountain in Donegal and the second highest in

LHster, its peer being Slieve Donard in Co. Down. A good
walker can " do " the three in a day ; but by devoting two davs
to them the glen and the mountains surrounding it can be far

better explored,—as they should be. Dunlewy lies about five

miles from the hotel, and consists of a few straggling houses
hemmed in on all sides by rugged mountains ; a w ild spot, indeed.
On the side of a hill facing Errigai is Drxi.iw v Hoisi:, the seat
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of Mrs. Monk, a truly delightful residence, the views from which

are extremely fine. With the exception of the valley of the Clady,

down which the eye travels to the Atlantic ocean, the house is shut

in by bold rocky mountains. At the foot of the hill, on the side

of which it stands, is the beautiful Duxlewv Lough, an excellent

salmon and trout water ; the grounds from the house to the shore

are charmingly laid out in flower-beds, winding paths, grassy

plats and heavily-timbered slopes, while right out in front is the

whole mass of Errigal, its base resting on the very shores of the

lough, its summit often enough literall}' in the clouds. The view

of the Poisoned Glen from Dunlewy is one of the sights of

Donegal ; a more rich and fascinating mountain scene it would
be difficult to imagine. Close by Dunlewy is a famous Marble
Quarry, concerning which Sir Charles Giesecke, in his report to

the Dublin Society, wrote :

—
" I consider this white marble as

the_best in Ireland .... it is of excellent quality, and its bed

very extensive .... half-a-mile in the square. It is fine

granular, and may be employed to the finest works of common
sculpture ; and I have no doubt but there also may be raised

fine blocks fit for statuary. As to its quality, its texture and

whiteness approach more to that of the Parian, than to the

Carrara marble. It is very well known that perfect blocks of

Carrara marble are procured with great difficulty, and I firmly

believe that the marble of Dunlewy is free from mica-quartz

grains, and other substances interfering with the chisel, which

so frequently disappoint the artist who works upon the marble

from Carrarra." Yet this marble is unworked !

The Poisoned Glen is reached by car from Gweedore to

Dunlewy and from thence walk up a wild valley. The Glen is

a dark awesome defile terminating in a frowning range of battle-

mented precipices ; a wild spot indeed, and one that deservedly

ranks among the chief " show places " of the North of Ireland.

The ascent of Errigal is by no means difficult unless one

chooses the route directly up the escarpment. In this connection

an extract from an old Visitors' Book at the Gweedore hotel is

interesting, and it is worthy of note that the date of the entry is

about ten years after the hotel was first opened. " 21st August,

1845.—Climbed Errigal—time from the foot to the foot again,

two hours and three quarters : our line of ascent, directly up the

escarpment—difficult and dangerous—our descent, by the shoulder

of the hill, an easy and pleasant track, and the summit repaying

every labour, by view of wonderful sublimity. J. T. P. E.S."

The average tourist will, doubtless, prefer the " easy and pleasant

track " by the shoulder of the hill for both the ascent and descent.

On one occasion the writer was at Dunlewy House while some
repairs were going on, and one of the workmen engaged declared
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his intention of ascending- the escarpment ; and he did so while
several looked on, returning down the shoulder in a little over
three hours from the start. Allowing for the time occupied in

getting from and to Dunlewy House and the base of the mountain
his " time " was actually better than that recorded above. Here
is Lord George Hill's description of the mountain and the view
from the summit :—

•

" Standing out detached from the other hills, its conical

form and proportions are not interfered with by any rival that
can at all compete with, or detract from, its altitude and extreme
beauty. The streaked sides being so precipitous, vegetation is

THE CLADY ABONE (.WEEDORE.

very partial, particularly at the upper or steeper part. The
mountain presents generally a soft, sombre, lavender-coloured
tint, derived from the weather-beaten rocks of which it is com-
posed. Midway up the mountain there is an immense belt of
broken stones, unrelieved by a vestige of vegetation. The moun-
tain narrows towards the top to a mere rugged ascending path
of a few inches in width, with an awful abyss on either side ; this

makes the ascent more trying, though quite practicable, even for

ladies ; and on reaching the pinnacle all the toil and diflliculty is

richly compensated for ; the summit is perfectly magnificent

—

the glorious expanded ocean, dazzling by its immensitN' ; and as
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he eye ranges along the distant horizon you imagine you see

ihe hills of the ' Far West ' faintly and fancifully varying the

indistinct outline. On a clear day can be seen Knock Layde at

Ballycastle, Co. Antrim, and Ben Bulben, near Sligo ; also

Bengore Head and the Paps of Jura. Errigal itself may be seen

from within a mile of Omagh, Co. Tyrone. The mountain is so

unique in itself, the scenery immediately at its base so very fine,

that it is worth while to scramble to the top for a limited prospect,

should the atmosphere not be sufficiently clear to afford a distinct

view of the distant objects."

A short excursion, by car if wished, is to the interesting

village of Bunbeg, which lies snugly sheltered by cliffs at the
estuary of the Clady River. Here there is a natural dock capable
of receiving vessels of 300 tons. Adjacent is Gweedore Bay,
which provides capital sea-fishing ; indeed all along the coast the
sea-angler w^ill find excellent water for his sport. This excursion
may be extended, by boat, to Inishixny Island, Gola Island,
and several islets off the coast, all of interest and offering plenty
of rock and cliff scenery.

The drive from Gweedore to Glenveagh is through truly

magnificent mountain scenery. Tourists fond of mountaineering
should climb Slievh Snaght (2,240 feet), but it is a long and
difficult journey, howbeit the scenery en route is ample reward for

the plucky pedestrian. This summit is more conveniently reached
from the Gweebarra side.

The fishing attached to the Gweedore hotel is of excellent
quality, and, for the most part, the waters are easy of access.
They include :

—

Lough Nacung Upper, Lough Xacung Lower,
The Clady River, The Stran.'\corkagh River, The Crolly
River, Lough Anure, and several small loughs and rivers. The
salmon and sea-trout fishing occurs on those specially mentioned

;

the others are chiefly brown-trout waters.
The River Clady has its source in Lough Nacung Lower

and flows into Gweedore Bay at Bunbeg in about five miles.
Above Lough Nacung Upper are Dunlewy Lough and the
streams that flow into it ; The Owenwee, The Cronaniv, and
The Devlin, but these are strictly preserved by Mrs. Monk.
Lough Nacung L^pper receives two important feeders at its

upper end, The Sruhannameel and The Glentornan : the former
flows from Lough Atirrive, the latter from Glentornan Lough :

both rivers and loughs are good brown-trout waters and may be
fished free by visitors at the hotel. Lough Nacung Lower
receives one feeder of importance. The Altmore, which flows
from Lough Nabrackbraddv. The hotel has boats on the loughs
and the river can be fished from its banks ; wading is not neces-
sary. The use of a gaff is prohibited on The Cladv and Lough
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Nacung, as it is calrulated to deteriorate the market value of the

fish caught and not retained by the angler. Mr. Robertson

provides roomy landing nets in place of a gaff. Flies should be

of from medium to small size, except in very high water. Good
salmon patterns are :—Clarets, Jock Scott, Fiery Brown, Black

and Silver, Olives and a local fly styled the Grey Monkey. The
killing patterns of sea-trout and brown-trout flies are :—Claret

and Partridge, The Butcher, Claret and Grouse, Zulu, March
Brown, Hare's Ear, Blue and Blea, Orange and Grouse, and

Black and Teal.

A POOL ON THE LOWER CLADV.

In its upper reaches the Clady River is sinuous and some-

what sluggish at places, requiring a good breeze to fish at its

best. From below the hotel there are a succession of strong-

flowing streams, eddying pools, and boulder-strewn shallows.

In some places the river is confined between high, rocky banks,

this being especially the case as it nears the sea, in others the

surroundings are quite open ; in no case is any particular diffi-

culty experienced in fishing it. At the salmon leap, and from it

to Bunbeg, the scenery associated with the Clady River is very
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fine, and some of the pools will delight the salmon fisher. The

pools as they occur fishing down from just below the hotel are

named :—Barracks, Bridge, Gager's, William's, Robertson's,

Stick, Dever's Turn, Rock, Hut, Rosey's Turn, Jenkin's, Pro-

fessor's, Hughey's, Cox's, School House, Carry, Dyer's, Round,

Sphinx, Step's,^ Ladies', Flats, Square, Sea-trout and Murlaw.

A few fish are taken in the early part of the season, and these are

generally large ones, but the 'Clady season is generally under-

stood to commence with June, and even then is confined for a few

weeks to the pools below Clady Bridge. From the middle of

July the fish ascend to the higher pools and to Lough Nacung,

and sport reigns all over the river and in the lough. Generally

it slackens off throughout August, and then follows the Sept-

ember run of fish, after which it fishes well until the end of the

season, which is October 3L The best months are June and July.

The summer fish range from 4 lbs. to 7 lbs. in weight, with now
and again a bigger fish : the earlier fish, in April and May,

.although far fewer in number, will range from 8 lbs. to 12 lbs.

The river must have a good push of water in it to fish at its

best, and it is always advisable to write Mr. Robertson before-

hand, asking as to probable prospects of sport. There is no

charge for fishing the Clady above Barrack's Pool, or for fishing

Lough Xacung. Below the charge is :—From 1st June to 31st

August, 10s. per day, 50s. per week, £9 per month. This charge

•entitles the holder of a daily ticket to one fish, and the

holder of a weekly or monthly ticket to two fish per

week. Other fish caught may be retained by paying the market

price to the hotel, which ranges from 9d. to Is. per pound.

During the month of .September the charge is 35s. per week and

pro rata. There is no charge whatsoever during the months of

April, May and October. The sea-trout fishing is much better in

the lough "than in the river, indeed the Clady is but an indifferent

sea-trout water ; the fish would seem to run clean through to the

lough. The fish mount as early as April, but sport with them is

at its best during the months of August and September. They
range in weight from f lb. to 4 lbs. and average well over a

pound. The brown-trout fishing on Lough Nacung is really very

good indeed ; sport commences early in May and continues right

through the season until the end of August : the best months are

May and June. There are several excellent brown-trout loughs

available, among them Glentornan, Xabrackrraddv, Keel,

AscAKDAX, Nagreexan and Corveex. \\'ith plenty of rain

several of the small streams also provide \ cry decent sport. The
•sea-trout and brown-trout fishing all through the district is quite

free to visitors at the hotel.

The Stra\acorka<:h is a capital little ri\x'r and when in good
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ply provides fair sport with salmon averaging alxnit 4 Ibs.^ or

5 lbs., excellent sport with sea-trout rang-ing- up to 3 lbs. weight

and averaging fully a pound, and fair sport with brown trout

averaging about three to the pound. The fishing is free to

visitors at the hotel. This river rises on the southern slope of

Tievealchid Mountain, and after flowing about five miles empties

into the Atlantic just north of Derrybeg. It is shown on the map
of the Falcarragh Rivers. At Stranaboolev it receives The
CoRVEEX River, which rises in Lough Corveen and on which

SALMON LliAI CLADV ri\l;r

there are some good fishing pools just before it reaches the main

river. For the greater part of its course the river Stranacorkagh

consists of shallows, with here and there a decent pool, but from

the sea for about two miles up it provides some good fishing

pools and streams. Between the road and the sea is a deep

gorge, and in this the sea-trout love to lie. Two deadly flies on

this water are the Blue Spider and the Butcher. With this

addition the flies are the same as for the Clady and the loughs.

The Crollv and Lough Anure are described in The Rosses

section of this guide. Guests at the Gweedore hotel are privi-
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leged to fish them on same terms as tourists staying at Dungloe
or CroUy. Mr. Robertson has boats on Lough Anure.

The inland shooting is of excellent quality, but is strictly

preserved. There is plenty of free shore-shooting of good
quality. The main roads are good for cycling, but there are

many hills.

From Gweedore the complete tour of the Donegal Highlands
is continued through The Rosses.
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THE ROSSES, AND THE GWEEBARRA

RIVER.

DUXC.LOE LOUGH.

Routes.—The centres from which to explore The Rosses are

Crolly, Burton Port and Dungloe, and these are reached direct

from Strabane via Letterkenny and the Burton Port extension of

the Lough Swilly Railway. The station at Crolly is about one

mile from the hotel, that at Burton Port is in the village and that

at Dungloe Road about 2i miles from Dungloe. In the case of

Crolly and Dungloe a request should be sent to the hotel pro-

prietors for a car to meet the train. Hotels :—Crolly ;
The

Angler's Hotel, P. Gallagher : Burton Port ;
O'Donnell's and

Sweeny's : Dungloe ; Hanlon's (private), Boyle's, and Sweeny's.

An alternative "route from Strabane to Dungloe is by County

Donegal Railwav to Fintown Station, thence drive via Doocharry

about 12 miles.
' This latter is the direct route for tourists visit-

ing the vallev of the Gweebarra only as Fintown is the nearest

station for Doocharry ; 4 miles.

Time has altered The Rosses very matrrially since a travelF'r

wrote :

—

"To reach it even's a weary process!

Toil awaits you, ere you enter Rosses :

Between tides and strands and river fosses.

It's ten to one if you land in Rosses !

The main roads to-day are fairly good, some of them very good,

K
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and fording the strands in the north is not so difficult a matter as

it was in the days when some considerate person at Anagary

stuck up the warning, " When the sea is two feet above this pole,

the strand is dangerous." As a matter of fact, in those days the

Anagary road was a mere track, and, what made it far worse,

it was a moveable track ; it might be here to-day and some yards

to the right or left to-morrow ! Hence the danger of not " strik-

ing "
it was great, and accidents w^ere many. The tourist, how-

ever, is assured that the road now is a good one, and the fords

easv'; and it is bv this road he is invited to enter The Rosses.

He'mav take train from Gweedore to either CroUy, Dungloe or

Burton" Port, and proceed direct down south ;
but he is advised

not to miss this northern excursion, for there is much of interest

on the way.
From' Gweedore the route lies in the direction of Crollv

Bridge, and there is nothing of interest on the way until the

valley of The Crollv River comes into sight, when a very pretty

scene is opened out. Descending into this valley and crossing

the river bv the bridge the traveller is at Gallagher's " Angler's

Hotel," a favourite "headquarters for fishermen. Close by is a

large factory for the production of the famous Donegal carpets.

It is refreshing to be able to note a revival of this important

industrv in the county : several factories having been started

during the past few years. From Crolly Bridge the road lies

in the direction of Anagary and on the way a good impression

can be gathered of the general character of the country-side.

The Rosses proper covers over sixty thousand acres, includ-

ing the whole parish of Templecrone ; but the district described

in this section is of even greater area, and extends from Inishfree

Bay in the north to The Gweebarra River in the south ; and

from Aran Island in the west to Lough Anure and Slieve

Snaght Mountain in the east. With the exception of a very

few small patches of cultivated ground here and there, the whole

countrv-side is a weary waste of rock-strewn land, and chiefly

appeals to the sportsman—the angler especially, for there are

included nearly one hundred miles of rivers and streams and con-

siderably over one hundred lakes, many of them of important

proportions. But although this is chiefly a sportsman's district

it is by no means lacking in objects and places of interest to the

non-sporting tourist, as will be seen presently. At Anagary is

encountered the first ford. Anagary Strand is a magnificent

stretch of sand, and just outside it plenty of shore-shooting, and

first-class sea-fishing, can be got. In passing it may be remarked

that the whole of the coast right round to Burton Port literally

teems with flsh and fowl, and one can hardly pitch on a wrong
spot for sport. A little further ahead—about 2 miles—and a
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splendid sheet of water comes into view on the left ; this is

MuLLAGHDERG LouGH, a grand brown-trout water, and the home
of innumerable wild-fowl. On the right, just over a sand bar, as

it were, is the wondrously pretty Inishfree Bay. Close by is

The Spanish Rock, on which there is good cause to believe one
of the Armada ships was wrecked. Local tradition has it that
" a few years ago a number of well-finished brass guns were
fished up, but unfortunately fell into the hands of a travelling

tinker by whose advice they were speedily broken up and sold to

himself." One cannot help wondering what price that tinker

gave for those guns ! At Kixcaslagh there is quite a nice little

house of refreshment. After leaving here the road skirts Cruit
Strand, right out in front is Cruit Island, and to the north are
The Stag Rocks, seven remarkably shaped towering pinnacles

at sea supposed, locally, to have been seven ships that by
enchantment were changed to ocean rocks. The scenery of

Cruit Strand is very fine. The road now bears south to Kadue
vStrand where another ford is encountered, and here is another
magnificent stretch of sand ; after which the neck of Lough
\\'askel is crossed and Burton Port is reached : distance from
Gweedore about 12 miles. The journey can be accomplished on
a bicycle, if care be taken to time it so that the tide is out at the

fords.

In Burton Port comfortable accommodation will be found at

either O'Donnell's or Sweeny's hotel. The village is a great
centre for the herring fishery off this coast, and a large cooperage
gives employment to several hands. It is stated recently that a
company has pitched upon Burton Port as a whaling station.

The sea-angler will find unlimited sport to his hand here, and
inland the trout and salmon fisher has the Rosses Fishery. There
are a number of islands just off the coast, and the passages be-
tween these being subject to strong currents and thickly studded
with rocks it is necessary for the angler to keep a very sharp
look out, especially at night time. Several competent boatmen,
who know the water well, offer their services for fishing pur-
poses, and the visitor is well advised to avail himself of these.

About one mile off the coast is Rutland Island, locally termed
Inish Macduirn, in these days a mere sand bank, but remarkable
as having been the scene of an " improvement " some con-
siderable time ago. Here, at a total cost of over £40,000, was
erected a custom-house, quays, stores, salt-pans, an hotel, private
houses, and a military station. For a few years only it was the
scene of bustle, gay life and general business activity ; then the
sand-storms came, and as Rosapenna was buried on the shores
of .Sheephaven so was the handiwork of man on Rutland Island.

Some idea of the enormous quantit}- of sand that accumulated on
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the island may be formed from the fact that a certain Bishop on

visiting the island, feeling fatigued, sat himself down, when a

friend with him exclaimed, " My Lord, do you know you are

sitting on the top of a chimney !
" A visit should certainly be

paid to Aran Island, locally styled Arranmore. Here there

are some verv fine marine caves—as indeed there are on most of

the islands off" this coast—and the cliff scenery on the north-west

coast in the neighbourhood of Thorneadv Point and Rinrawros
Point is exceptionally striking. This is the largest and most

fertile island on the Donegal coast : it is, in many parts, heavily

timbered, and a pleasing feature is the prolific growth of the

fuchsia which blooms here luxuriantly until well into September,

the bushes excelling in profusion of bloom a similar growth at

Malin Beg near Glencolumbkille. Anglers will be interested to

learn that an experiment in stocking Lough Shore on this island

with rainbow trout, Salmo Iridius, has proved successful. On
leaving Burton Port the tourist travels, by the lower road, past

Lough IVIeela,—one of the best fishing loughs in the Rosses,

—

to DuNGLOE, which is the headquarters of The Rosses Fishery,

and a capital centre from which to explore the surrounding

country-side.

There is plenty of hotel accommodation in Dungloe, Han-
Ion's, Boyle's and Sweeny's are all three quite comfortable, and

private apartments can also be had in the village. An excursion

should be made to Lough Anure, the largest and most beautiful

lake in this district. It lies about five miles north-east of Dungloe
and is within two miles of Crolly Bridge, to which the journey

may be extended for a look at the Crolly River, the return being

by the Anagary road as far as Anagary Strand, where the main

road, to the left, is followed, the railway crossed and so home
by Lough Meenbannad,—quite an interesting run through typical

Rosses scenery. Croghv Head should certainly be visited. It is

distant from Dungloe nearly five miles ; the road lies through

Toberkeen, passes a pretty sheet of water connected by a short

stream with Lough Nageeragh, then skirts the beautiful Lough
Illion (the best brown-trout water in The Rosses) and terminates

on the sands of Magherv Bay. This is a very charming spot :

there is a capital stretch of sand offering excellent bathing

facilities, and at Termon is some fine rock scenery. Templecrone

Rectory, situated close to Maghery Bay, is to be let furnished.

Lough Anglish, an excellent brown-trout lake, and some capital

shooting arc within a mile of the residence. It is an ideal spot

for a restful holiday. From Maghery the way to Croghy Head
lies in the direction of the Martello Tower : not at all a difficult

climb, the elevation of the Head being only 800 feet. From
the top a really fine view is obtained. The parish of
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Templecrone, studded with its hundred lakes, lies mapped'

out below, and the elevation is not too high to prevent

this extraordinary country being seen in detail on a fine

dav. To the north is a marvellous seaboard of rocks and

lakelets with a coast line of exceptionally picturesque irregu-

larity. To the south-west is a remarkable landslip ;
part

of the mountain-side has the strange appearance of tottering

towards the sea ; by some mighty convulsion,—probably the

falling in of an enormous cavern,—this huge mass,—over a

quarter a mile in length,—has become separated from the main

CROLLY BRIDCIE.

bulk of the mountain, and the part that collapsed shivered into-

thousands of pieces of rock, many of large proportions. The^
chasm so formed varies in width, but throughout its entire length
the edges, which are serrated, correspond accurately. The
greatest gash is about twelve feet wide by twenty-five feet in

depth. This is Tholla Bkistha, i.e., Broken Earth. In the

direction of Polladeva are some fine cliffs, and right under
Croghy Head are a number of most interesting caves, which are,

however, accessible by boat only. Needless to say, a splendid
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view of Aran Island is obtained from this point of vantage.

Should the tourist be staying in the district, an interesting excur-

sion is to Illanxrone, 'Ixisiikeeragh, Inishfree, and Inishal

islands : indeed, there is plenty to do and see here if one has a

sailing boat, a gun and a rod. Seals frequent Maghery Bay.

Dungloe is the headquarters of The Rosses Fishery, which

until thelamented death of the late John Herdman included all

waters in the whole district that were of any real value for

angling purposes. Within the last few years certain leases have

expired and other re-arrangements of rights have occurred, with

the result that The Rosses Fishery has become somewhat split

up. This, however, so far, has not affected the right of visitors

to fish under certain restrictions, nor has it materially increased

the cost of fishing or decreased the chances of sport. Mr. S.

Hanlon, of Dungloe, is still the manager of the fishery, but he has

obtained certain sporting rights himself, and these he has attached

to his hotel for the benefit of his guests. An alteration has also

occurred in connection with the right of fishing The Crolly and

Lough Anure. Dealing with the latter first.

The Crolly and Lol'gh Axure Fishery includes Lough
Anure and its feeders and The Gweedore River, locally termed

The Crolly River, Mr. Robertson, of the Gweedore Hotel,

reserves the right of fishing on the east bank of The Crolly River

and in the several feeders to Lough Anure that flow into the lough

on the east shore (including The Owenator River), and he has

boats on the lough,—for guests at his hotel. The proprietor of

The Anglers' Hotel, Crolly Bridge (Mr. P. Gallagher), shares the

right (by arrangement) with Mr. A. Maude (the present lessee of

The Rosses Fishery) to fish the west bank of The Crolly River,

and both have boats on the lough. As The Crolly River can be

easily fished from either bank it follows that all three parties can

fish the whole of it. Thus tickets issued by either party are

available for the fishery, and the following are the terms :—From
1st March until 30th June, 10s. per week : From 1st July until

31st October, 25s. per week ; 60s. per month. This includes

the right to angle for salmon, sea-trout and brown-trout, but the

usual license of 20s. must be held by the angler fishing for salmon

•or sea-trout. Lough Axure is a capital fishing water, fully three

miles long by nearly a mile wide at the widest part. The shores

are irregular, and the numerous rock-bound bays provide excellent

fishing ground. The island helps to form, with the shores, ex-

cellent drifts, some of them over a mile in length. The lough

fishes best with a south wind. Its chief feeder, The Owexator
River, provides sport in the lower pools. A few salmon are

caught in the lough every season : it holds \ery fine sea-trout

ifrom Julv onward. As a brown-trout water it would be hard to
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beat ; excellent and consistent sport can be had with those fish

from Mav until the close of the season, the best months being

May and 'June. The Crollv River flows from Lough Anure into

Gweedore Bay in about three miles. From the lough down to

the railway station the river is very sinuous and somewhat

sluggish ; consequently it requires a good wind to fish at its best.

Jus't^'below the station is an excellent fish-pass ; and from here

down to the sea is a succession of very good pools, indeed, all of

which can be fished quite easily from either bank. The chief

pools as thcv occur going down are :—The Factory pool (right

opposite the carpet factory) ; The Bridge pool (immediately below

Crollv Bridge) ; and the 'Wide Water pool, which is about half-

SEA-TROLT FISHING AT THE ROSSES.

wav between the bridge and the sea, and can easily be recognised.

There are two excellent pools next the estuary. The sea-trout

fishing on The Crolly is good—sometimes very good—the salmon

fishing somewhat uncertain, but always worth a trial.

The bulk of the waters still attached to The Rosses Fishery,

and the waters in connection with which Mr. Hanlon has

obtained the rights, are most conveniently fished from Dungloe.

The charges are the same as on The Crolly, and the angling

rights extend over about fifty miles of rivers and one hundred

lakes. The fishing is for 'sea-trout from July until end of

October, for brown-trout from May until October (best months
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Mav and June). Many of the lakes are small, but there is almost

unlimited an£^ling on those of important size. There are many

good pools on the rivers, all of which can be fished from the

banks, wading being quite unnecessary. Fair sport is the rule,

but there come times when the waters are low and fishing m-

different ; on the other hand, with plenty of water in the rivers

and loughs, fishing in this district compares favourably with any

other in the county. Visitors should first communicate with Mr.

Hanlon, who will furnish reliable information concerning prospects-

of sport, etc. : he will also provide necessary tickets, licenses,

and arrange for boats, boatmen, and hotel accommodation.

There are boats provided free on the principal loughs, the boat-

man's fee being 3s. per day and his lunch. As a rule two anglers

fish from one boat. Much of the fishing occurs within easy

walking distance of Dungloe, but to reach some necessitates the

use of a car, which is also generally shared by other anglers

proceeding in the same direction. The Dungloe chain of loughs

are the most popular. The top lough of this chain is Sallagh,

which is connected with the next,

—

Meexlecknalore—by a

narrow strip of water up which a boat can pass. Sallagh Is fed

by a stream which, with its tributaries, connects up several small

loughs to the east, the chief of which are Lough Anoon and

Lough Adreen ; the former is a capital brown-trout lough. In

Sallagh there are several lies for trout ; it frequently fishes well

and should always be given a trial, especially the water just

below the bridge. Meenlecknalore is a very pretty lake, the

shores are irregular and form capital fishing bays ; the water is

studded with islands, and between these and the shores are ex-

cellent drifts in many parts. This lough has produced the best

baskets of large sea-trout for several years past. From Meen-

lecknalore the connecting stream flows to the bridge on the road

to Fintown, and from there connects up three small loughs. Fad,

XAMUCK, and Cushkeeragm, after which the important water of

Lough Craghv (locally termed Tully Lough) is reached. This

is the most picturesque lough on this chain, and it ranks only

second to Dungloe Lough as a sporting water. Close by is

Dungloe Lough, the favourite with most anglers, howbeit it is

coy and its finny inhabitants need much and careful wooing. In

addition to the main stream this lough also receives a feeder that

comes from Lough Ardrhiidbi-g and Lough Anullen, into both

of which a few sea-lrout run. The Derrvdruel River, and the

chain of loughs on it are equal, many anglers think superior, to

the Dungloe chain, and so far as extent and variety of fishing is

concerned they are (X'rtainly to be preferred. But they are not

so accessible, and the loughs lack a sufficient number of boats.

The River lies from three to four miles south of Dungloe, and
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the best way to cover it is to drive to Derrvdruel Bridge and
fish right up, returning in the evening from the upper reaches to.

The Iron Bridge where a car should be in waiting by arrange-

ment. Nearly a score of lakes are included on this chain, and the

bulk of them are reached by car on the Fintown road, the average

distance from Dungloe being five miles. Nearly half of the

lakes hold sea-trout and the chief of these are Namurrig,
Gannivegal, Nabrackmore and Nillan. The others are all good
brown-trout waters and include Croangar, Axillar, Imsland
and Nasxahida. Half-wav between Dungloe and Burton Port is

THE FACTORY POOL: CROLLY RINER.

LoiGH Meela, and water for sea-trout and brown-trout of large
size. North of this lough quite a large number of capital brown-
trout loughs are available, and a trial should certainly be given to-

Nawaugh, Nafullara.w, Nagreagii, Mullaghderg and
Navreaghoge. To the south of Dungloe are Lough Illiox, and
Lough Aleck More with several smaller waters around them.
Illion is a grand lake and provides first-class brown-trout fishing,

and Aleck More is nearly as good. The best flies in this district

for the sea-trout and brown-trout are : Blue Spider, Butcher,
Black and Teal, Claret and Partridge, Orange and Grouse, March.
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Brown, Hare's Ear, and Rough Olive. The salmon in The Crolly

and Lough Anure are mostly caught on trout flies, but good flies

also are small Thunder and Lightning, Jock Scott, Silver Doctor

and Wilkinson.
There is excellent rough shooting in the district, which is let

from time to time to a suitable tenant, and Mr. Hanlon has

shooting rights over a lot of good ground. In Dungloe Bay
capital sea-fishing can be had, and some wild fowl obtained.

There are plenty of seals in the Bay and rock pigeons in the caves

and among the cliffs.

From Dungloe our destination is Glexties, which can be

reached by the direct road via Gweebarra Bridge, just before

reaching which Lough Aleen and Toome Lough are passed.

But the visitor making the complete tour has a long and grand
drive in front of him before Glenties is reached. It, however,

can be done in a day, information being given beforehand to the

driver as to the route to be followed, so that he may put the right

sort of horse between the shafts of the car. An early start should

be made (especially if Slie\e Snaght Mountain is to be climbed),

and the road lies first to Doocharry. From here it branches off

to the left and following the course of the Owenwee River pre-

sently Lough Barra is reached. The latter part of the journey

is through a very wild and grand mountain pass, and the car

should be driven for about two miles beyond the lough so that

a view may be obtained that should certainly not be missed.

Before reaching Lough Barra the mountains are piled up on the

left, and to the right is the wild valley of The Gweebarra River.

The chief heights hereabouts are Crocknahallin (1,301 feet),

Crocknasharragh (1,636 feet), and Crobane (1,372 feet). When
Lough Barra is reached the tourist is at the entrance to a magni-
ficent mountain pass. The black waters of the lough on the right

are fringed with golden saiid and backed up by the rugged sides

of Crockastoller (1,379 feet), while on the left is reared the

huge bulk of Slieve Sxaght (2,240 feet). It is from this point

that the ascent of this important Donegal peak should be made :

the view from the summit is extremely fine, and by continuing
a little along the crest of the mountain a marvellous view of the

frowning precipices of The Poisoned Glen, and the wild country
around Dunlewy (described in the Gweedore section of this guide)

is obtained. To the north-east is another magnificent view,
embracing all the wild country around Glenveagh (described in

the Glenveagh section of this guide). A capital view of the

latter scene may be obtained from the road a little further on
by those who do not care to climb Slie\e Snaght. Close by
Lough Barra are two very beautiful waterfalls which tumble
down the side of .Slieve Snaght, Scardangle and Sruhan'croller.
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The whole district is really marvellously grand, and to miss it

is to miss one of the chief sights of the whole tour. The road

is retraced to Doocharry, and should the tourist terminate his

visit in this district he continues the journey to Fintown Station

and so back by rail to Strabane. But he who is accompanying

us on the whole tour proceeds to Glexties, which is the next

stopping place, and by keeping to the road nearest the river the

valley of the Gweebarra River is followed, and the base of

Croaghleheen Molxtain (1,257 feet) skirted. The road, how-

ever, is an indifferent one, and if preferred the main road through

Tni>: HRlD(Hi POOL: CROLLY RIVER.

Fintown and bv the side of the railway may be followed. Or you
may dismiss the car at Fintown and complete the jcuirney to

Glenties by rail.

The Gwki:h\kka Rui-.i^ is one of the most important salmon
rivers in Donegal ; Lorc.ii Barra,—in which it rises,— is a

salmon lough, and the ri\er, its numerous tributaries, and a large

number of small loughs in the district, are all capital brown-trout
waters. The great drawback to this district is the want of

accommodation : W'ith the exception of a modest establishment at

Doocharry—utterly inadequate to cope with any tourist traffic
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of importance—there is no place to stop at nearer than Glenties

or Dungloe. It is passing strange that such an attractive

country-side, with a railway station (Fintown) convenient, should

be without a touring hotel, and it is to be hoped things will be

altered in the near future : then the valley of The Gwcebarra will

be visited and appreciated by tourists as it deserves to be. The
sporting rights in the district are held on the one bank by a

number of small farmers who have placed their interests in the

hands of Mr. O'Donnell, of Doocharry ; on the other bank they

are the right of the Marquis of Conynham, and are let through

his lordship's agent at Glenties. Visitors proceeding to the

district for angling should communicate with both the above

beforehand. The Gwcebarra rises in Lough Barra and flowing

south for some distance presently receives a tributary. The
Croagheex River, after which it takes a more westerly course.

Within a mile and a half of Doocharry it receives a second

tributary, The Clogherxagore River, which has its source from

several brooks flowing from as many small loughs, the chief of

which are Lough Naxuroge, Lough Fadda, Lough Leck, and

Lough Fad : all good for brown-trout. The Cloghernagore

receives an important tributary, The Glexlexeex River, which

has its source from small streams rising in Lough Namurlege
and Lough Nabracks and flows through Lough Errig : all good
for brown-trout. A third tributary to the Gwcebarra comes from

Lough Drumaneagy, a capital fishing lough. At Doocharry the

Gwcebarra is joined by The Owenwee River, which flows down
bv the road we have already traversed by car on the way to

Slieve Snaght. The Owenwee receives several small tributaries

falling down from the mountain, the chief of which are The
Sruhaxcrogram River and The Straxageeragh River. From
Doocharrv the Gwcebarra is much increased in volume and size,

and it ultimately empties into Gweebarra R\v below Doocharrv
Bridge.
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THE OWENEA RIVER AND LOUGHROS

BAY.

BR^^\x"s rooi. owKXRA ri\i:r.

Route.—The direct route from Strabane to this district is by
County Donegal Railway to Glenties, which is the terminus of

the line in this direction. The centres from which to explore

the valley of the Owenea are Glenties and Ardara : the former is

close to the railway station, the latter is distant by road about
() miles. Loughros Bay and the district inland from it can be
explored from Ardara, Rosbeg and Portnoo : the distance from
frlenties to Portnoo is about 9 miles, to Rosbeg about 12 miles.

A request should be sent beforehand for car to meet the train

at Glenties ; for Ardara to the Nesbitt Arms Hotel, Ardara
;

for Portnoo to Cannon's Hotel, Glenties ; for Rosbeg to Dowros
Hay Hotel, Rosbeg.

The Owenea River ranks among the best of the Donegal
salmon rivers, and its upper reaches, its several important
tributaries, and the numerous loughs from which they flow hold
a good store of brown-trout, indeed some of the very best brown-
trout loughs in the county are included among their number.
The Owenea has its source in, and for the first few miles of its

course flows through, a wondrously picturesque glen : it rises in

Tievelough, locally styled Loih;h Ea (salmon, sea-trout and
brown-trout), and in about one mile receives a small stream com-
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ing- down from Lolgh Maddv (brown-trout), and in the next two
miles three other streams flowing- from Lough Magrath More,
Lough Maglash Beg, Lough Shivxagh and Lough Anna (all

good for brown-trout). It then flows on to within a mile-and-a-
half of Glenties, where it receives a capital little stream coming-
down from Lough Xasnanida. The whole of the fishing on the
above portion of the Owenea and the several loughs is strictly

preserved by The Marquis of Conynham, and let through his lord-

ship's agent at Glenties. This preserved part of the Owenea
extends to a point about 3 miles below Glenties (Gavaghan's
Stream), and from thence to the sea the river is reserved for

cjN 'iHE o\\i:m:.\ ri\i:k.

guests at the Nesbitt Arms Hotel, Ardara. At Glenties the

Owenea receives an important tributary, The Stracashel River,

locally styled The Glenties River, which is a capital brown-

trout stream oft'ering- a charming variety of pool and stream :

sea-trout run into it after July, and an occasional salmon is got.

The fishing on it is absolutely free. It rises in the townland of

Meenaleenaghan and flows to Glenties in about eight miles : when
in ply it yields good baskets, especially in the upper reaches

where the " local " fishes it less. It receives an important

tributary. The Shalloghan River, which flows from the direc-

tion of Lough Finn ; and other streams that help to increase
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its volume come down from Lol'c;h More, Dklmxa Lolgh, and
Lough Nackoaghy,—all good for brown-trout. Before reaching
the Nesbitt Arms water the Owenea receives two tributaries

below Glenties, these flow from Lough Kip and Lough Anamma,
which lie in bog-land and are fished free. Before reaching the

sea the Owenea receives yet another tributary flowing from
Lough Machugh,—a good brown-trout lough attached to the

Nesbitt Arms fishing. From Ciavaghan's Stream the hotel water
extends to the sea, immediately below Ardara Bridge, and there

are several good pools on it, notably Bryan's, Hollybush, Boyle's,

SALMON I.i;.\l (n\i:\i:.\ \u\v.

and Fat Fiynn's. The charge to guests at the Nesbitt Arms
Hotel, Ardara, for fishing this portion of the Owenea River for

salmon is 7s. Od. per day, and the angler may retain all fish he
catches : or he may take out a sea-trout ticket, which is os. per

day, in which case any salmon caught belong to the hotel ; they

can, however, be retained by the angler on payment of the

market value of the fish,—generally about Is. per lb. Sport on
the Owenea depends almost entirely upon the condition of the

water and the weather that has prevailed for some little time ;
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granted I'avourablc conditions it should satisfy the average angler

in Donegal, and at times it fishes exceptionally well. The angler

proposing to visit the hotel water should communicate with Mr.

McXelis, at Ardara, who will acquaint him with the prevailing

conditions of water and weather : that being done, he must take

his chance of success—as he perforce must do in most other cases.

The river can be covered from its banks and wading is not neces-

sary. Salmon run into it from May until September (best months

June to July) and range in size from 6 lbs. to 20 lbs. The early

run fish will average 15 lbs., the main runs later on consisting

principally of six and seven pounders. Grilse run into the river

from the "middle of June until the end of the season,—September

30th. Good patterns of salmon flies are : Olive and Grouse, Jock

Scott, Grev and Yellow, Claret and Orange, Fiery Brown, Black

Jay, Grey 'and Blue, and Claret and Blue. Successful trout flies

for the streams and loughs are Hare's Ear, Claret and Partridge,

March Brown, Black and Blea, Black and Teal, Blue and Blea^

Orange and Grouse, and The Butcher.

At Glenties there is comfortable accommodation at O'Don-

nell's Hotel, Cannon's Hotel, and several smaller establishments.

Cars are available in the village on moderate terms, and there are

several places of interest within easy driving distance. Glenties

is famous for the production of woollen stockings, and it is an

important market for homespuns, tweeds, embroidery, drawn-

thread work, etc.

If the tourist in travelling from Doocharry has kept to the

road near the Gweebarra, then an interesting excursion from

Glenties is by the valley of the ShaLlogan River to Lough Finn,

passing through a wild, mountainous part with Meenalargan

Mountain (992 feet), Derkueg Hill (1,100 feet), and Croagh-

lekeen Mountain (1,257 feet) to the north, and Crockmore

(918 feet), Shallogan Beg Mountain (1,090 feet), Knockdrawer
(1,481 feet) and Agiila Mountain (1,961 feet) to the south.

(Lough Finn and its surroundings are described under the heading

of The River Finn.) From Lough Finn the excursion is con-

tinued along the main road for about two miles, where the

traveller should branch off to the right, cross the Scallaw River

and skirting Lough Shivnagh cross the Donegal Railway just

before reaching Ballinamore station. The way back to Glenties

lies by the base of Boultvpatrick Mountain (1,415 feet), Knock-
lettera(;ii Mountain (996 feet), Clogher North Mountain

(1,293 feet), and Croveenananta Mountain (1,568 feet), and on

the road home the wondrously beautiful valley of the Owenca
River is passed through, while to the east and the south are the

important peaks of The Gaugin Mountain (1,865 feet), and The
Blue Stack Mountains (2,219 feet) in the distance, and in the
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foreground Croaghuhrid Mointain (971 feet), Bi\ More Moun-

tain (1,001 feet), Carrigan Mountain (1,104 feet), Silvkr Hill

(1,979 feet), and several others.

Another charming excursion from Glenties is in the direction

we are going in connection with the complete tour of The Donegal

Highlands. This is to Narin, Portnoo and Rosbeg. The road

for the first three miles is over a bleak, uninteresting moor, but

at that distance a detour should be made by the road leading to

GwEEBARRA BRIDGE, just before reaching which a sharp turn to

the left lands the traveller on a road which skirts the beautiful

I)L NMORE HEAD.

GwEEBARRA Bav, and thereafter the scenery on all .sides, but

especiallv along the coast, is very fine. The main road is rejoined

at Maas', and followed until, on the right, will be seen Clooney

Lough, which is a capital brown-trout water holding fish up to

2 lbs. or 3 lbs. in weight. Mr. W. Gallagher, of Castlcgoland

House, close by, has boats on this lough, for the use of paying

guests at his house. .V little further ahead is the quaint fishing

village of Narix, and this passed Portnoo is reached.

Portnoo is rapidlv growing into a popular sea-side resort
;

it has exceptional natural advantages : there are two really
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magnificent strands, with unlimited bathing facilities ; boating

and sailing are quite safely indulged in ; the sea-fishing is excep-

tionally good
;

plenty of trout-fishing in loughs close by ;
good

shore-shooting ; wondrously in\igorating air, and the place is

set amidst magnificent scenery. Recently a pier has been erected,

and Mr. Cannon (of Glenties) has completed a commodious hotel.

Houses and apartments can be had on moderate terms. Right

out in front, less than a mile from the shore, is Imshkeel Island,

on which are the ruins of two churches. The island is a peni-

tential station, and the celebrated well of St. Connell is a great

resort for pilgrims during the summer months. The whole of

DOON LOLeai.

the headland from Portnoo to Ardara is of great interest to the

antiquary, and, as will presently be seen, of importance to the

sportsman as well as the ordinary tourist. Close by is Dunmore
Head, a bold, rocky prominence, from which a splendid view is

obtained : to the south are the cliffs of Slicvetooey, in an easterly

diiection are the bold peaks of the Blue Stack Mountains, to the

north are the Glendowan Mountains, and the peaks of Slieve

Snaght and Errigal, and still looking north at your feet is the

beautiful (iweebarra Bay, with Croghy Head and the Island of

Aran in the distance, while to the west is the broad bosom of the
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Atlantic Ocean : truly a noble panorama. On Dunmore Head are

the remains of two' forts, and from it may be counted similar

remains of eight others.

From Portnoo the road to Rosbeg is tortuous and rough.

Immediately behind Portnoo is Pound Lou(;h (good for brown-

trout), and' a detour should be made to the left, by the shore of

this lough, for the purpose of visiting DooN LouGH_ (a capital

brown-trout water). On an island in the centre of this lough is

a Bawan, or ancient fort, in substantial preservation, the walls

of which,—fully twelve feet high, ten feet thick at the base and

seven feet at the top,—stand out boldly from the waters of this

KILTOORIS LOl'fill: h()(^KIN(. NORTH.

lonely moorland tarn. Returning to the road for Rosbeg kss

than a mile brings the traveller to Lough Birroge, another capital

brown-trout water, and here are the remains of another fort.

Just before reaching Eden House, the residence of Major John-

stone, a hilly road leads to Kilcloonev, and here is a very fine

cromlech ; the covering,—or table,—stone is 20 feet by 18 feet,

and varies from (i feet to 8 feet in thickness. This cromlech is

locally known as LebacJia Dianiiid agus Grainnc, i.e., The Beds

of DiARMiD and (iRainne.

At Rosbeg is a very comfortable hotel under English man-
agement. It stands in its own very picturesque grounds and
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commands a fine view of Dowros Bay {which is quite close by),

Loughros Bay, and the mountains beyond. As a quiet, _
healthy

holiday resort for the family man who is fond of sport it would

be hard to beat. There is excellent sea-bathing close to the hotel,

A.l. sea-fishing, trout-fishing galore, beautiful walks and drives,

several thousand acres of shooting attached to the hotel, including

grouse, woodcock, snipe, and duck, and almost unlimited shore-

shooting. It is within easy reach of the several places and objects

of interest alreadv described, and the proprietor shares with others

the right of fishing on the loughs, and a nine-hole golf course is

within two miles. Close by is Kiltooris Lough, which is un-

doubtedly one of the very best brown-trout loughs in the_ north

of Ireland. This lough is nearly a mile long, and the fishing on

it, especially from the middle of April until the end of June, is

quite beyond the average. In the early spring one seldom fastens

with a fish of less than 5 ounces or 6 ounces, and a fair basket

on a decent day will consist of, say, ten brace of fish weighing

from 10 lbs. to' 12 lbs. The trout in it run up to 3 lbs. or more

in weight, and a basket generally includes a fish or two well over

a pound, and now and again a basket of nearly all big fish will

be had. Owing to the enormous amount of food in the lough

the fish are well-conditioned, and fight very gamely. Flies same
as for Ardara district. At the southern end of the lough, on an

island, are the remains of the O'Boyle's Castle from which the

surrounding barony of Boylagh is named.
From Rosbeg the road to Ardara lies by Summy Lough,

which holds very big brown-trout, but is very erratic in providing

sport, and Lough Fad (plenty of brown-trout of small size), and
by way of Ardara Bridge over the Owenea River into Ardara
village, which is one of the most popular angling centres in

Donegal.
In addition to being an excellent centre for the angler,

Ardara is very convenient as a base from which to explore

several places and objects of great interest to the non-sporting

tourist ; the accommodation at the Nesbitt Arms Hotel is quite

comfortable : cars are available for all parts, and the proprietor

spai'es no pains in making the visit of his guests both interesting

and instructive. The village is situated on the shore of Loughros
More Bay, close by is Loughros Beg Bay, and inland the shelter-

ing heights of Monargan, Mogumna and Glengesh hills are

backed up by Mulmosog (1,157 feet), Crocknapeast (1,652 feet),

and Croaghvehy (1,228 feet). One of the most interesting

excursions is to Slhu'etooey (1,458 feet) : a car road skirts the

beautiful Loughros Beg Bay for some considerable distance, but
the mountain itself and the grand cliffs with which it terminates
abruptly in the sea must be explored on foot. Just before the
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road ceases in the wild waste of sand at Maghera Strand the

beautiful waterfall at Asherancally is reached, and close by
are the famous Caves of Maghera, which penetrate for several

hundred yards into the base of the cliffs, and can only be explored
at low water. Leaving the car at Maghera Strand the tourist

can proceed on foot to the top of Slievetooey from which a

magnificent view is obtained, and he may then revel in the grand
cliff scenery at the base of the mountain and in the direction of

Glen Head. For fine examples of wild, storm-beaten rock
scenery the cliffs about here are only excelled,—if they be so,

—

KILTOORIS LOUGH: LOOKING SOUTH.

by those associated with Bunglass and Slieve League, a little

further round the coast. .\t I*i;llska, Port Hill, The Sawpit,
and Sturrell are very fine cliffs, but the finest of the lot is

ToKMON, an isolated rock, of wicked appearance, rising sheer

from the sea to a height of 818 feet. These cliffs are advan-
tageously viewed from the sea, for which purpose a boat can
be hired at Ardara. Other interesting excursions from Ardara
are to the famous mountain defile, Glengesh Pass, and to the

rocky ravine, Nick of the Ballagh ; the former on the road we
shall presently pursue in continuation of the complete tour of The
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Donegal Highlands, the latter on the main road to Killybegs.

The tourist should also visit Loughros Point, from which a

beautiful view is obtained of both bays, with Dowros Head to the

north and to the south the wild mountainous country around

Glen Head and Carrick. At the north end of Ardara is an old

Danish fort. The village is an important centre of several indus-

tries, including drawn-thread work, embroidery, and Donegal
homespuns. Attached to the hotel, but at some distance from it,

is a nine-hole golf course, quite a capital little sporting links.

But, undoubtedly, it is as an angling centre that Ardara is

chiefly appreciated, as it well may be, for the facilities for exer-

cising one's skill and filling one's basket are many, and the

arrangements to enhance the sport of piscator complete in every

detail. The proprietor of the Nesbitt Arms Hotel has acquired

fishing rights on upwards of thirty loughs in the district and has

placed boats on several of them : a charge is made for the use

of these boats, including services of a boatman, of 5s. per day.

For the rivers and streams competent gillies can be engaged at

3s. per day. Much of the fishing lies near to the village, cars

are only necessary to reach the outlying loughs and the upper
reaches of the rivers. Reference has already been made to that

portion of the Owenea River which is available from Ardara, and
also to Lough Kiltooris and other waters that are available in

the direction of Rosbeg, etc. The next important fishing to be

referred to is the Owentocker River, which flows into Loughros
More Bay quite close to the village.

The Owentocker is a charming brown-trout river, with
plenty of nice pools, strong streams, and glassy glides. The
lower reaches are thickly wooded, and casting from the banks,
at many places, is somewhat difficult ; it is advisable, therefore,

that the angler should wear knee-boots, as these will materially

assist him in covering the very best—and least fished—parts of

the river. The fish do not run to a large size, but they are

numerous and afford capital sport on very light tackle. From
July to the end of the season,—October 31,—sea-trout and a

few salmon run up this river. The fishing on it is quite free.

The Owentocker rises in a wild mountainous district about eight

miles due east of Ardara, and in the extreme upper part receives

a number of small streams tumbling down from the hill-sides.

The angler may commence serious operations at Ivy Bridge, to

which point he can proceed by car. Just below the bridge a
small stream joins the main river : this flows from Lough Nillan,
which ranks with the best brown-trout waters hereabouts, the

fish in it running to 2 lbs. and averaging i lb. It is a rough
walk across bog-land to this lough, but the angler is well repaid
for his trouble as a rule. From Ivy Bridge to Ardara there is
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about six miles of good fishing water, and about half-way the

Owentocker receives a small tributary coming from Lough
OwENEA,—another good brown-trout water. It is worthy of note
that the dry-fly kills well on many of the pools, and good fish, as
a rule, fall to this lure. Flies same as for the Owenea, but of

somewhat smaller size : fish very fine.

In the early part of the season enjoyable days, profitable to

the basket, can be spent on several small brown-trout streams in

the district, and these include the Glexgesh, the Aighe, the

LOUGHROS BEG B.\Y.

Brackev, the Duvoge, the Bei.lanagoal and the Owenwee.
Later on these streams,—granted a push of water,—hold sea-trout
also. During July and August good baskets of sea-trout are
sometimes got in the estuaries of the several rivers hereabouts,
and in parts of the bays, a killing fly being the Alexandra : with
this addition the sea-trout flies are the same as those recom-
mended for brown-trout in referring to the Owenea ; other useful
patterns for salmo trutta being Blue Spider, Claret and Olive,
Claret and Woodcock, and Orange and Blea with blue hackle.
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With the exception of the Owenca the whole of the sea-trout

fishing is free.

In addition to the loughs already mentioned there are several

others, the fishing on which is of more than average quality.

Chief among these are:

—

Lough Free, Lough W.arvaneill,
Lough Aderry, Lough Derrvduff, Lough Namanlagh, Lough
Fad, Lough Sheskinmore, Lough Nameeltoge, and Lough
Laub : the foregoing lie to the north of Ardara. In the direction

of Loughros Point are :

—

Lough Shannaghan and Lough Aleen.
A stiff climb over Screggaxhxen Mouxtaix (1,050 feet) reaches
a capital brown-trout water, and one little fished ; this is Lough
Nalughramax, and still farther to the west are :

—

Lough
Croaghaballaghdowx, Lough Acruppax, and Lough Adoochro.
In passing it may be remarked that a little to the south of these
is a whole shower of loughs connecting up with an important
tributary to the Glen River. Owing to the difficulty in reaching
all these they are seldom fished, and most of them are well stocked
with trout : they can be fished to fair advantage from the shores.
Flies same as already recommended for the Owenea, etc. If the
general hints, given in the Introduction to this Guide, are fol-

lowed there should be no difficulty in making sure of sport from
some one or other of these loughs, and with the exercise of some
skill good baskets are pretty well certain.

The complete tour is continued by car from Ardara through
the Pass of Glengesh in the direction of Glencolumbkille, which
should be passed through on the way to Carrick, unless the
tourist prefers to proceed direct to the latter place, and from it

visit Glencolumbkille and the wild-coast scenery in its immediate
neighbourhood. The sturdy pedestrian will find a most interest-

ing alternate route, by proceeding to Maghera (from Ardara)
by car, and thence walk along the cliffs and over the mountains,
via Slievetooey, and so into Glencolumbkille, at which point a
car can be waiting him by appointment, he having previously
arranged for it by writing to Carrick.
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SLIEVE LEAGUE AND THE GLEN.

AT MALIN BAY.

Route—The centre from which
to explore this district is Carrick,

the direct route from Strabane be-
ing" by County Donegal Joint Com-
mittee Railway to Killybegs, thence
drive about nine miles. There is

accommodation at the Glencolumb-
kille Hotel, Carrick, and Haughey's
Hotel, Carrick.

Continuing the complete tour
of the Donegal Highlands from
Ardara the way lies through Glen-
gesh Pass. On emerging from this

grand mountain defile a very wild
district lies around : to the south
is Crockxapest (1,649 feet) and
Halbane Hill (1,554 feet) : the
main road to Carrick is straight
ahead, but the route recommended
is by the road to the right, skirting
the base of Ckoaghavehv (1,228
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feet), with Crockxamurrin (855 feet), Crockmeenadbrade

(1,093 feet), and Mulxaxaff (1,551 feet) to the south.

For some distance the way lies along the Owenteskinny

River, then by the base of Crockuxa (1,268 feet), and

through a charming stretch of rudely-cultivated countryside into

Glexcolumbkille, a secluded village set amidst marvellously

picturesque surroundings on the shore of Glen Bay, and shut in

from the north by the noble cliff of Glex Head, the ascent of

which is easily accomplished, and from which a very fine view

is obtained. There is some grand rock scenery in the immediate

neighbourhood and a most beautiful strand, on which the waves

of the Atlantic break in flowing swells. Close by is a stone cross,

said to have been placed in its present position by St. Colum

Cille ; on the northern slope of the charming Glen of St. Colum

Cille (from which the village takes its name) is the Saint's Well,

and adjoining this is the Saint's Bed, associated formerly, in all

probability, with a cell to which the Saint withdrew for pious

prayer and thought, Glencolumbkille is a centre for the produc-

tion of embroidery and drawn-thread work, of which very pretty

examples may be purchased in the village. The Glexcolumb-

kille Burn tumbles through a delightfully verdant valley and

holds some brown-trout. On leaving the village the road lies up

the valley to Lough Unsagh, by Lough Unxa, and along the

Owenwee River with Slieve League to the south and Crock-

UNXA to the north (a wild spot indeed), into Carrick.

The whole district around Carrick literally teems with coast,

mountain and river scenery of exceptional beauty, and here are

some of the finest cliffs in the British Isles. The latter are seen

to best advantage, and with less trouble, from the sea, and it

would be difficult to point to such another gorgeous panorama of

cliff scenery as that to be obtained by sailing from Teelin Bay

round the coast to Slievetoocy. For this purpose sailing boats

and competent boatmen can be hired at Teelin close by Carrick.

On closer acquaintance it will be found that the exploration of

these magnificent cliffs entails a lot of hard walking and some-

what risky climbing ; howbcit with the assistance of a local guide

(which the tourist is well-advised to arrange for) and the exercise

of some care no serious danger need be encountered. It may be

added, for the benefit of those who are not practised mountaineers

or cliff-climbers, that several points of vantage, from which

magnificent views can be obtained, are quite easily reached, and

although the more venturesome certainly see more of the majesty

of the cliffs and mountain passes, a good idea of the extreme

grandeur of the place is obtained with absolutely no risk, and,

comparatively speaking, but little fatigue. For instance, the

ASCEXT of Slieve League is but a somewhat tiring climb over
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rough mountain-side, when undertaken by the easiest route : but

it is quite a different journey when the summit is reached by way

of Bunglass, Eagle's Nest and One Man's Pass, which is the way

up now described.

For about one mile the road skirts the western shore of

Teelin Bay which is sheltered from the storms of the Atlantic

bv high rocks at the entrance. The first turning to the right,

close bv Teelix village, is the easy way up the mountain ;
a

little further on a rough road leads over the hill to an old martello

tower, and from this point Carrigax Head (745 feet) can be

explored. This fine cliff is the most southern of the grand series

which extend as far as Slieve League—and for that matter right

.olc.H O'ML I.I.K.AN. (Sl.IKX'l-: LF.A(.LE IX THE DISTANCE.)

beyond, until Slievetooey itself is reached—and its precipitous

side should be cautiously approached. From Carrigan Head a

mountain track leads along the cliffs until a secluded tarn is

reached, this is LoroH O'Mi'lligax, and from it a fine view of

the mountains we are approaching is obtained. Just behind this

lough a short stretch of hillside is ascended, and from a point

termed Awark More, i.e, Great \'iew, a scene bursts in view-

that has no peer in the British Isles. The height on which you
stand is the summit of the chief of the cliffs of Bixglass and
descends to the water's edge in one superb escarpment ; this is

ScREGEiGHTER (1,024 feet sheer to the sea). Beneath lie the

beautiful blue waters of Buxglass Bay, and right out in front

X
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is the noble cliff in which Slieve League terminates in the sea.

A few feet below the edge of this cliff a huge dint in the face of

the precipice will be noticed : this is Eagle's Nest. The variety

and richness of colour of this commanding sweep of precipice

is truly wonderful, and must be seen to be appreciated. It arises

from the different hues of the rock strata, mingling with the

stains from the metallic ores and numberless clays and mosses.

This marvellous foreground, backed up by the line of precipitous

mountain and cliff scenery beyond, forms a picture which, once

seen, is never forgotten. From Awark More a short walk inland

surmounts a rounding height, and from this another grand view,

of totally different character, is obtained. Teelin Bay lies

mapped out below, and, in the distance, is Muckross Head, while,

inland, the mountains are piled up one beyond another as far

as the eye can reach. The less venturesome traveller will return

from Bunglass ; our road lies ahead, and the way now is along

the edge of the mighty cliffs until a slight detour to the right

!becomes compulsory, and then we reach Oxe Max's Pass. This,

as the name implies, is a sharp ridge over which but one man
can pass at a time. It is a very narrow ridge, indeed, and on one

side is a precipice 1,812 ft. sheer down to the sea, and on the

other a nearly equally precipitous mountain side 1,000 ft. down

"to a lonely tarn. The pass is happily described as being '' a

narrow footway, high in the air, with an awful abyss yawning

on either side." This is one of the danger spots of Slieve

League, and great caution should be exercised in crossing it, more

especiallv if a high wind be raging at the time. Just beyond this

pass is a Holv Well, which should be visited. The ascent of

Slieve League is then continued by way of another ridge, some-

what similar to One Man's Pass, but far more easily negotiated.

It is interesting to note that this latter pass, diflficult as it may

be to the unaccustomed traveller, was the only thoroughfare be-

tw<ien Malinmoreand Malibeg to the interior of the country be-

fore the present road below was made. Having traversed this

narrow footway, the summit of Slieve League lies immediately

bevond, and it is the more striking as its total height of 1,97-4 ft.

is sheer down to the sea on one side and somewhat precipitous

down to Lou(.n Aoii inland. The view from the summit of Slieve

League is sublime. On the southern horizon it extends as far

as the mountains of Leitrim and the Stags of Broadhaven, with

the conical form of Xephin on the shore of Lough Conn,

Co. Mavo, in the dim distance ; on very clear days Croagh

Patrick, "above Westport, may be seen. Inland a vast rolling sea

of mountains terminates in the heights of Slieve Snaght and

Krrigal. But, wonderful as this view is, it is hardly to be com-

pared with that ol)tainc-d if the tourist venturi\s out on one of
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The Chimneys close by. 'Ihese are singularly isolated pillars,

tapering from the sea to a height nearly equal to that of Slieve

League itself. From one of these the strong-nerved traveller

will obtain a magnificent view of the cliffs, exceeding in majesty
anything in Ireland ; but only the practised cliff-climber should
venture to such a point of vantage.

Another excursion from Carrick is to Malin Bay, on the

shores of which are some very fine cliffs and strands. The road
to it lies along the Owenwee River, with Slieve League on the

left until Lough Unna is reached, where the road to the right

leads to Glcncolumbkille ; that on the left passes by Lough

THE (IF.EN AT CARRICK.
[.i^-r.

AuvA, skirts the base of Leahan Moitxtain (1,418 ft.), and de-
scends through Malixmore Glex into Malix More, from which
RossAX PoiXT may be visited. From Malin More, bearing south,
the road passes through wild coast scenery, with the mountains
piled up inland and the Atlantic ceaselessly breaking on beautiful
strands or dashing against rocky promontories. The journev
should be extended to Malix Beg, Rossarell Point, and the
charming silver strand of Trabane. At the northern extremity
of the latter will be found the Doon Fokt, and in a creek close
bv is a fine monolith.
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If the visitor has proceeded to Carrick direct, he will hnd

other interesting excursions are to the Pass of Glengesh and the

Caves of Muckross ; the former is described under the heading

of The Owenea River and Loughros Bay, and the latter when

we presently resume our journey through the Donegal Highlands

from Carrick in the direction of Killybegs.

Carrick is another good angling centre. The whole of the

Glen River, the Owenwee River, their several tributaries, and the

numerous loughs from which they flow are reserved to guests at

the Glencolumbkille Hotel. No charge is made for fishing these

waters for salmon, sea-trout or brown-trout, but the salmon and

sea-trout angler must take out a 20s. license at the hotel, whether

pr not he has taken out one previously in some other part of

Ireland. If he has done so this really amounts to a contribution

of 20s. towards the local fishery ; a matter that is referred to at

length in The Introduction to this guide. The salmon fishing is

limited to the River Glen between Crooked Bridge and Teelin

Bav ; the best of the sea-trout fishing is obtained in the Owenwee
River ; the brown-trout fishing in all the waters is good, especi-

allv during May and June.

Under the name of The Owenieskinxv River, The Glen

River rises on the north slope of Crocknapeast (1,649 ft.) and

flows between Croaghavehv (1,228 ft.) and Crocknamurrin

(855 ft.) for a little more than two miles when it receives a small

brook coming from Lough Nalughraman : thereafter it pursues

its wav through wild moorland until it reaches Crooked Bridge,

just before which it receives The Lougheraherk Burn coming

down from Lough Eraherk. Immediately below Crooked Bridge

it is joined by The Crove River which also rises on the slopes of

Crocknapeast and flows by the main road from Ardara to Carrick.

The Owenteskinny and Crove are capital brown-trout waters : in

the early season especially the angler has no diflficulty in filling

his creel from them, and his sport is pursued amidst wondrously

wild surroundings. The trout run from four to the pound to half-

a-pound each, with an occasional bigger fish. From Crooked

Bridge to Teelin Bay is about five miles, and this is the salmon

water. There are some very good pools indeed. The river, for

the purpose of salmon fishing, is divided into beats which are

drawn for overnight at the hotel. With a decent push of water

and a consequent run of fish there is little to choose between the

beats: some of the upper reaches are more sluggish than those

below Carrick Bridge. In places the river is somewhat diflirult

to fish, and below the village wading is necessary if the best

results are to be obtained ; but nowhere is it impossible to cover

the water from the banks. The salmon range from 6 lbs. to

15 lbs., most of the fish caught being seven or eight pounders.
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All fish caught ma\ be retaiiK'd b}' the angler. The sea-trout

fishing on the Glen River is principally confined to the pools

immediately above Teelin Bay.

When the river is in good ply the sea-trout fishing on Tiii£

OvvEXWEE River (or Yellow River) ranks among the best obtain-

able in Co. Donegal, and even under adverse circumstances some
sport can be got. It rises at the base of Leahan Mountain in

Lough Auva, and half a mile below receives a stream that comes

THE GLENBALLA(.HI)00 V.\LI,EV.

down from Lol"(.}i L'\s.\(;h : in another mile-and-a-half the sti'i'am

flowing from Loiciii Div.na and through Loihih Unxa joins it, and
thereafter it flows by the base of Slieve League and so into Teelin
Bay. The scenery throughout its entire course is extremelv wild,

and at places grand. It can be fished from the banks in all parts.

Lough Unna is an exceptionally good brown-trout water, and
sea-trout also mount into it.
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Good patterns of flies in this district are : for salmon, Fiery

Brown, Jock Scott, Lemon and Grey, Black Jay and Silver

Doctor : for sea-trout. Claret and Partridge, Olive and Gold, Blue

Spider, Zulu, Green and Teal, and Alexandra; for brown-trout,

Claret and Partridge, Hare's Ear, March Brown, Olives, Blue

Spider, Black and Teal, Black and Blea, and Badger Hackle.

The shooting on the mountains is chiefly in private hands, but

at times a shoot can be rented. The shore shooting is almost

unlimited and of excellent quality, many rare birds are met with.

There are numbers of seals to be shot, plenty of rock pigeons

among the cliffs, and an occasional shot can be had at wild goat.

The sea-fishing is exceptionally good for many sorts of flat and
round fish ; very heavy baskets of big pollack are got : good boats

and competent boatmen can be hired at Teelin. Cars and drivers

can be had on the ordinary terms. The main roads are good for

cycling, the others fair to indifterent : taken all round, and con-

sidering the very wild character of the country, the cyclist will

be well pleased with them.
From Carrick the complete tour of the Donegal Highlands

is continued in the direction of Killybegs, At Kilcar two
streams. The Glexballaghdoo and The Glexaddra join and flow

into Tawny Bay about one mile to the south. They are good
brown-trout rivers, and, doubtless, would provide j;port with sea-

trout also if decently preserved. Both flow through charming
scenery. From Kilcar the main road should be left and a detour

made for the purpose of inspecting Muckross Head, which is a

grand cliff rising sheer from the sea to a height of 916 ft. ; and,

granted a suitable tide—for they can only be inspected at low-

water—the remarkable series of marine chambers. The Caves of
Muckross should be explored. Close by is another very fine

strand Traloar, and all around is charming coast and cliff

scenery. The road now hugs the shore, and a succession of

beautiful seascapes occur, culminating in Fixtragh Bay—prob-

ably one of the most picturesque on the south Donegal coast.

Just beyond is Killybegs, our next stopping place.

^^̂ >^^^n^.
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DONEGAL BAY AND BARNESMORE.

AT killybp:gs.

Route.—The direct

route from Strabane
to the districts des-

cribed in this section

is by County Donegal

Joint Committee Rail-

way, to Donegal, Killy-

begs, or any of the

stations between those

centres. There is quite

comfortable accommo-
dation for sportsmen at

Killybegs, Dunkineely
and Mountcharles ; at

Donegal there are

several hotels.

With the exception

of Barnesmore Gap and
Lough Eask, the whole
of this district appeals

chiefly to the sportsman :
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it might be said almost entirely to him. It must not be thought,

however, that it lacks attraction; the coast line discovers great

variety of charming scenery, and the view from the hill above Mount-

charles is very fine. Although there are no " show " places of note,

the harassed man of business will find here a soothing, restful, and

healthy environment which will quickly brace him for renewed efforts

in the battle of hfe. Continuing our journey through the Donegal

Highlands, we have arrived at Killybegs, and here comfortable

accommodation can be had at Roger's Bay \'iew Hotel and

ON THK STRAGAR RIVKR.

Coane's Hotel. This little seaport stands on a very fine harbour,

which offers splendid facilities for sailing and provides capital sport

for sea-anglers. A visit should be paid to Drumanoo Head and

Carntullagh Head, the latter being reached by boat across the

mouth of the harbour. On the western shore of the harbour are

the remains—nearly buried—of a Franciscan friary, built by the

MacSwiney of Banagh. Killybegs is an important centre of the

Donegal herring fishery industry, and recently the manufacture of

Donegal carpets has been revived here ; for the latter purpose a sub-
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stantial factory has been erected. It is the terminus of the County

Donegal Joint Committee Railway in this direction, and is quite a

busy little place at times. It is interesting to note that its ancient

name was Calla-beaga {i e., " Little Churches "), and to the present

day it is known by the Irish speaking population as Na-Calla.

Within a few miles of Killybegs the angler will find plenty to

occupy his time.

ON THE OILY RIVRR.

The Stragar River rises on the east slope of Crocknapeast

Mountain, and receives several feeders from the same direction

before finally flowing into Killybegs Harbour : the chief of these

come down from Lough Aderrv, and others have their source in

several loughs close by, among which is Lough Aroshin. I5oth

the loughs mentioned are good for brown trout. In places the

Stragar river is very pretty; there are some capital pools on it, and

in addition to being a good brown-trout river, it provides fair sport

with sea-trout later in the season. Lough Aderry is also a sea-

trout water and there is a boat on it. The lishing is (luite free.
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There is also free salmon, sea-trout and brown trout fishing of

very decent quality on The Oily River, midway between Killy-

begs and Dunkineely. There is a station at Bruckless from

which the angler may start to fish the river, and close by is a com-
fortable little inn which he may make his headquarters : but the

most convenient centre from which to fish The Oily (and other

streams in the immediate neighbourhood), is Dunkineely. Under
the name of The Corker River, The Oily River rises in Lough
Tamur at the south-western base of Binbane Mountain (1,493 ft.)

;

the lake is good for brown trout : in a little more than a mile The
Corker receives a tributary coming down from Lough Famanfin,
which is another good brown-trout lough (the hotel at Dunkineely

has a boat on this lough). The Corker then makes a detour north,

and presently receives The Tallinteane River, which rises on

the slopes of Alulmosog Mountain. From this point it becomes
known as The Oily River, and almost every pool down to the sea

is worthy the angler's attention. In all there are about four miles of

The Oily proper ; it empties into McSwyne's Bay at Bruckless.

The names of the principal pools as they occur upw-ards from the

estuary are : Bullrush, Draft, Carry, Jackeys, Pwllbradden (the

salmon leap). Ash Bush and Mullendarragh. The upper reaches

of The Oily River are sinuous and slow-running, while the lower

pools are alternated with boulder-strewn flats, and as the river

nears the sea there occur a succession of beautiful rocky gorges.

The upper portion of the river can be fished from the banks, but it

is necessary to wade the lower water. The salmon in this river

range from 6 lbs. to 15 lbs., the average size of those caught being

7 lbs. or 8 lbs. ; the best months for angling for them are August
and September. The sea-trout run up to 3 lbs., and average

fully a pound : the best months for angling for them are July and

August.

Dunkineely is an uninteresting place ; the only object of

antiquarian interest is McSwyne's Castle, which the average

tourist might be excused for mistaking for a heap of rubbish ; but

it is a capital sporting centre, and Hill's Hotel will be found very

comfortable for sportsmen. The intending visitor cannot do better

than place himself in communication with Mr. G. B. Hill, the

proprietor ; he has some very fair mixed shooting available, in-

cluding grouse, partridge, a few pheasants, and some hares.

Rabbits are plentiful. There is good woodcock shooting, and at

St. John's Point is one of the best snipe bogs in the north of

Ireland. IMr. Hill has also some good mixed shooting at Gilberts-

town. The shore shooting is really very good, and plenty of wild

fowl are available in season. The sea-fishing is of excellent quality,

as, indeed, it is all along this coast right into Donegal. From July
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until end of October (best month August) heavy bags are made of

pollack, conger, skate, cod, bass, and sea-bream, and in August
mackerel are added to the list. Boats and boatmen can be hired

locally, and plenty of bait can be easily obtained.

ON THE BLNLACKV RIVER.

Within easy walking distance of Dunkineely is The Bunlacky
River, a charming stream to fish, and one holding a good store of

brown -trout. As there are some awkward places on it, waders are
useful. It rises in Lough Croagh, which is one of the best brown-
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trout waters in these parts. Mr. Hill has a boat on this lough; it

fishes to best advantage during May and June.

Good patterns of flies for the waters referred to in this section of

the guide are :—Salmon : Grey and Yellow, Olive and Grouse, Jock

Scott, Claret and Orange, Fiery Brown, Black Jay, Grey and Blue,

and Claret and Blue ; Sea-trout : Claret and Olive, Claret and

Woodcock, Claret and Partridge, Blue Spider, Orange and Blea,

Hare's Ear and Gold and Alexandra ; Brown-trout : March Brown,
Hare's Ear, Black and Blea, Blue and Blea, Claret and Partridge,

Orange and Grouse, Black and Teal, and Olives of all sorts.

Just beyond Dunkineely and close by Inver Station, an

important salmon, sea-trout and brown-trout river empties into

Inver Bay. This is The Eany Water, and it—and its several

tributaries—drain a large tract of countryside south-west of The
Blue Stack Mountains. The fishing is strictly preserved, and let

from time to time to a suitable tenant. An important tributary

of The Eany Water, The Eany Beg Water, has its source in a

lovely little glen, Dysert Dell, and here are the remains of an

ancient chapel and well. On the rugged heights of Carnaween
Mountain (1,713 ft.) which rise precipitously from Dysert Dell, is

a cromlech ; from this mountain a grand view is obtained. Close by
is Binbane Mountain (1,493 ft.) from the summit of which an
extensive view of the country in the direction of Ardara is obtained.

A little further ahead is Mountcharles, a delightfully situated

village built on the side of a steep hill, from the top of which a very

fine view is obtained of the bay below, while inland the mountains

are piled up all around. At the foot of the town, on the shore of

the bay, is a handsome residence belonging to the Marquis of

Conynham. In the neighbourhood are some important quarries

from which marble is obtained of excellent quality for building and
other purposes. From Mountcharles the road leads through a

smiling countryside; well cultivated gardens and fields with

clean comfortable cottages form a pleasing contrast to the wild

surroundings so recently left behind.

There is nothing remarkable about the town of Donegal, but

its ancient history is interesting ; its situation on an arm of

Donegal Bay is picturesque, and it is a capital centre from which

to explore several districts of more than average attractiveness.

For the most part the roads are good for cycling, and some pleasant

excursions can be made a-wheel or by car. There is comfortable

accommodation at Mrs. SmuUen's Hotel, The Arran Arms Hotel and
The Temperance Hotel. The chief object of interest is the old

Franciscan Abbey, situated on the shore of the bay ; it dates back

as far as 1474, and within its walls many pages of the famous
"Annals of the Four INI asters " were compiled. Donegal Castle
is a well-preserved pile, erected on the site of the stronghold of the
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O'Donnells ; in the hall is a very fine chimney-piece. The

DoxKGAL Spa, with better treatment at the hands of the natives,

would prove a valuable property and attract many visitors. Of the

several excursions from Donegal into the surrounding countryside

— some of them through wild and grand scenery—the chief is to

Lough Eask and Barxksmore Gap, both of which can be reached

by rail or road, and thereafter explored on foot. The road lies up

the valley of The Kask River and in about three miles the

lough is reached, a charming sheet of water set amidst richly

VIEW FROM TUK HILT. .\BOVE MOUNTCHARLES.

timbered demesnes and plantations extending to the shores, the

whole backed up by the Blue Stack Mountains r 2,2 19 ft.),

SuAER Hill (1,979 ft.), Gaugin Mountain (1,865 ft.), Carnaween
Mountain (1,719 ft.), Rinbane Mountain (1,493 ft.) and Banaghan

Hill (1,269 ft.). Pearls of great beauty have been found in the

lough. The fishing in it—not so good as formerly— is for salmon,

trout and char (S. A Ipinns); it is private, but permission can be

obtained. By following the road that runs between the lough and

Benson's Hill (775 it.), the beautiful Cascade of Asdoonan,
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Ill ft. in height, is approached, and by continuing along the banks
of The Corraber River some very charming scenery will be met
with on the way to and on arriving at Lough Belshade.

From Lough Eask Station the tourist should walk for a short

distance along the line until he reaches White Goat Island,

which he will find on the left-hand side, and which cannot be

mistaken. Close by is the lovely little White Goat Glen, and

the pretty Cascade that comes down from White Goat Island.

Immediately above this the wild countryside, associated with the

approach to Barnesmore Gap, is reached, and in about two miles

further the Gap itself is entered. It is a very fine mountain pass,

probably the wildest in County Donegal. On either hand are the

rugged declivities of gaunt grey mountains, sparsely clad near their

base with stunted growths of gorse and heather. On the right

Barnesmore Mountain (1,491 ft.), and on the left Croagh-
coNNELLAGH MOUNTAIN (1,724 ft.) absolutely shut in the traveller

as he wends his way along the really excellent road that traverses

the pass. Steep escarpments, beetling clifts, dark yawning rents

cut by the watercourses, brown bog-land adjacent to the road, the

noisy Lowerymore River tumbling at your feet, that is Barnes-

more Gap ; and those who fail to visit it neglect one of the most

impressive bits of Donegal Mountain Scenery.

Another excursion from Donegal is to Brown hall and The
PuLLiNS. The latter is a wild dark defile, with a mountain torrent

tumbling through it, which, in places, disappears from sight and

pursues its course underground. It is a most interesting spot, and

being quite close to Donegal should certainly be visited.

Our journey through the Donegal Highlands is now completed ;

it only remains to take train from Donegal to Strabane. The
tourist, however, may return by way of Ballyshannon, visiting

Bundoran on the way, and sailing, or travelling by steamer, down
Lough Erne and Enniskillen, from whence he will get a quick

service of trains to Belfast, Greenore, or Dublin, connecting up

with the cross-channel steamship service. Should he elect to follow

this route, he will find a full description of it in the second part of

this Guide.
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THE RIVER FINN.

The Donegal Highlands can be approached from Strabane by
the Donegal Railway Joint Committee's line to Glenties, via

Stranorlar, which hugs the River Finn the whole way. This is the

best route for those who are proceeding direct to Glenties, Ardara,

Dowros Bay, etc., and it is an alternative route to The Rosses via

Fintown and Doocharry.
The River Finn is one of the chief waterways of the country,

it rises in Lough Finn and flows eastward by Stranorlar, Castlefinn,

etc., to Strabane, where it joins The Mourxe River and the two,

forming The River Fovle, flow into Lough P\)Vle at London-
derry. Fintown station is on the shore of Lough Finn, which is a

wild sheet of water sheltered on the south by the steep cliffs of

Scraigs, which rise to a height of 1,410 ft. sheer from the water's

edge. Salmon run into the Finn, but do not enter the lough.

The salmon fishing is preserved. For about fifteen miles above

Strabane the river is free for brown-trout fishing, and Stranorlar
is a good centre to fish from. Kee's Hotel will be found very

comfortable. Between Stranorlar and Fintown the Finn receives a

number of tributaries, all of which provide fair brown-trout fishing

when a decent push of water is in them. The several loughs in

which some of these tributaries have their source also hold brown-
trout. The fishing on all these streams and on all the loughs

is free.

With the exception of its importance as a base from which to

tour the Donegal Highlands, Strabane is of little interest to the

tourist. Those who use it as a stopping place from which to make
excursions of two or three days into different parts of Donegal,

returning to their base after each excursion, will find very com-
fortable accommodation at the Abercorne Arms Hotel for that

purpose.

The new line from Strabane to Letterkenny, while providing

vastly improved facilities for reaching the Donegal Highlands, offers

little else of an attractive character to the sportsman or tourist.

By it The River Deele is tapped at Bali.indkait and Convoy,
but this stream provides only ndifferent sport for the angler.
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Raphoh is interesting to the historian. It is one of the oldest

towns in Ireland. St. Coluni Cille established a monastery here,

which was afterwards made the seat of a bishopric ;
and the

Cathedral, built in the eleventh century, remains, with some

notable alterations and additions, to-day. A capital view of the

surrounding countryside, which is, for the most part, fertile and well

cultivated, can be obtained from Mullafin Mountain (954 ft.),

the top of which is reached in about two miles from Raphoe.

At Letterkenny more of interest will be found by the sports-

man and tourist. As pointed out in The Lennon River section

of this guide, Letterkenny is a capital base from which to explore

the countryside and fish the waters described therein. In the

town—a commanding feature for miles around— is a handsome

Catholic Cathhukal, and close by is The Palace the resi-

dence of the Head of the Catholic Church in this district. It is a

very busy little town, and there is very comfortable accommodation

at McCarry's Hotel. From it many pleasant excursions may be

made, other than those to the Valley of The Lennon. That to

LoiGH Deele and Cark Moixtain (1,205 ft.) should certainly

be undertaken. Capital brown-trout fishing can be had free in the

several tributaries to The Swilly River, all of which are

easy of access from Letterkenny, either by road or by rail to New
Mills or Foxhall, and thence walk. All the roads around

Letterkenny are good for Cycling, and a glance at the Key Map to

this guide will show its advantageous position as a near base for

much of interest that is described in this guide.
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PART II.

ENNISKILLEN, LOUGH ERNE AND

BUNDORAN.

FOREWORD.

The Donegal Highlands may be reached from the south by

way of Enxiskillen, Lough Erne, Belleek, and Ballyshannon.

This route can inchide a most dehghtful journey down the lough

—which has been happily termed the " Windermere " of Ireland

—by steamer, and a drive— or walk— through the beautiful valley

of The River Erne,—a Paradise for anglers ; it also offers an

opportunity of visiting that charming seaside resort, Bundoran.

In connection with the several routes from England, etc., referred

to under the heading of The Highway to the Donegal High-

lands, the Great Northern Railway Company (Ireland) run

express trains from Dublin, Greenore and Belfast to Bundoran

via Enniskillen and Ballyshannon. It is by these trains the

Donegal Highlands are approached on this route, and if the

traveller is proceeding direct to them he changes at Ballyshannon,

from whence a line of light railway, partly owned and worked

by the Great Northern Railway Company (Ireland), connects up

with Donegal (town). From Donegal the visitor who contem-

plates making the complete tour of the Donegal Highlands first

explores Barncsmore Gap, he then proceeds in a westerly direction

to Killvbegs, Carrick, etc., and completes the tour described in

Part I. of this guide, iravelling the ivhile in an exactly contrary

direction to that -n'lucli is followed 7i.'hen Stralunic is the starting

point.
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But the tourist who elects to travel by this route will most

likely do so with a view of exploring the districts described in

the pages which follow, therefore, it is presumed he has arrived

at Enniskillcn and is proceeding in the direction of Bundoran,

bound ultimately for the Donegal Highlands. Should he be pro-

ceeding no further than Bundoran then he is reminded that, from

the 1st June until the 14th September, the paddle steamer " Lady
of the Lake" plies every week-day between Enniskillen and Castle

Caldwell, in connection with trains to and from Bundoran, Lon-

donderry, Belfast, Greenore, Dublin, etc., and that tourists to

Bundoran holding tickets from any station on the Great Northern

Railway (Ireland) travel by this steamer up the lake free on their

return, breaking the railway journey at Castle Caldwell and re-

joining the train at Enniskillen. Therefore, he is advised to

proceed direct to Bundoran in the first place, and explore Lough
Erne, Enniskillen, etc., on his return journey.

A glance at the Kev Map, in front of the Introduction to this

guide, will quickly show what an advantageous base Bundoran is

for two-, three-, or four-day trips into the Donegal Highlands ;

vet but few visitors avail themselves of this. The matter is

referred to fully under the heading of Bundoran.



^
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ENNISKILLEN, LOUGH ERNE AND

THE RIVER ERNE.

Route.—The centres from which Lough Erne may be ex-

plored are Exxiskillex and Rossclare. The former is reached

from Greenore, Dublin or Belfast by Great Northern Railway (I)

direct : the nearest railway station to Rossclare is Ballixa-

MALLARD, just beyond Enniskillen : from thence drive about four

miles; a car must be arranged for previously by writing to the

manager of the hotel, Rossclare.

CASTLK (WI.DWI'.IJ..
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Lower Lough Erne (generally styled Lough Erne) is the

bottom lough of the important chain connected up by The River
Erne which, rising in Co. Longford, flows from Lough Gowna
through Co. Cavan,—where it connects up Lough Oughter,—into

and through Co. Fermanagh, In the southern portion of which it

widens out into Upper Lough Ekxe and passing through Enkis-

KiLLEX enters the extensive sheet of water which forms the

subject of the present description. After leaving Lower Lough
Erne the river flows from Castle Caldwell to Belleek and Bally-

shannon and empties into Donegal Bav about one mile below
Ballyshannon Bridge ; that portion of it between Belleek and
Ballyshannon being the picturesque and prolific salmon and trout

water so well known and beloved of followers of Walton.

Lower Lough Erne is a magnificent expanse of water, over twenty

miles in length with a greatest width of nearly nine miles. It is,

broadly speaking, of triangular shape, its base extending from
IvESH to Castle Caldwell, while the apex lies in Exxlskillen.

At the base is the beautiful Boa Island, and the lough is studded

with small islets throughout its upper reaches, most of which are

charmingly wooded, all being clad in brilliant green undergrowth.
The lough lies in a flat countryside backed up by the blue moun-
tains in the distance. Its immediate setting consists of a number
of important and richly-timbered demesnes that line the shores,

and amidst which handsome residences—some of them of great

historical interest—peep out from their leafy surroundings ; a

perfect panorama of peaceful and beautiful homes, with charming
terraces or gently sloping verdant banks extending from them to

the very water's edge ; and here and there a picturesque boat-

house or small yacht riding at anchor, telling of, at least, one
favourite pastime of those who dwell on the shores.

The beauty of Lower Lough Erne is quite distinct from and
totally dissimilar to the grandeur of the wild mountain loughs
further north, such as Glenveagh and .Alton ; and not infrequently

some disappointment is experienced by tourists whose first im-

pression is obtained from the deck of the steamer " Lady of the

Lake," which plies between Enniskillen and Castle Caldwell in

connection with circular tours from Bundoran, etc., from June 1st

until September 14 (week days only). Even when viewed under
these conditions, however, the lough impresses most visitors with
some of its loveliness ; but it can only be seen at its best by those

who thoroughly explore its numerous bays, sail among its many
islands, and closely inspect its shores, and the several places and
objects of interest thereon. Then, and then only, one discovers
how the charms and beauty of " the Irish Windermere " fascinate

those who live near it and such visitors as may have explored it,

and realises why, to them, it is invariably known as " lovely
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Lough Krnc." The grandeur oC Glenveagh or Alton burst upon

one suddenly ; the immense expanse of Lough Erne alone is quite

against any such sudden realisation of the whole of its beauty,

but careful exploration proves it to be an endless feast of lovely

lousfh scenery.

DEVENISH PRIORY.

ExNiSKiLLEN is picturesquclv situated at the junction of

Upper Lough Erne with Lower Lough Erne, the greater part of

the town being built on an island which divides the course of the

River Erne at this point. It is a capital centre from which to
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explore the whole of the surrounding countryside, including the

upper lough and the numerous streams flowing into it, Lough
Macxeax, Belcoo, The Marble Arch, and Florence Court,

as well as that with which this description is more particularly

concerned. There are two first-class hotels. The Royal and The
Imperial, both of which are admirably conducted and replete with

every comfort : omnibuses from these hotels meet every train.

Motor garage and storage for bicycles at each hotel. Repairs to

motors and cycles are executed by competent workmen at Messrs.

J. Lemon and Sons', where, also, the sportsman will find every

requisite, including carefully-loaded cartridges and well-tied flies

for the lough and surrounding streams. Boats for rowing and

sailing, fishing and shooting punts, yachts and steam launches,

with the services of experienced engineers, boatmen, etc., are

available at the landing stage ; but the supply is limited, and the

intending visitor is advised to make his requirements known in

advance to the manager of the hotel he proposes staying at.

For inland excursions there are plenty of good cars and horses,

with careful drivers, available on very moderate terms. On a fine

day the trip on " The Lady of the Lake " to Castle Caldwell, a

visit to the ruins of the castle, a picnic on the beautifully-wooded

shores of the lough, and the return journey to Enniskillen in the

evening, is a delightful excursion and quite an inexpensive one.

Devexish Island should certainly be visited : here are the ruins

of an old Priory, and a most perfect specimen of the many round

towers met with in the North of Ireland ; this Round Tower,
being in an excellent state of preservation and eighty-four feet

in height, is a prominent landmark for miles around. Other

excursions are to Ely Island, on which is the seat of the Marquis
of Ely, and from which a grand view of the lough is obtained :

to Castle Archdale (the adjacent bay is, probably, the loveliest

part of the whole lough) : to Tullv Castle, and to the ruins of

the Abbey and Cross of Inishmacsaint. The chief objects of

interest in the town are the old Castle and Portora School :

from the latter a splendid panoramic view of Enniskillen and the

surrounding country is obtained.

RosscLARE is right off the beaten track. It is perched on a

tiny peninsula about half-way down the lough from Enniskillen :

to the north lies the beautiful Archdale Bay, to the south the

lough is studded with richly-timbered islands : Rossclare over-

looks them all, the centre of a grand amphitheatre of exquisite

lake scenery that has no peer in the British Isles. Lough Erne
is seen to better advantage from this point than from any other.

The hotel is well equipped and well managed. This is a capital

centre for yachting, fishing, and wildfowling on the lough, and
for brown-trout fishing on the rivers Ballinamallard, Glen
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Derkac.ii and I^anxach, which arc within lasy distance by car.

The fishing on them is quite free.

Lough Erne holds trout up to '20 ll)s. in weight, and tish of

from 4 lbs. to 8 lbs. are frequent 1\ taken in the (Ireen Drake
season on "the dap." A few of these big trout are also taken
at other times bv trolling a gold minnow from a boat. On the

shallows trout of from 1 lb. to '2 lbs. take an artificial fl\- fairlv

CAMPlXd (JL OX LOK.H ERXi:.

well at times, and in the neighbourhood of Castle Caldweii and
Ely Island g;ood baskets of trout from ^ lb. to Ih lbs. arc made
by the same means. There are very big pike in the lough, and
the wonder is that they are not more fished for than they are. It

holds enormous numbers of perch running up to 1 11). In the

narrow water between Castle Caldwell and Belleek (really the

River Erne) some very fine perch, running up to 8 lbs., or even
more, in weight are got, principalh' b\- trailing a minnow from
a boat.

Sportsmen and tourists fond of life under canvas will lind that
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the islands in Lower Lough Erne offer excellent facilities for

Campixg Out, and this is a capital way of thoroughly exploring

the lough and obtaining good sport with rod and gun. Tents,

stoves, etc., can be obtained through Mr. T. Hands or Messrs.

J. Lemon and Son, of Enniskillen, who will also arrange for the

services of a competent camp attendant. Stores can be obtained

and delivered at the camp through either of the above. It is

necessary to have rowing or sailing boats, steam-launch or sailing

yacht, and these also can be hired through the above firms, who
are very obliging and thoughtful of detail,—the latter an impor-

tant condition of comfort under canvas. There is no difficulty

whatever in obtaining permission to pitch a camp, but such per-

mission should be obtained, and here ag'ain one cannot do better

than leave the choice of position, etc., with Mr. Hands or Messrs.

Lemon, having previously instructed them as to requirements,

number in the party, probable length of stay, etc. For the in-

formation of those who would like to make holiday among the

islands, but object to camping out, and prefer a private residence

to Rossclare Hotel, it may be stated that Mr. Hands has a capital

little cottage on Paris Lslaxd (one of the most beautiful and best

sporting parts of the lough) which he lets, together with the whole

island (kitchen and flower garden, etc.), and the use of boat (or

steam launch, if wished for), to an approved tenant on very

moderate terms.

Inland from the western shore of Lough Erne is a charming
countryside, all of which can be explored by car from Enniskillen.

The angler will be interested to learn that here, also, is a network
of brown-trout streams and rivers connecting up a number of

loughs, all of which provide capital sport, and some of them con-

tain very fine trout. The fishing, for the most part, is free ;

where permission is necessary it is not hard to obtain ; on Lough
Navar, however, a charge is made of 15s. per day, as the fishing

on this water is extra good, the trout running to 2 lbs. and 3 lbs.

in weight. Lough Navar, Lough Achork and Lough Meena-
MEEN, lie to the west of Church Hill, and they are connected by
streams all flowing into Carrick Lough. This is the loveliest

sheet of water in the district, and has been appropriately dubbed
" Killarney in miniature." From Carrick Lough the stream

flows into BuxN'AHoxE Lough, which is close by Church Hill. All

the aforementioned loughs can also be fished from Belleek or

Garrison. L'nder the name of The Derrvgoxellv River the

stream flows south for several miles, passing through the village

of Derrvgoxellv, and receiving several small tributaries on the

way. Presentlv it reaches Loigh Ross, which is connected by a

wee burn with Ci'hrax Lough : thereafter it is known as The
SiLLEES River and bends and twists in every direction, its tortuous
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course after a long detour south, finally ending in the h>ne just

above Enniskillen. Midway between Lough Ross and Enniskillen

it receives a small stream coming down from another good brown-
trout water, Lough Coolveroner. There are plenty of good
pools on this river, especially below Lough Ross, all of which
can be covered from the banks.

Another good trout stream is The Arnv River, which flows

from Lower Lough Macnean and empties into The Erne about
six miles above Enniskillen. In fact, there is a wealth of brook-

fishing within easy reach of Klnniskillen on all sides.

OX '1HI-: ARW RI\"ER.

C}clists \\ ill revel in the roads hereabouts ; it is a lovely

run from Enniskillen to Ballyshannon and Bundoran on the west
and southern side of Lough lu-ne, and nearly as good bv the

east and northern road, via Kesh and Pettigo.

The shooting in the district is strictly preserved, with the

exception of some very fair wild-fowling to be had on the upper
parts of Lough Erne, and this, of course, is free, so long as it

occurs from a boat.
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One of the loveliest stretches of salmon and trout water in

the British Isles is that portion of the River Erne which flows

from the fish-pass at Belleek down to the famous Falls of

Ballyshanxon. So good is the fishing for salmon and grilse, and
so exciting the brown-trout angling—with lusty fish running up
to six or seven pounds weight for one's quarry—that it is a most
difficult matter to get a rod on the river at all, and application

should be made months in advance. Yet the river is never
crowded : there is ample angling room for the maximum number
of rods allowed. All anglers go-a-fishing to catch fish, but some
prefer beautiful surroundings and pleasant conditions to hea\y
baskets : the great charm of this section of the Erne is that it

offers a combination of these ; while satisfying the most exacting
angler it provides a continual feast for the lover of beautiful river

scenery, and so perfect are th.: pools, etc., from a fishing point

of view, that it is a delight to cast angle over them irrespccti\ e

of the sport that may occur. In this part the Erne flows through
rich pasture land, on which sleek, well-grown and well-fed cattle

are reared in large numbers ; and further proof is provided of

the absolute truthfulness of the saying, " A fat countryside means
fat trout in the waters.'" Several charming residences nestle

amidst heavily-timbered uplands, and in places—notably in the

neighbourhood of Cliff—these timbered parts extend to the very

water's edge.

Nearly the whole year round the banks are smothered and the

water fringed with profuse displays of dazzling wild flowers, and
moss-grown and ivy-clad walls divide the fields of emerald green.

Throughout all the river flows, here amidst big brown boulders
and there so confined in some rocky gorge that its angry waters
foam and dash high into the air; further on it widens out into

some broad shallow, ending in a magnificent " throw " for

salmon, or the tail of a strong stream or edge of a glassy glide

—

the certain home of big brown-trout ; presently it passes under
the quaint bridge at Ballyshannon, tumbles and roars over the

falls, and thereafter eddies and hurries down to the sea.

But, prolific angling water as this stretch of the Erne un-
doubtedly is, it is no happy hunting ground for the duffer. Sport
there is, galore ; but it has to be worked for, and the job is no
easy one. And this especially applies to the capture of big trout ;

there are no " silly ones " among them, and they have seen some
flies in their time ! But when hooked in this strong-flowing river

they provide most exciting sport. The centres to fish from are

Belleek and Ballvshannon. At the former there is a capital hotel

(Johnstone's) and there is also accommodation at the Royal Hotel,

Ballyshannon (Mr. Henderson's). .Applications for rods must be
made to John Swan, River Erne Fishery Ofiice, Ballyshannon.
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The charges are as iollows :—For salmon (in addition to an

ordinary 20s. salmon rod license, which must be taken out in the

Ballyshannon district) £4 per week. The angler is entitled to

retain two fish per week free, others captured must be delivered

to the fishery office of the head-keeper's house at Cliff, Belleek,

but arrangements can be made for their retention on payment of

current price. The permission to fish is non-transferable, and is

for one salmon rod only. The artificial salmon fly only is per-

ISH PASS \l BELLHHK.

mitted on the water between the falls at Ballyshannon and the

head of the fish-pass at Belleek. If any person be found using,

for the capture of salmon, any shrimp, worm, spinning or other

bait, or employing any other means than the single salmon rod

and the artificial fly, his permission to fish will be immediately

cancelled, and, further, it will not be extended to such person in

any future year. Each angler must be accompanied by a licensed

attendant, who is told off to attend him by the head water-keeper
;

such attendant is not permitted to retain a " throw " for an angler
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in the absence of such angler. At certahi parts of the river boats

are necessary, and are provided free ; but the angler must pay

the boatman for services rendered. In all there is about four

miles and a half of water available ; the maximum number of

rods is eight. The beats are as follows, and they are allotted in

rotation :—1, From Roscor to mouth of fish-pass, Belleek, both

sides ; 2, Fish-pass to ford, both sides ; 3, Point of the Mullins

to tail of the island, north side ; 4, Clarke's Cot to Earl's throw,

south side ; 5, Moss row to Brandley's hole, north side ; 6, Cap-

tain's rock, grass yard from the south bank to Jack's flat, south

bank ; 7, Laputa' and Cherrymount, grass yard, north side,

Patton's boat ; 8, Knather lane, north side, to bridge at Bally-

shannon. Note.—The pool below Ballyshannon Bridge to the

falls is fished by special permission only. Anglers are restricted

to the beat allotted to them until one o'clock, after which tirne

the whole river is open to the (not more than eight) rods on it.

The charge for permission to fish for trout is 20s. per week; 10s.

for three days; or 4s. for a single day. No fishing is allowed on

Sundays. No salmon throw must be fished, nor must flies suit-

able for salmon angling be used. No salmon, salmon fry, or eel

fry must be retained : if any are hooked they must be returned to

the water immediately.

Deep wading is necessary, and when the river is in best ply

for fishing this calls for some endurance on the part of the angler :

the volume of water is heavy and strong, and the bottom is some-

what treacherous. Thoroughly reliable wading trousers, reach-

ing to the arm-pits, and well-nailed brogues are indispensable.

The several attendants are well acquainted with the river, and it

is advisable to follow their advice and accept their assistance when

wading the more difficult parts. The angler for trout is not

compelled to have an attendant, but he is well advised to do so.

The river is open from March 1 until September 30. The

"best runs of salmon occur from May onward : the fishing tor

brown-trout is good over the whole season, but the best months

are April, May and June. Capital salmon and trout flies suitably

dressed for different conditions of water (a very important con-

dition of success on the Erne) can be got at Rogan's, the fishing-

tackle maker at Ballyshannon : Jimmy Rogan is a good man to

consult ; he is a keen and skilful angler as well as a first-class

flv-tier, and spares no pains to please his clients. For the benefit

of those taking their flies with them the following patterns are

recommended -.—Thunder and Lightning, Silver Grey, Fiery

Brown, Green Parson, Olive and Claret, Golden Olive, Black and

Claret, Black Jay. The late Francis Francis recommends the

following special dressings of salmon flies for this water, but there
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is little doubt that the best plan is to get the local flies troin

Rogan, who also dresses these patterns :

—

Francis Francis dressings of The Parson. Hook No. 7 : tail

two twists gold, small topping and two or three sprigs gold

pheasant tippets, black harl, three twists : body, golden olive silk,

changing into pigs' down of the same shade, then into orange
and fiery brown towards the shoulder : golden olive hackle three

parts down the body, with full claret hackle over : wing, two

THK KS'I'LARV Ol" llil-: ERXK.

golden pheasant saddle feathers, over this three or four toppings
with sprigs of green parrot, golden pheasant tippet, pintail,

turkey, and wood duck, with kingfisher's or blue chatterer's

feathers at each jowl, and blue macaw's feeler : head, black harl,

gold tinsel according. Other parsons are dressed larger, with

six, seven, or eight toppings in the wing, with cock of the rock

ad. lib., and with jay's hackle and purple cock instead of pintail,

and even small toppings on the breast. This last one is good in

heavy water.
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Another fly : Hook No. 5 : silver twist and puce silk tag',

golden pheasant topping and tippet sprigs for tail; ostrich harl

over; apple-green silk body tipped with black twist and silver

greenish yellow hackle all the way down; gold pheasant tippet

feather, tied hackle fashion, and jay's hackle over; black harl

head, and mixed wing of gold pheasant saddle feather, ditto tail

and tippet, gallina and bustard and red and blue macaw, two or

three sprigs of each.

Another flv : Hook Xo. 5 : blue silk and silver tag, gold

pheasant topping and tippet sprigs for tail; black harl over; body
about a third of an inch of claret silk the rest orange; golden

olive hackle all the way down; jay's hackle over silver tinsel; wing
mixed of gold pheasant tail and tippet, gallina, and one topping

and red macaw feeler; black harl head.

Another of smaller size : silver and puce silk tag, topping and
tippet tail; black head; orange silk body, with claret hackle all

down, silver tinsel; wing as before with blue feelers. A yellow

body and hackle may also be fitted to the same fly.

Add to these, for bright weather and low water later in the

season, a fly with dark orange body (spare), fine silver; a cock of

the rock feather for tail; two cock of the rock for inner wing; gold

pheasant tail and dark argus over that; dark mallard over all, and
blue chatterer on each side of the cheek; golden olive hackle with

claret hackle at shoulder; and blue macaw feeler. Also three

bodies of dark blue and a red tail joint; yellow and claret joint,

or claret and yellow joint respectively; silver tinsel tips; ostrich

head; blue, claret and golden olive hackles respectively; jay at

shoulder of each, fineish silver twist; wing same for each, two
toppings, pintail, green parrot, and gold pheasant tail ; blue

macaw's feelers.

Note: The above dressings (taken from '^ The Angler's

Diary "j are given in full detail, as they are useful flies on all

the salmon rivers described in tliis guide.

Brown-trout flies. The Following patterns are recommended
for wet-fly fishing, and are placed in their order of merit : Claret

and Partridge, Claret and Grouse, Claret and Mallard, Claret and
Teal, Rough Golden Olive, March Brown, Black and Teal, Blue

and Blea, Blue Spider. The biggest of the brown-trout are taken

in the evening and after dark; but some very good fish—and not

infrequently one of the very big ones—fall in daytime to the dry-

fly fished after the orthodox manner. The best size of dry-fly is

No. 1 hook (new scale). Killing patterns are : Rough Olive, Pink

Wickham, Ordinary Wickham, Golden Sedge, March Brown, Red
Ouill and Black Gnat.
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Route :— Express trains, with dining,

smoking and lavatory carriages attached,

connect up at all Irish ports with all cross

Channel .sti\ ices and run direct to Bundoran via Great Northern

Railway (Ireland).

It would be dillicult to point to a holiday resort with more

varied attiactions than those so prominently associated with

BuNDOKAX. First and foremost it possesses a climate of remark-

able salubrity : the bracing breezes straight off the Atlantic are

robbed of any severity that might otherwise occur by the warming
process of the Gulf Stream, while those from inland bring with

them the invigorating qualities of pure UTountain air, with the

result that, as a health resort, Bundoran would l)r hard to beat.

The facilities for recreation are also a strong point. (lolf can be

enjoyed over one of the best links a\ailable anywhere ;
there are

lawn-tennis courts and croquet lawns ; boating and bathing

galore ; charming drives and walks through an almost ceaseless

variety of interesting countryside, ranging from an excursion

through some rugged mountain pass to a stroll on the golden
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sands of the far-stretching strands, including some really beautiful

lake, river and glen scenery ; and the roads, for the most part,

are capital for cycling. The historian, geologist, antiquary,

botanist, and artist will revel in the feast provided for them.

The salmon and trout fisher will find himself in a district where
" tight lines " are the rule and not the exception, whether his

sport be pursued on river or lough : the sea-angler has equally

favourable opportunities of pursuing his sport, for this is a happy
hunting ground for many varieties of round and flat fish, and
boats and boatmen are available at moderate charges. The
accommodation—hotel and pri\ate— is ample, cleanly and com-
fortable : that at the Great Northern Railway (I.) Company's
hotel being equal in every way to any in the British Isles. Lastly,

but by no means least in importance, it is quite easy of access and
is reached by an excellent service of express trains from all parts.

Bundoran is advantageously situated in a sheltered part of

Donegal Bay and commands very fine views inland and along the

coast : to the south and east the Sligo Mountains are piled up,

on either hand are heather-topped cliffs, sandy shores, and
numerous interesting rocks and caves, including the Fairy
Bridge, which is by no means the least striking of the several

similar natural arches which are met with on the Donegal coast

and described and illustrated in the preceding pages of this guide.

Right out in front the Atlantic extends to the very coast line of

America. Near by, young and old alike can disport themselves
on the magnificent strand, and for this and other reasons it is

an ideal holiday resort for families : the paddler will find pools in

plenty, the expert swimmer depths where a plunge can be made
in forty feet of water.

The hotel of the Great Xorlhern Railwav (Ireland) Companv,
standing in its own grounds, is a prominent feature on the shore.

It is lighted by electricity, is well furnished and equipped

;

drawing-room, private sitting-rooms, lounge, etc., command
fascinating views ; the bedrooms are lofty and furnished after

most approved methods : the smoking rooms, billiard rooms, etc.,

are luxuriously arranged, and, in fact, no expense or trouble has
been spared in making the establishment an ideal touring hotel.

The wine cellar is beyond reproach, the dinners emanate from
an Al. chef. The very fine suite of sea and fresh-water baths is

worth} of special note, and the sanitary arrangements are abso-
lutely perfect. A well-fitted store has been erected at the hotel

for visitors' cycles, and there is also accommodation for motor
cars, and petrol and filtrate lubricating oil are available.

\'ery comfortable accommodation is also available at The
•Central Hotel Mate Sweeny's), an establishment admirably con-

ducted by Mr. T. O'Gorman. The coffee-room overlooks Ro(]uey
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Bay and a morning dip in the Atlantic is available from the very

doors of the hotel. There is accommodation for upwards of forty

guests, including a cosy lounge and drawing-room for the ladies.

The cuisine is first-class. Special terms are arranged for tourists

staying a week or more. Motor garage is provided, and cars with

careful drivers are available for all parts.

The Golf Links are an excellent eighteen-hole course, and

beino- laid out in two nine-hole loops with the ninth and eighteenth

greens close to the hotel, those who wish can play short rounds,,

starting from either the first or tenth tec. The holes vary in

FAIRY BRIIX.KS: BUNDOR.AN.

len"th from 125 vards to ."tOo yards, the total length of the course

being over three miles. The turf is excellent, and there are

plenfy of sand bunkers. The course, which is for the most part

undulating, is picturesquely situated, (-ommanding at all part-S-

splendid views of Donegal Hay, and the mountains piled up

inland. The links are included on the grounds of the Great

Northern Railway Company's Hotel, to whii-h they are attached.

They are open free to visitors at the hotel. The rharges to non-

residents at the hotel are :—Monthly tickets, lOs. (kl.; weekly
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tickets, 5s. ; daily tickets, Is. 6d. Ladies' tickets half these

prices.

The tee for the first hole, " Rougey " (325 yards), is qiute

conxenient to the hotel, and within the grounds in front a pond

lies in waiting to penalise the player who tops his drive. A well-

played iron shot lands you over a sand-bunker and on to the

green which It guards. A bogey 1.

The tee for the second hole, " Corner " (125 yards), lies to

the right of green number one. Two sand-bunkers guard the

green, and in these disaster may be encountered. A perfect

medium-iron shot should, however, reach the green, and the hole

can be done in 3.

Number three, " Augrus " (410 yards), is a good sportmg

hole, and brings the player back to the hotel. Two good drives

over sand-bunkers and an approach should reach the green, which

is well guarded bv sand-pits. A bogey 5.

The tee to number four, " Reservoir " (425 yards), lies to the

right of green number three. This is a diflficult hole, and every

shot requires careful judgment. A good drive and brassey well

away should do the trick ; but a misjudged shot to the right will

land the plaver in a bunker guarding the green, and an over-

driven ballwill land out of bounds. With a careful approach the

hole can be done in 5.

Number five, "Plateau" (220 yards). A good drive and

well-pla}ed mashie shot lands you nicely on the green, \yith

careful play this hole can be got in 4, but a bunker to the right

greedily accepts a pulled ball, and rough ground awaits a too

strong approach shot.

At number six, " Dell " (180 yards), the player must get his

drive well away. Rough ground has to be cleared, and two side

bunkers await a pulled or sliced ball. A bogey 3.

Number seven is " Finncr " (390 yards), and must be played

very carefully. A pulled drive lands out of bounds, a slice gets

into awkward rough ground. The hole requires a good drive,

brassey, and approach"; it should then be got in a bogey 5. The

green is very nicely placed in a hollow and requires a well-placed

machie shot.

The green of number eight, " Stoney " (180 yards), can be

reached in a good drive : it is well guarded by Ijunkers and the

putting must be correct to get the hole in 3.

Two good drives should reach the green oi number nine,

" Bowling " (310 yards). .\ pulled or sliced ball will be punished

in sand-bunkers, but the hole should be got in 4-

A drive and a mashie-shot should reach green number ten,

" Slopy " (260 yards), and as it is strongly guarded by a bunker

(he mashie must be well handled. The hole can be got In 4.
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Number eleven, " Field " (410 yards), requires two good

drives with the wooden club and an iron-shot to reach the green.

A large sand-bunker has to be cleared and a stone wall to the

right and a sand-bunker to the left avoided. This green, also, Is

well guarded, but by keeping clear of a well-placed pot bunker the

hole may be completed in 5.

The longest hole on the course is number twelve, " Long "

^565 yards) : it requires a good drive and two brassey shots, and

the p'laver is heavily penalised who muffs cither of his shots. A

BUNDORAX : LOOKINC SOL'IH.

large bunker awaits a badly played drive, and a bunker extends

rioht across the course in waiting for either of the brasseys if

th^y are topped. The hole, however, by correct play can be got

in 6.

Number thirteen is " Hostel " (345 yards), and the green is

reached by a good drive and well-placed second. A cleek properly

handled should avoid bunkers to the right and left, and the hole

can be got in 5. ^ s .

The tee to number fourteen, " Seagull " (350 yards), is
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convenient to the golf-room ; if the player gets his drive well'

away he lands on good ground and a cleek should help him to the

green, which is partly in a hollow. A bogey 5.

Number fifteen is " Farm " (280 yards). The drive must h^
straight and well away; a pulled ball will land out of bounds,

and two bunkers have to be avoided. The green, which is nicely

situated, requires a correct iron, and with two puts the hole

should be got in 4.

The green of number sixteen, " Avenue " (200 yards), which.

is cuppy and well guarded, must be reached by the drive. A
diflficult 3. Bogey 4.

Number seventeen, " Beach " (^260 yards). Bunkers ex-

tending across the course guard this green. A good drive and
well-placed second should reach it, and the hole can be made in

4 by careful play-

The last hole is " Terminus " (280 yards), and brings the

player to a green adjoining the hotel. It requires a good drive

and a well-played iron-shot. Careful play should result in this

hole being got in 4.

The par. reads thus :—
Out : 4, 3, 5, 5, 4, 3, o, 3, 4. 36.

In : 4, 5, 6, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4. 41. 77.

There are some capital lawn-tennis and croquet grounds
attached to the hotel, for the use of visitors, free.

There is great variety of excellent angling to be had within

easy reach of Bundoran ; and, owing to the early character of

some of the waters and the lateness of others, the season extends

over two-thirds of the year. A lot of the brown-trout fishing is

free, for the remainder a small charge is made. There is a charge
made for salmon and sea-trout fishing, varying according to the

waters fished, of which particulars are presently given. The
salmon and sea-trout fisher must take out a rod-license, the cost

of which is 20s., and it is available for the whole district,

irrespective of when it may have been issued. With the exception

of a few of the more out-of-the-way loughs there are boats on
these waters, and the services of boatmen are available on the

usual terms. Some parts of the streams and rivers can be fished

from the bank, but it is necessary to take a wading outfit if the

rivers are to be properly fished, and let your brogues be well

nailed. For the most part the salmon do not run to a large size,

so there is no need to use heavy tackle ; in fact, the motto of the

successful angler in these waters, is " fine and far off " for the

trout, and as fine as possible for the salmon.
Undoubtedly the cream of the fishing lies on the ri\er I^rne

between Ballyshannon and Belleek, and this has been already
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fully described in the preceding section of this yuide ;
but there

are other excellent waters available-

The Bundrowes (or Drowse) River is within easy reach,

and affords capital sport with salmon and trout. It is an early

river, opens on February 1, and the heavy salmon are taken

during that month and March and April. After the latter month,

grilse start running and sport with these fish continues until the

close of the season, September 18. The charges for fishing for

salmon arc r2s. 6d. per dav or ^3 per \\ cck : the angler may

BINDURAX: »,.N.R. IIOTKI. AM) ( .Ol.F LINKS 1 N 11 1 ti HIS rAN(-E.

retain one salmon per day free, and any others he may catch on

payment of the current market value. Tickets can be obtained

from the Manager, Fishery Office, Bundrowes Bridge. The

Bundrowes River has its source in Lough Melvin and flows in

about four miles into Donegal Bay near to Bundrowes Bridge.

There are some very good pools indeed on it, which, il caught in

proper ply, invariably afford sport. I'lies same as for the Frne

and for Lough Melvin. During May and June good sport is had

on this river with natural flies on very fine tackle : the fish also

take the " Harry-long-legs " well from August onv.ard.
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The fishing on Lolgu Mki.vix for salmon, large lake-trout,

:gillaroo and brown-trout ranks among the best in the North of

Ireland, as a lough fishery. This, also, is an early water, opening

on February 1, and closing on September 30. The best of the

salmon fishing occurs early in the season, then follows the grilse

fishing: the several varieties of trout providing sport throughout

the season. The best time for the trout with artificial fly is

February, March, and April. In August they are taken dapping

with the " Harry-long-legs "—of which a plentiful supply can

be got locally—and this sport often continues through September.

The charge for fishing is : weekly, 18s., or daily 3s. 6d. : tickets

to be had at the hotels on the shores of the lough. The best

fishing part of the lough is the Garrison end ; but the fish at

times feed over the greater part of the water. Good flies are the

same as the Erne patterns, with the following special additions :

For trout, wing, hen pheasant; hackle, light red ginger; body,

pale yellow silk with two or three turns of silver twist over it.

For salmon. Number 1, one lap of gold at tail, tag of orange silk;

tail, small topping, continue body, two turns of ostrich harl, about

a third of an inch of greenish-yellow pig's wool merging into dark

fierv-brown, then into black and fiery-brown at shoulder; claret

hackle running two-thirds down the body with jay over it, gold

twist; wing, golden pheasant tippet, covered by mallard; feelers,

blue macaw and a black ostrich head. Number 2, one lap of silver

twist, orange silk tag, small topping for tail; body, mulberry pig's

wool, dressed medium; mulberry hackle, jay over all; same wing

and head as No. 1. Number's, two laps of silver twist, dark

orange tag, tail of mallard and three or four fibres of golden-

pheasant tippet; body, black pig's wool rather spare, with a dark

fiery-brown ring half-\\ay up it, and then black again, a small bit

of fiery-brown at shoulder to stick out for legs; jay's hackle, gold-

pheasant tippet, and mallard's wing; black head. These patterns

(from The Angler's Diary) are correctly dressed by Rogan of

Rallvshannon, who also has some very killing patterns of his

own for these waters.

There is good fishing also on The Dui-f River, and if the

angler is not restricted to time he may find almost unlimited

fishing in the loughs that lie within a radius of, say, fifteen miles.

The sea-angler will have no trouble in finding plenty of sport

to his hand : within easy sailing distance are some of the best

sea-angling spots on the South Donegal Coast, including the

prolific waters referred to in the " Doxec.al Bav " section of

Part I. of this guide. There is no difficulty in getting bait, boats

and boatmen. 'J'he best of the sea-angling occurs from July

onward.
Coarse-fishing can be had in Lough V.rnv and se\'eral of the
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louo-lis to the west of Carrison and south of Bundoran. 1 he

f^shtne- is chiefly for pike and perch; very large specimens of the

former f^sh are taken traihng from boats, and huge catches ot

the latter are made during July and August.

Deliohtful dav, or half-day, excursions can be made from

Bundorau by car/motor, or cycle; the roads, for the most part,

are fairly good, and in some cases excellent. Some of the nearer

places may be reached bv walking, others explored by the

pedestrian 'with the assistance of the railway: or a combuvation

of car and rail will symetimes be found useful.
^^

The excursion by rail and steamer, " Lady ot thi' Lake,

ROGUEV BAY: BUNDORAN.

down Lough Erne, is generally—and adyisedly—made on the

return journey at the end of one's holiday : but it can be made

as a circular tour from Bundoran—rail to Castlecaldwell, steamer

to Enniskillen, rail to Bundoran. It is fully described under the

heading of Enniskillen, etc.

In walking or driying to B.xLLysn.wxoN the I< inner Camp

is passed, one of the most important of its class in the country.

In addition to being a conycnient centre from which to fish the

famous river Erne, there are several places of interest in this

locality, howbeit the town itself is uninteresting enough. The

Falls' of the Erne at Ralhshannon are very fine, and when the
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river is in flood the roar of the rushing water as it tumbles over
the crest of the cataract—some 150 yards in width—into the dark
swirling depths of the basin sixteen feet below, can be heard for

a great distance, and the sight is to be remembered. Close by is

the lish-pass, and the establishment of Thk Ekxe Fishery.

Should there be a run of salmon into the river on the occasion of

the tourist's visit he will be treated to a sight of scores of these

fish leaping from the pool above the fall, their silvery forms flash-

ing in the air for a second or so and falling back into the water
with resounding splash. Mayhap he will have the fortune to see

an angler playing one of these fish. This fall is the famous
AsHAROE of Irish annals; contracted from Eas-Aedh-Ruadh, i.e.,

The Cataract of Hugh Roe, one of the three brothers appointed

by the Druids three hundred years before the Christian era to

reign over Erin in successive terms of seven years each. He was
drowned in this fall, hence its name. On the north bank of the

fall, commanding a fine view of the estuary of the Erne, are the

ruins of The Abbey—originally the monastery of Asharoc—in a

deplorably neglected state, and close by is a very ancient and
interesting burial-ground. It is worthy of note that in the oldest

times Ballyshannon, then ihe ford of Athseanni, was considered to

be the key of the entrance into Tyrconnell, and was the chief

point of attack on the part of the English, the centre of defence
being then the famous castle of the O'Donnclls.

The excursion to Ballyshannon may be extended along the

road which lies to the north of the river Erne to Cliff and
Belleek. The Erne has been described in the preceding section

of this guide, but it is worthy of note that at Cliff, near to the

residence of Mrs. L. Moore, is one of the most beautiful stretches

of that lovely river ; here, also, is the salmon hatchery and
fenced-off parts of the river, in which many thousands of salmon
eggs are hatched <md the }()ung fry reared, thereafter to be
liberated and add to the stock of fish available for the rods—and
the nets ! At Belleek a stop can be made at Mrs. Johnstone's
very comfortable hotel, overlooking another lovely part of the

Erne, and from which a capital view is obtained of the fish-pass

and sluices. .\ visit should be paid to The Potteries close by,

where the genial manager is always pleased to show callers

specimens of the famous Belleek china, probably one of the most
artistic, and at the same time useful, productions of Irish industry.

The return journey from Belleek mav be along the road south of

the Erne, a charming drive or walk, and so to Ballyshannon and
Bundoran. Or the excursion may be still further extended to

(iAHRisox, the centre of some .\.l. river and lake fishing, and
along the shore of Lough Melvin back to Bundoran. This latter

extension affords some grand views of mountain and lake scenery.
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The excursion to Bkownhall Park and The Pullixs,

pi-e\iou.sly referred to under the heading of Donegal Bay, etc.,

in Part I. of this guide, is i-onveniently made from Bundoran,

via Ballyshannon. This is another very interesting drive, and

by kind permission of Major Hamilton visitors are permitted to

dri\e thiough the park. This excursion may include a visit to

KiLBAKROX Castle, the ancient stronghold of the O'Clerys, a

most interesting antiquarian curiosity; the ruins will be found

on a cliff overhanging the sea, about four miles north-west of

Ballyshannon and are approached by a bye-road

—

not the main

road—from Ballyshannon. The site of this castle commands
magnificent \'iews; to the north Donegal Bay, to the south and

west the Connaught Mountains.
An interesting excursion is by rail to Pettigo, thence by car

to Lough Derg and its famous penitential station, St. Patrick's

Purgatory, to which thousands of pilgrims annually wend their

way. The road from Pettigo is dreary in the extreme, but look-

ing back one gets a very fine view of Lough Erne. Arrived at

Lough Derg a scene of quite another character bursts upon the

view, for here is a "very landscape of desolation." Station
Island itself is a narrow strip of rock about half-a-mile from the

shore and is reached by ferry-boat. It is stated on good authority

that the number of pilgrims visiting the island from June 1 to

August 15 in each year reaches nearly twelve thousand ! The
penance consists of three days' fast on bread and water, one
night's vigil in the church, and confession, which really amounts
to three days holy withdrawal from all temporal affairs.

Lough Melvin can also be reached by w^ay of Kinlolgh,
w hich occupies a charming position at the west end of the lough
of which it commands a capital \iew. This excursion should be
extended to Manorhamilton, passing Glexade Lough, at which
point the summit of Crockaveela Mouxtaix (1,788 feet) lies to

the north. This is a typical mountain dri\e. The return journey
mav be made by following the road to the north from Manor-
hamilton, by Saddle Hill and along the south of Lough Melvin;
or on to Garrison and so back to Bundoran bv the road north
of the lough.

A beautiful excursion along the coast is to Mri.LA(,HMORE, bv
way of BuxDROWES Bridge. Unless the owner is in residence

Classybawx Castle, the seat of the Rt. Hon. Evehn .\shlev,

mav be visited on this excursion. The retui'n journex uMiy be
made by way of Kinlough.

Bundoran is also a \er\- conxenient base from which to

explore the country beyond the limits of the abo\ e excursions,

'i'o the south Sligo and Lough Gii l may hi- \isitrd, the journey
:/(( Cliffoxev and Gr.\\(;i'. being an easy motor or cvcle run.
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but taking a long day by car. Donegal may be visited and
Barnesmore gap explored in a day by motor (good roads through-
out), but if a car be engaged it is as well to allow two days for

this excursion. As a base from which to explore The Donega'L
Highlands, Bundoran will remain popular with many for all time-

A glance at the key map shows how easy of access from this

popular watering place are all those wild and beautiful spots the
author of this guide has essayed to describe and illustrate under
the appropriate tnle of " Picturesque Donegal."
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Dunfanagh) Bay..

Dunfanaghy (lolf I

Dungloe
Dimgloe Bav

\rrh.
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LOUGH ERNE.
IMPERIAL HOTEL, ENNI5KILLEN

V

If
( (

. 'TH.^
:JJi&.l J^aii

Visitors to Enniskillen and the lovely Lough Erne District will find this

Hotel the most comfortable Headquarters.

Telephone. Motor' Garage with Hose.

Steam and Motor Launches by arrangement. Row Boats.

Close to the Steamboat Pier.

Forty miles of coarse Lake Fishing free.

Terms and Prospectus on application to

Manager.
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THE

CENTRAL HOTEL,
Late SWEENY'S,

This Hotel is beautifully situated, overlooking the
sea, combines all the requirements of a First-class
Hotel, having been enlarged and refurnished.

Excellent Cuisine and Wines. Moderate Charges.

FREE SALMON & TROUT FISHING. MOTOR GARAGE.

GOLF LINKS TWO MINUTES' WALK FROM HOTEL.

Telegrams "Centril, bundoran "
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JTje porfnoo

NARIN, Co. DONEGAL.

A Charming Hotel, overlooking the Atlantic Ocean, and

situated in one of the most picturesque parts of the Donegal

Highlands. Magnificent Mountain and Cliff Scenery. Excellent

Sea Fishing for all kinds of round and flat fish ; best Pollock

Fishing on the North-West Coast. Boats, Boatmen, and Baits

supplied from the Hotel on moderate terms. Good Trout Fishing

on several lakes, boats provided ; Salmon Fishing (by arrange-

ment) on the famous Owenea River. Good Shore Shooting free,

and some Rough Shooting available. Rabbits very plentiful.

Golf Links within easy reach of the Hotel. Boating and safe

Bathing. Excellent Drives and Walks. A Dark Room for

Photographers.

A Perfect Health-restoring Resort.

The Hotel is fitted with all Modern Conveniences: Dining, Smoking,

and Private Sitting Rooms. Drawing-room for ladies. Baths (h. & c).

Perfect Sanitary arrangements.

. IX CONNECTION WITH .

THE GLENTIES TEMPERANCE HOTEL.

ROUTE.— Via Donegal Railway to Qienties, ttience drive 7 miles,

or from tlie South and West, via Ardara, 6 miles.

Apply Manageress, or .

C CANNON,
Temperance Hotel, GLENTIES.

-r , _ ' "Cannon." Glenties^
Telegranis

, -cannon.' NariP.
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nortDern Counties fioui
The F">"t Hctei in the ^ Londoiidcrry.

Nortb-West. ^ "

Mrs, GIBSON, Proprietress. '^^'^'Sr''''
""'"'

'^'HIS Old Established Commercial and Tourists' Hotel, adjommg the

LL General Post Office, is one of the largest, most comfortable and best

^^
enuinped in Ireland It occupies a central position, is the most

convenient Hotel to the Donegal Highlands and in close proximity

to all the Railway and Steamboat Offices, and also near the famous

Lake of Shadows. The splendid Golf Links at Lisfannon, Castie-

rock, and Portrush are within easy distance. It has been htted up,

regardless of expense, with all the latest improvements in modern house

furnishing and sanitary science, affording ample accommodation for upwards ot

Eighty Visitors. The Magnificent Dining Room, Commercial, Smoking, and

Reception Rooms, are loftv, spacious, and luxurious. The Bath Rooms, Bed

Rooms and Sitting Rooms are cheerv and comfortable, the outlook—particularly

over the Fovle—being most pleasing. The lighting, heating, and ventilation are

perfect-Electricity supplying artificial light tliroughmit the entire building.

GARAGE. I.P. HEADQUARTERS, NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE SOCIETY.

An Omnibus, with Porter, attends all Trains, and the

City Tram Cars pass the door regularly.

GOOD FISHING AND WILD-FOWLING CAN BE OBTAINED IN THE LOCALITY.

In connection with the Oolf Hotel, Castlerock. and the Abercorn Arms
Hotel. Strabane.
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PATRONISED BY ROYALTY.

McCARRY'S HOTEL,
The best Hotel in the town. Opposite the Court

House, and only three minutes' walk from the

Railway Station. Boots attends all trains.

CcDveviept for The Levvov Valley.
(SEE PAGE 27 OF -PICTURESQUE DONEGAL.')

JT j-irsi-class Jouring <^ Commercial ^oiel.

Good Cars and careful drivers for all parts.

EXCELLENT CUISINE. MODERATE TARIFF.

Wherever you may be staying in . . .

THE DONEGAL HIGHLANDS,
you should instruct that your Laundry Work be sent direct to

JONES & LOWTHER,
THE STEAM LAUNDRY of the NORTH OF IRELAND,

BISHOP ST., LONDONDERRY.

However small the parcel, every attention will be paid to it, and

The Comfort of Clean Linen,

to say nothing of the pleasure of appearing as you are wont to in London

or Paris, will be yours

Without taking a large quantity

oJ Underclothes, etc., with you.

You may absolutely rely on the work: but make sure your parcel is

consigned to

JONES 81 LOWTHER (at above address).
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CITY HOTEL,
LONDONDERRY

(TME LEADING MOTEL IN THE CITY),
Opposite Landing Stages of American and Cross Channel Steamers.

THIS FIRST-CLASS FAMILY AND COMMERCIAL HOTEL
Stands in the principal thoroughfare, opposite City Hall, close to all Railways. Post

Office Banks. Steamboat Offices, and principal Business Establishments, overlooking the

River Foyle, and affording a magnihcent view of Old Derry Walls, and Siege Guns.

ELEGAISTT :BEI>ROOiyiS.
Billiard, Smoking, Coffee, Commercial, Draioina. and Writing Rooms.

Thf fiincihi'l DiiiiiiK Room Loiiifortiibly scats tJO t>i.-rsoiis.

Omnibus & Porter attend all Trains & Steamers. Night Porter. Electric Light throughout.

LARGE WELL-LIGHTED UP-TO-DATE STOCKROOMS.
Nearest Hotel to Railway for Giant's Causeway. Most convenient starting

point for Donegal Highlands. Cook's Coupons and American Express Cheques accepted.

FIRST CLASS GARAGE. Headquartei's of Royal Automobile Club and U. K. C. T. A.

THOMAS O'KANE, Manager.
Telephone No. 195. CITY HOTKL.
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Cleart/'s

BELLEEK.

THE CORNER HOUSE.

TOURIST ^ r

AND

COMMERCIAL.

Most central for

FISHING, -

SHOOTING,
And visiting all the local

places of interest.

Moderate Tariff.

Perfect Sanitary

Arrangements.

CHARLES
LANCASTee
ESTP GUNMAKERS to fc c?
'826 H. M. the KING.

^'"'^

HAMMERLESS EJECTOR GUNS
£63-i^50-i35-£30-J[25

AND <£l6. 16.0
"CORDITE" & "AXII^E"

SPORTING RIFLES.
the'ross'straight pull
•280 MAGAZINE RIFLES. -375

"THE COLINDIAN" (Rd.)
A"COROITE"BALL&SHOT GUN.

CARTRIDGES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

"CLAY"PIGEONS & TRAPS .

GUN FITTING WITH TRY GUNS
ALSO INSTRUCTION AT
THE NORTH WESTERN
SHOOTING SCHOOL
(Ring up Hnrlesden 38)

"THE ART OF SHOOTING"
7^." EDITION 2'6 postage 6*? extra

BOOKLET & PRICE LIST FREE.

ll,PANTON ST
HAYMARKET,

CoS?i;iheatroLONDON S.W.
TELEGRAMS:-OVALBORt LONDON.

, TELEPHONE :-GERRARD 3691.
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THE DONEGAL HIGHLANDS.

Lou^h Swilly Hotel,

-35 minutes* rail from Londonderry.

A17 Ideal Health ai?d Pleasure Resort.

Charmingly situated, overlooking the beautiful Lake of Shadows.

Splendid Scenery. Bracing Climate. Golfing". Good Fishing, sea

or river. Tennis. Croquet. Bathing, etc. Excellent Cuisine.

SaiiitcJtioii perfect. Terms by day or iceekly.

^— APPLY TO MANAGERESS.
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Tcmplecronc Rectory, Ma^hery Bay, Dungloe.

TO BE LET. FURNISHED, IV^'^I^Se^u^ 1^5.
""^'^^

J.ovely stretch of strand. Sea BathinR in all tides. Sea Fishing, Pollock, Glashin
,

Lobster, Crab, &c. Boats, 5 - per day.

Loughs lllion and Aughlish within a mile of Residence.

Drawing and dining rooms, study, 4 bedrooms, bath, w.c, 2 servants' bedrooms,

&c. Byre, stable, coach or motor house, &c. Good vegetable garden.

Shooting over a Rabbit Warren of 100 acres could be arranged for.

DUCK. WIDGEON, CURLEW, &c., ARE PLENTIFUL.

.A.x>i>iy to tme: re:ctoi«.

^' Tlie I-iaiicl of Tl-iirty T^slVs^&s.

Ncsbitt Arms Hotel, SnSNE^
THE ANGLER'S HOiVIE.

Splendid Salmon and Sea Trout Fishing on three rivers, and

Ihe free Brown Trout Fishing of thirty lakes.

GOLF LINKS. BILLIARDS. Terms Moderate.

. . FDR , .

PLEASURE AND PROFIT,
By "PRACTICAL" (Edgar S. Shpubsole).

\ concise and lucid work, covering the whole subject o!

Fish Culture, by a well-known Angler and acknowledged

expert on all fresh water fishing questions.

Katural and Artificial Redds.
I

Rainbow and other Foreign Trout.

The Formation of Ponds and Lakes.
|

Fish Passes. Spawning.

Screens and Sluices.
I

How to Make a Hatchery.

Water Supply and Aeration. I
Care of Alevins and Young Fry.

Natural Food, Aquatic Plants, etc. Concerning Rearing Fly and Yearlings,

Stocking. I

Etc., etc., etc.

Printed on Art Paper and beautifully Illustrated with Photographs and Drawings by the Author.

BOUND IN CLOTH, 6- POST FREE.

The FJeZrf says:—" This excellent littk- work .... is full of information and advice.

... It should certainly be in the hands of not only evury one proposinti tish culture, but

e\-er\ owner of a trout or salmon fishery."

""SHOOTING TIMES" OFFICE, 72-77, Temple Chambers, LONDON, E.G.
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McDcvitt's Hotel,
MILFORD, Co. DONEGAL.

M. A. McCreadie - - - - Proprietor.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII»lllllllllllllllllllllllll><l'lllli"ll<l">'ll">

« §3

GOOD TABLE. MODERATE TARIFF.

Hotel situated within ten minutes' walk of the most

beautiful scenery in Donegal.

Good Shooting and Fishinci.
1
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FINEST FREE FISHING IN IRELAND.

SALMON, BROWN and WHITE TROUT.

^a^lor'6 Ibotel,

KILMACRENAN,

.^^ Co. Donegal.
\\'ithin five minutes' walk of

RIVER LENNON """^ "^ ^'''^ ^""^^^ free Salmon
—=

—

' E^ishin^f rivers in the province.

LOUGH FERN °"^ "^'^^ distant, admittedly one of the

very best Salmon and Brown Trout

lakes in Ulster. White Trout run into the lake from June onward.

LOUGH KEEL ^^^"^"^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^S Brown Trout, Salmo-
'—

- Ferox, close by. Several smaller lakes

adjacent, all of them teeming with E3rown Trout.

GOOD BOATS AND BOATMEN KEPT.
Post and Telegraph Offices next door. Railway Station two miles distant.

Headquarters C.T.C. Motor Accommodation.

This Hotel bas bcci7 fitted up with all modern ai7d

sanitary requirements.

Hot and cold water. S]\'icious liathroom. Lavatory, and Closets.

Moderate Terms. !• D. TAYLOR, Proprietor.
Telegrams: "TAYLORS HOTEL, KILMACRENAN."
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Sainton Fishing o., ^^^-^^
.^i^""^"

^ RIVER LENNON.

Brcwv Treat fisbwg
on ...

THREE UKES and THREE RIVERS.

St. Columb'S Hotel,
CHURCH HILL, Co. DONEGAL.

Delightfully situated in its own grounds. Charming drives

and walks. Excellent Fishing close to the Hotel.

A HOME FROM HOME. ^

Every Accoiiiiiiodation. Moderate Charges. Good Boats. Competent Boatmen.

For particulars apply to MANAGER.

CHURCHILL HOTEL, CHURCHILL,
•^S- Lettenkenny, Co. Donegal. -^~^

ANGLERS AND ARTISTS. Gentlcincii iKitmmsint; tins Hotel will tiiul ^vrry c.mK.it

and arroiiiiiiodatioti. Sanitary arranUcments perfect.

Free Salmon FisliinK on River Lennon. and Excellent Brown-Trout Flshinji on fiartan Lou«!i.

Lousli Akibbon and Louj-h Nalcally.

Boats on Lakes free to Visitors. Post and Telef4raph Office. Railway Station One Mile

from Hotel.

Terms Moderate. Special Terms for Family Parties.

Hotel stands 500 feet above Sea Level. As a Health Resort this PiMitrt is nnt.inalled.

Cars meet Trains l.v .\pi)ointinent. Only best brands ot \\ hiskie-, w in. -.

Brandies, S:c., kept m stock.

. . . l-cr PartkitUirs apply tc R. WILKIN, Proprietor.

By appointment to the principal Fishing Clubii in Ireland.

. . . The most Practical House in the Trade.

S£i.lnr>on ILiicences Issued.

M. GARNETT, "^"'Z.lf^cM....
"Anglers' Resort," Crampton Court, Dame Street. I>u:BLI1*.

(OI'POSITI-: I.OWEK CASTLE VAKD.)

Branch : 25, ESSEX QUAY, « ^-'^'^rprd^U^'M^/B^rsh^ro^l."'^^"^
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Gwecdore Hotel,
.^-lDONEGAL.

Situated in one cf tt)e most romantic

spots in Donegal.

FAMED FOR ITS FISHING FACILITIES.

f\iVgJ* C/lSiQV aii^^ adjoining lakes-

Abound with . .

SALMON, 5EA and

BROWN TROUT.

^^^ EVERY COMFORT PROVIDED. ^^

posiing in all Us details.

Sea within four miles,

post and Celegraph Office in ^otel.

ALEXAXDKR K( )1;i;KTS()X, Mana^lcr
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Ii> tl)e Heart of tl>e

Doi>c4al Hi^l>lai)ds

Sea Tpout Fishing. Rock Pigeon Shooting.

Seal Shooting. Wild Fowling. Brown Trout

Fishing in several lakes and rivers, including

the famous Port Lough.

PORT LOUGH.

All within easy reach of . . .

The "Stewart Arms" Hotel,

Replete with every comfort [)UJ\PA^J\A.GMYo
and convenience for tourists

and sportsmen. Splendid Sea Bathing. Excellent GoU Course.

Posting. Cars meet every train from Londonderry.

Telegrams-

STERRITT, DUNFANAGHY."

Proprietor—
® J. A. STERRITT.
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Z7ie Hosses /^t's^eri/.

Consists of 127 lakes and 3 rivers; situated in the centre

of the Donegal Elighlands, amidst wild mountain and coast

scenery. The lakes are stocked with Salmon, Sea-Trout and

Brown-Trout, including Rainbow and Loch Leven. Over 60,000

sea-trout fry are turned out of the hatchery every season. Sea-

Trout run to o\-er 6 lbs.

Special New Arrangements for Tickets.

From 1st March until 30th June,

10s. pel" week.

From 1st July until 31st Octobep,

25s. per week; 60s. per month.

The famous Crolly River and Lough Anure are

included in the Fishery.

———^

DUNGLOE, the centre of the Fishery, is 2^ miles from

Dungloe Station (Burtonport Rly.), and 10 miles from h'intown

Station (Donegal Rly.).

Excellent accommodation can ^ , The lakes are all within

be had at reasonable terms. easy reach of hotels. . .

Sea fisbing. Rock Piaeon SDoofing. Seal Sbootinfl.

l'"urther i)articulars from the Manager,

S. HANLON.
Dungloe, Co. Donegal.
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Beauty Spots in North-Wcst Donegal.

HARKIN'S

Jyfuc/(ish View Jjofel

AND

Postip^ Establisl>n>cpt,

W Co. DONEGAL,
<jX AS now been completely renovated ; is only two minutes' walk

* ^ from the Railway Station, and within easy access of all the

places of interest in North -Western Donegal, including

Gweedore, Glenveagh, Hornhead, and Doe Castle. Splendid

Brown Trout Fishing in the immediate vicinity. Magnificent

scenery.

Good Sea Bathing,

Mountain elinnbing, &c.

CARS AWAIT ARRIVAL OF ALL TRAINS.

For Terms apply to THE MANAGER.
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M. ROGAN & SONS,
~ PRACTICAL ANGLERS --

AND

World-Famed Fishing Rod, Fly and Tackle Manufacturers,

BRIDGE-END HOUSE, BALLYSHANNON.

Awarded Silver Medals and Diplomas of Honour and Special Money Prize for Excellence
of Rods, Flies and Fishing Tacklk, International Fishers' Exhibition, London, 1S83.

Patronised by Royalty, the Nobility and leading Sportsmen of the day. Fishing Tackle
Makers to Lord Wolseley, Commander-in-Chief of the British F'orces.

ROGAN'S Famous Greenheart Salmon and Trout Rods, unequalled for
balance, tiiiisli, and long casting powir (all lund-madL), aiul nsici 1)> the best Fishermen of the
present day in all parts of the world.

ROGAN'S Salmon Flies, Sea Trout Flies, Lake and River Brown
Trout Flies. St.md.ird I'.itterns for evtT\ Lakt/ and Ki\(T in Irelaml, Scotland. W.iles,
Norway, and Canad.i, ccliliritcd fur their Killing and Wearing c|ii,ditics.

ROGAN'S High-Class Salmon and Trout Reels, Lines, and Gut
Casting Lines, iind cni r\' Anuling Kri|uisilc of the I'.i^t <Onality onl\-.

Lessons given in Fly Dressing and Fly Casting.

Anglers visiting any of the l-'ishing Stations in all parts of Inland will lind it greatly to their

advantage to order their F'lics and Fishing Tackle from us.

Correct information given respecting all Fisheries in Irelaml. Hstiiblislicd 100 Years.
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T^rt Up-to-lDate Establishment.

CALLAQHAN'S COSY QUARTERS
. . . For . . .

Tcarists at)d Spcrtswet}.
RATH IVlU LLENi one minute from the Pier.

Wines and Spirits of the Choicest Qualities. Family Grocery and I'roxisions at

Store Prices. Yacht & Ships' Stores a specialty. Posting in all its Branches.

Manufacturers and Exporters of the

FAMOUS DONEGAL HOMESPUN TWEEDS
For Gents' Suitings and Ladies' Costumes.

Specially adapted for Golfing, Cycling, Shooting, Fishing, and general Holiday
Garments. Made from Pure Natural Wool.

Samples post free to any part of the Kingdom on application.

Telegrams — Proprietor

" Callaghan. Rathmiillen." P. CALLAGHAN.

The Donegal

Highlands . .

THE ANGLER'S
BRIGHTON

CF IRELAND.

SALMON, WHITE TROUT, and

BROWN TROUT FISHING.

Excellent Sea Trout and Brown Trout fishing assured during Alarcli, .Xjiril and
May, with an occasional Spring Salmon. Grilse commence to run from 1st Jime.
Several miles of two good Salmon and Sea Trout rivers, viz. : the Gweedore and Owen
Torr, All the lakes on General Twig and Peebles Estate, with Sea and Brown Trout
up to four pounds, reserved to visitors at the hotel. A few additional floats on lakes
that were hitherto unfishable. All now combined offers exceptional advantages to the
amateur angler, as well as the professional, and last but not least, a good Hotel on the
very bank of the river, with the latest modern improvements in bathrooms, smoking
room, and electric bells, etc., and convenient to the Railway Station. Shooting over
8,000 acres from the 12th August. Very moderate terms.

Fishing opens 1st March and closes 31st October.

Apply: Proprietor, THE HOTEL, CROLLY BRIDGE, CROLLY, Co. DonegaL
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SJjjM Donegal Blgblands.

CO. DONEGAL RAILWAYS' JOINT COMMITTEE,

y 1111,^ HIS Line opens up to the Tourist, or seeker after change of air and scene,
fll« the entire south-western portion of the County of Donegal, and also runs

M ^ through the heart of the " Donegal Highlands."
^. Jf It offers not only inland and sea-coast scenery of great variety and beauty,

but affords a fruitful field of interest to the botanist, geologist, and student
of Irish history ; whilst the angler will find, in all directions, lakes and rivers, many
free, and others fishable on moderate terms.

From Strabane, the junction with the G.N. and Mid. Co.'s routes to and from all

parts of the British Isles, the Line passes along the fertile valley of the Finn to

Stranorlar ; from thence a branch runs to Glenties (still following the Finn, to its

source at Finntown) 24i miles from Stranorlar. After leaving Stranorlar for Donegal
and Killybegs, the Line rapidly ascends for the first six miles until it attains a height
of 600 feet above the sea at Lough Mourne, a handsome sheet of water upwards of a
mile in length, whence it rapidly descends through the famous Gap of Barnesmore,
passing en route Lough Eske, with its beautiful and extensive lake studded with islands.

At Donegal, the old castle, with its wonderful "Fireplace," and the ruins of the

old abbey, noted as the retreat where the four learned monks put together their famous
" Annals," should be seen. Close to the railway are several well-known medicinal
springs similar to those of Harrogate. Within easy reach of the town are Lough
Belshade, the Waterfall at Lough Eske, and the Caves and the Underground River of

the " Pullins " at Ballintra.

Leaving Donegal for Killybegs, the Line rapidly ascends to some 300 feet above sea
level at Mountcharles Station, disclosing magnificent views of Donegal Bay, studded
with numerous islands. The Line is seldom out of view of the sea the whole way,
offering an ever-varying panorama of sea and mountain.

From Killybegs cars can be had to Carrick, where there are good hotels in the

centre of the most interesting scenery of the " Donegal Highlands," such as Teelin
Bay, " Bunglass," " Slieve League," with its " One Man's Pass," 1,800 feet above the

sea, and its precipitous cliffs, unique in their marvellous colouring, are said to be
imequalled in Eurojie, save perhaps, by the North Capes in Norway.

Numerous early Christian and Druidical ruins are to be found here.

Fishing for salmon and sea and brown trout in two rivers and numerous lakes, is

offered, free of charge, to visitors at the Carrick Hotel.

From Carrick, tourists can drive by a good road to Ardara, through the Pass of

Glengesh, one of the most remarkable pieces of mountain scenery in the country, to

Glenties, returning, by rail, to Strabane, or vice versa, the Line passing through
scenery not to be surpassed for its variety and rugged grandeur.

On the Donegal to Ballyshannon Line there are several splendid watering-places,

more especially at Rossnowlagh, where good accommodation can be had, and where
there is a magnificent strand, finer than any in the North of Ireland.

The new Line from Strabane to Letterkenny, a distance of about twenty miles, is

expected to be opened in the early Autumn, passing through beautiful and fertile

country, and aft'ording an easy and expeditious route to the growing and prosperous
towns of Convey, Kaphoe, and Letterkenny.

Good hotels are also to be found at Stranorlar, Donegaf, Killybegs, Ardara
Glenties, Dungloe, Carrick, Gweedore, and Ballyshannon.

For further particulars see Tourist Arrangements, or apply to the undersigned.

Stranorlar, Co. Donegal. R. M. LIVESEY,
April, 1907. Traffic Superintendent.
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"An excellent class organ."

—

Tlic World.

" Under the Editorship of Mr. R. B. Marston, the Gazette has attained a high standing."

Diiilv Xcii-s.

ESTABLISHED 1877.

Have you seen . . .

The Fishing Gazette
IF NOT, send postcard for Specimen Copy of current issue.

The Fisbi»?$ Gazette. ^"^'^ ''"'>*"— Illustrated.

With Articles on SALiVION, TROUT & GENERAL FISHING.

London: ST. DUNSTAN'S HOUSE, FETTER LANE, E.G.

CHARMING Co. Dopegal.
nT^ ^^ITXIT'J^^J^ SALMON FISHING
"•w'^^'i-'*wl^X-'E/ IN RIVER ERNE.

To be LET
tor the months of May, June, July, and August I mixed rough shooting

during August, and grouse limited to 25 brace), the

MANSION HOUSE of "Cliff,"
near Belleek, railway, post and telegraph, within eighteen hours of London.

GOLF AND SEA BATHING.
The Mansion (fully Furnished) stands on the banUs of the River Erne,
contains three reception rooms and billiard room, nine bedrooms, five

servants' rooms, two bathrooms (h. & c. water), w.c.'s ; stabling for six

horses. Three rods on the usual terms of £4 per week ; also trout and
salmon fishing in lake. I'or particulars. appl\' to

—

MRS. LYON MOORE, Molenan, Londonderry, Ireland.
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LONDONDERRY & LOUGH SWILLY RAILWAY.

The Highlands
(?t^=?)

f» of Donegal,
Via LONDONDERRY.

L rtlll*i^f'^ should ask for Through Tickets to BuNCRANA, Carn-

^^^^^^^,^_ DOXAGH, RaTHMULLEN, PoRTSALON, CREESLOUGH,

for Rosapenxa, Duxfaxaghy, Gweedore or

BURTONPORT, issued by the Principal Iinglish and Irish Railways,

via Londonderry.

Excellent Fishing and Shooting.

Golfing, Boating, Bathing, and Mountaineering.

Splendid Hotels.

Frequent service of TRAINS from and to LONDONDERRY.
STEAMERS ply between FAHAN, RATHMULLEN and PORTSALON.
COACH SERVICE DAILY between RATHMULLEN and PORT-

SALON from 1st June until 30th Sept.; and between CREESLOUGH
and ROSAPENNA, in connection with Mail Trains to and from LARNE,

BELFAST and DUBLIN.

For full particulars see Illustrated Guide and Time Table, sent post

free on application to undersigned.

NOTICE.—On coinmunicatiiiM with the Company's Aflents, Messrs. McCrea & McFarland,
Loiuloiulcrry, or with any of the Company's Station-masters, a conveyance will be in attendance
to remove heavy lugj^ajje between railway stations in Derry.

LONDONDERRY. R. S. MOORE, Traffic Manager.
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Great Northern Railway (Ireland)

THE MAIL AND EXPRESS ROUTE, ENGLAND WITH BELFAST

AND THE NORTH OF IRELAND, via HOLYHEAD and KINGSTOWN.

TRAINS ALSO RUN IN CONNECTION WTTH THE EXPRESS

SERVICES via HOLYHEAD and DUBLIN (North Wall), and

HOLYHEAD and GREENORE.

FIVE CROSS-CHANNEL SERVICES DAILY.

Breakfast and Dining Cars are run between Dublin and Belfast, and
between Belfast and Greenore.

MOUNTAIN, LOUGH, RIVER, AND SEA.

GOLFING, FISHING, COACHING, CYCLING.

PLACES OF RESORT.
BUNDORAN. Famed Health Resort ; within easy reach are Loughs
(on the Atlantic Coast). Melvin and Erne. Sea Bathing. Golf (18-hole

Course). Fishing.

ROSAPENNA. Donegal Highlands ; Mountain and Lake Scenery.

Golf (18-hole Course). Fishing.

PORTSALON Fishing and Boating. Golf (18-hole Course).

(Head of Lough Swilly).

NEWCASTLE. Famed Golfing Resort (IS-hole course). New Route
via Ballyroney now open.

ROSTREVOR and On Carlingford Lough. Mourne Mountains district.

WARRENPOINT. Balmy and restorative climate.

BOYNE VALLEY. Drives through Historical and Antiquarian districts.

ENNISKILLEN. Island Town. Lake Fishing, Boating, &c.

DONEGAL, GLENTIES, KILLYBEGS, &c.

HOTELS.
The Companv own and manage Hotels at Bundoran, Rostrevor, and Warrenpoint.

Illustrated Guides sent on applicadon to the Superintendent of the Line, Amiens

Street, Dublin.
Tickets at very reduced rates, available for 16 davs, are issued on certain Thurs-

days curing the Summer months, from LONDON ANl!) PRINCIPAL STATIONS IN

SOUTH AND W'KST OF ENGLAND, via Holyhead and OreL-nore and I'in Holvhead

and Dublin (North Wad), TO BELFAST, LONDONDERRY, WARRENPOINT, THE
DONEGAL COAST AND HIGHLANDS, embracing Bundoran, Killybegs, Glenties,

Burtonport, Creeslough, and Carndonagh.
The Donegal Coast faces the Atlantic Ocean ; the air is invigorating and the

temperature mild and genial.

Dublin, 1908. HENR^ PLEWS, General Manager.
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GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY

(IRELAND) HOTELS.

BVNDCRAN, Cc. Dcpegal.
THE GREAT NORTHERN HOTEL.

Lighted by Electricity throughout. Sea and Fresh Water Baths.

EXCELLENT EIGHTEEN-HOLE GOLF LINKS ON HOTEL GROUNDS
FREE TO VISITORS STAYING AT THE HOTEL.

Acconuuodation for Alotors. Petrol supplied.

. . . Lake. River, and Sea Fishing. Sea Bathing.

Telegraphic Address ;—" NORTHERN, BUNDORAN."

RCSTREVOR, Cc. Down.
THE GREAT NORTHERN HOTEL.

Beautifully situated on Carlingford Lough. Luxuriously fitted and fur-

nished, and lighted by Electricity throughout. Sea and Fresh Water Baths.

Telegraphic Address :—" NORTHERN, ROSTREVOR."

WARRENPCINT, Cc. Dcwp
THE GREAT NORTHERN HOTEL.

Occupies a fine position at the head of Carlingford Lough. Sea and Fresh
Water Baths.

Telegraphic Address :—" NORTHERN, WARRENPOINT.

Combined First-Class Rail and Hotel Tickets
Are issued to the above Hotels at the Company's principal Stations^ but

these Tickets will not be available at Bundoran from the iTth July to the
1 3th September, inclusive.

For further inSormation, apply to the ManasJers at the Hotels.

T. MORRISON, Secretary.
Amiens Street Terminus, Dublin.
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SCOTLAND & IRELAND
ROYAL IVEAIIL. LINE.

ESTABLISHED 1824.

Quickest, Cheapest, and Best Route between
all parts of Scotland and the North of Ireland.

MAIL SERVICE twice every evening (Sundays excepted) to and from
Belfast, via Glasgow and Greenock, and via Ardrossan.

Express Daylight Service during Summer Season:

GLASGOW to BELFAST and Back same Day

By tbc Fast ai^d Luxurious NEW TURBINE R.M.S.
"VIPER" (or otbcr steamer). Speed 22 Kr>ots.

Special Day, Week-end, Weekly, and 14-Day Excursion
Bookings by the Daylight Service, also Tourist Bookings to
all the principal holiday resorts in the North and South of

Ireland by the Daylight and Night Mail Services.

GLASGOW and LONDONDERRY (Greeno'=c1^"r„ri^ov .e

)

From Glasgow every Wednesday and Saturday.

From Londonderry every Monday and Thursday.

SCOTLAND and ENGLAND.
GLASGOW AND LIVERPOOL (calling at Greenock).

Fast and Commodious Passenger and Goods Steamers,
"Spaniel," "Pointer," and "Gorilla." Sailings from each

end nine times a fortnight. Cheap Excursion Fares.

For full details see Advertisements and Sailing Bills, or for further

information apply at the Offices at Glasgow. Belfast, Londonderry, Larne.

Greenock, Ardrossan, Leith, Liverpool, and Manchester.
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Angling Specialties for 1908.

THE LOCH LEVEN EYED FLY BOX.
The most complete and efficient eyed fly carrier ever produced. It measures

4" X i" X 5, can be carried in waistcoat pocket, and is all the eyed fly fisherman

wants for his day's fishing. There are spring clips to accommodate 50 trout or

loch flies, with pad of flannel for drying used flies.

Price Is. 6d. Each. Post Free.

New Season's pattern fitted with cork steps on one side, price 2/- each,

post free.

The "Stpuan" Patent Reel with friction brake. The

simplest, most effective, and cheapest brake reel ever produced. One screw-

only Can be taken to pieces for oiling, etc., in five seconds.

Sixes 2h" 2'i"
3" 3:^" 3h" 4" 4A"

Prices 15/- 16/- 17/6 18/6 20/- 22/6 25/-

The " Struan " patent elastic lock-fast joint. Hasan
action equal to a splice rod. Fitted to any rod for 3/6.

"Telarana" Nova t>wisted Casts and Traces, fur Salmon,

Pike, and Sea Fishing. Price 2/- each. Vide Fislii)ig Gazette, Jan. 4, 1<.0S.

For " Dry Fly ' and Fine Fishing use Telarana natural Cut, 60-in. lengths,

equal to 3xfine, Ixfine, and Finn. Price 1 0/6 per hank.

iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNii

Specialist in Grcenhcart Trout and Salmon Rods.

Specialist in Brown and White Trout Flies.

Specialist in Grilse and Salmon Plies.

CATALOGVIC AXD PlilClC LIST POST F1il-i:.

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll r-

WILLIAM ROBERTSON,
- - pishing Red and Tachle Merclnwt and Muntifitctitrcr,

27, Wellington St. (Corner of Cadogaii St.) GLASGOW.
Telegrams: "FLEES," GLASGOW.
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JOHN LEMON & SON,
GENERAL IRONMONGERS,

ACETYLENE ENGINEERS & PATENTEES.
Telegraphic Address: " LEMON, ENNISKILLEN.

'

The Depot for Sporting Goods in the Lough Erne district.

EVERY REQUISITE J^OR —
YACHTING, SHOOTING, FISHING, CRICKET, TENNIS,

FOOTBALL, HOCKEY, &c.

Cycle and Motor Depot. Pratt's and Shell Motor Spirit. Repairs to

Motors, Guns, Fishing Rods, &c., by competent workmen, on the premises.

OFFICIAL. REPAIRERS TO C.T.C.

PORTMANTEAUS, BAGS, LEGGINGS, OILSKINS, &c.
Orders by post or teleKrani receive prompt attention,

JOHN LEMON & SON, Saw Mills, ENNISKILLEN.
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tHe xf^isH Nof^Nvti^V.
HIGH-CLASS ACCOMMODATION AT

RosAPENNA Hotel,
Carrigart, Co. Donegal.

First-Class Golf Links (18 Holes) surround Hotel.

"One of the finest Golf Courses in the United Kinfjdoni."—//iicr.v Vitrdoii.

SALMON, SEA TROUT AND BROWN TROUT FISHING
RESERVED TO HOTEL FREE OF CHARGE.

A full description of Golf Links and Fishing rights appeals in this Guide in

the section devoted to MuIro\- Bav.

BATHING, BOATING, LAWN TENNIS, CROQUET

Motop Gapage and Petr>ol.

For terms and Illustrated Brochure apply to the Manager.




